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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
www.uspto.goyv 
 APPLICATION NO. ISSUE DATE PATENT NO. ATTORNEY DOCKFT NO. CONFIRMATION NO.

14/647,859 03/05/2019 10223692 20533.40a.1 5414

22913 7590 02/13/2019

Workman Nydegger
60 East South Temple
Suite 1000

Salt Lake City, UT 84111

ISSUE NOTIFICATION

The projected patent number andissue date are specified above.

Determination of Patent Term Adjustment under 35 U.S.C. 154 (b)
(application filed on or after May 29, 2000)

The Patent Term Adjustment is 273 day(s). Any patent to issue from the above-identified application will include
an indication of the adjustmentonthe front page.

If a Continued Prosecution Application (CPA) wasfiled in the above-identified application, the filing date that
determines Patent Term Adjustmentis the filing date of the most recent CPA.

Applicant will be able to obtain more detailed information by accessing the Patent Application Information
Retrieval (PAIR) WEBsite (http://pair-uspto.gov).

Any questions regarding the Patent Term Extension or Adjustment determination should be directed to the Office
of Patent Legal Administration at (571)-272-7702. Questions relating to issue and publication fee payments
should be directed to the Application Assistance Unit (AAU) of the Office of Data Management (ODM)at
(571)-272-4200.

APPLICANT(s) (Please see PAIR WEBsite http://pair-uspto.gov for additional applicants):

Min Hwan JEON, Gwangyu-si, KOREA, REPUBLIC OF;
MOZIDO CORFIRE - KOREA, LTD., Seongnam-si Gyeonggi-do, KOREA, REPUBLIC OF;

The United States represents the largest, most dynamic marketplace in the world and is an unparalleled location
for business investment, innovation, and commercialization of new technologies. The USA offers tremendous
resources and advantages for those who invest and manufacture goods here. Through SelectUSA, our nation
works to encourage and facilitate business investment. To learn more about why the USAis the best country in
the world to develop technology, manufacture products, and grow your business, visit SelectUSA. gov.
IR103 (Rev. 10/09)
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Via E-File

PATENT APPLICATON

Docket No: 20533.40a.1

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARKOFFICE

In re application of: )
)

Min Hwan Jeon )
)

Serial No: 14/647,859 } Art Unit
) 3695

Filed: May 28, 2015 )
)

Confirmation Ne.: 5414 }
)

For: METHOD FOR SETTING TEMPORRY j
PAYMENT CARD AND MOBILE }
DEVICE APPLYING THE SAME )

)
Examiner: Kito R. Robinson )

)
Customer No.: 22913 )

TRANSMITTALOF ISSUE FEE PAYMENT 

Mail Stop Issue Fee
Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Sir;

In response to the Notice of Allowance and Fee(s) Due dated October 18, 2018, please
find enclosed herewith the following items for filing in the United States Patent and Trademark
Office in connection with the above identified patent application:

Xs Fee(s) Transmittal (PTOL-85) submitted pursuant to 37 C.P.R. § 1.311.

APPL-1002
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_.. A Supplemental Declaration executed by the inventor(s) is submitted pursuant to
37 CER. § 1.67.

Pursuant to the request for submission of formal drawings, enclosed are the
following:

A Letter to the Official Draftsperson;

A set of {_} sheets of formal drawings to replace the
corresponding drawings originally filed with the subject application.

oe A duplicate set of thessC__) sheets of formal drawings with
the changes therein highlighted in red.

Petition to Excuse Error in Small Entity Status is enclosed.

Form PTO-2038 submitting Credit Card Payment in the amount of $ _is
enclosed to cover the fee deficiency for the Petition to Excuse Error.

penne

X. Payment by credit card using the payment option in E-Filer with RAM will be
used to cover the paymentofthe fees as follows:

X.. The $1,000.00 governmentissue fee pursuant to 37 C.F.R. § 1.18.

The$ _ government publication fee pursuant to 37 C-F.R. § 1.18.(@)

XX. The Commission is hereby authorized to charge payment of any additionalfees or
credit any overpayment to Deposit Account No. 23-3178.

Please address all future correspondence in connection with the above-identified patent
application to the attention of the undersigned.

Dated this is® day ofaReey ; 20.
; Respectfully submitted,
 

eeeh o

\ JOHN C. STRINGHAM
Registration No. 40,831
WORKMAN NYDEGGER

Attorneys for Applicant
Customer No. 022913

Telephone No. 801.533.9800
istrincham'éwnlaw.com

386974051.doc
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PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL

Complete and send this form, together with applicable fee(s), by mail or fax. or via EFS-Web.
By mail, send to: Mail Stop ISSUE FEE By fax, sendto: (371-273-2885

Commissioner for Patents
P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450

INSTRUCTIONS: fisform should he used for uansmiting the ISSUE FEE and PUBLICATION FEE(il required). Blocks | through 5 should be compieied where appropriate.All
further comespondence including the Patent. advance orders and aotification of marmtenance fees will be mailed to the current comespondence address as (indicated unless covsected
below or directed otherwise in Block £, by-(a) stecifiiog a aew correspondence address; and/or ib} indieming 4 separate “FRE ADDRESS”for maintenancefee notlficatigns.

Note: A certificate of mailing can only be used for domestic railingsof theZe Trancmi ; ; “4 nd for marys avi
CURRENT CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS (Note: Lite Block t for any change ofactress) Feeis} Tranimital, This certificate connat he used for any other accompanyingpapers, Each additional paper, such as a6 assignment or formal drawing. must

have its owncertificate of mailing or (ransmissinn:

     

  
 

  
 

22413 7598 LL Wents Certificate of Mailing or Transmission

Workman Nydegger i hereby certify chat this Fee(s} Transmittalis being deposited with the United. . ‘ Siates Postal Service with sufficient postage for first class mail in an envelope
60 East South Temple addressed to the Mail Stop ISSUE FEEaddress above, or being wansmiued 40
Suite 1060 the TISFTG via EFS-Webor hy facsimile is (ATES 27 3-3RRS, on the date below,
Sak Lake City, UT @4bil STyped or printed namey 

FIRST NAMED IN ATTORNEY DOCKETNO. CONFIRMATION NO.

Mia Hwan JEON 20533.40s. f Said
      
   341647,859 OSB

TITLE OF INVENTION: METHOD FOR SETTING TEMPORARY PAYMENT CARD AND MOBILE DEVICE APPLYING THE SAME

APPLN, TYPE 5 ENTITY STATUS UBLICATION FRE DUE}PREV. PAIDISSUR FRE|TOTALFER(S) DUE DATE DUE

nonprovisional UNDISCOUNTED 51006 $0.00 $0.00 $1000 GU BIZO1S

CLAGS-SUBCLASS

ROBINSON, KITOR 3695 FOS-CH 1000
 

    
 

 

  
  

  

Of punting on the patent frond page, hst
(i} The names of up to 4 registered patent altoracys lagi
or agents OR, akematively, t _WerkmanNydegger
(2) The name of e single firm (having as a member a

 
CER1.363). 

im) Change of correspondence address (or Change af CorrespondenceAddress form PTOMSB/122) attached.
rogistentd alioracy or agent} and the names of up ia 2

: 2 registered patent altomeys or agents. H ne name isced "Fee Address”indication (or “Fee Address” Indication farm PTO/ ined ne nine will be printed. fens .
S47; Rey 04.09 or more recent) attached. Use of a Customer 4...

 

Number fs required,
“ASSIGNEE NAME AND RESIDENCE DATA TO BE PRINTED ON THE PATENT(print of type)

PLEASE NOTE: Unless an assigneeis identified below. no assigace data will appear on the patent, If an assignee is idendfied below, the dacument musi have been previously
yecorded. ar filed for recordation, as set forth ia 37 CPR 3.11 and 37 CPR 3.81(a), Completion of hig form is NOME a substiine for fling an assigament:

{A} NAME OF ASSIGNEE iB) RESIDENCE: (CITYand STATE OR COUNTRY?

Mozide Corfire - Korea, LTD. Republic of Korea

had

. 7 . ae: oe Be : : .
Please check the appropriate assignee category or categories (will not be printed on the paren}: Cb individual Uc arporating ar other privaie group endiy 3 Government  

  Aa, Fees submitted: caissue Fee LAPublication Fee (if sequired) Tl Advance Order - #of Copies
4b. Meihod of Payment: (Pleasefirst reapply aay previously paidfee shown above}

 

8 Rlectronic Payment vis RFS-Web (3 Ructosed check (id Nonelectranic payment hy ceédit cand (Atach form PTO-203R}

 
§, Chaoge in Entity Stntus (from status indicated above}

a Applicant certifying micro entity status. See 37 CFR £.29
NOTE: Absent a vatid cenification of Micro Entity Status (sec forms PTOVSHVISA ang 158), issue
fee paymentin the micro entity amount will not be accepied at the risk of application abandonment,
NOTE: If the application was previously under micro entity staius, checking ds box will be iskento be a notification ofloss ofentitlement to micro calily satus.
NOTE: Checking this box will be taken to be a notification of loss of entitlerneat to small oy micro
onilty status, ss applicable.

 
‘odApplicant asserting small entity status, See 37 CFR 1.27

 
Page 2 of 3
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Electronic Patent Application Fee Transmittal

Application Number: 14647859

Filing Date: 28-May-2015

METHODFOR SETTING TEMPORARY PAYMENT CARD AND MOBILE DEVICE

Title of Invention: APPLYING THE SAME

First NamedInventor/Applicant Name: Min Hwan JEON

John C. Stringham/Sue Held

Attorney Docket Number: 20533.40a.1

Filed as Large Entity

Filing Fees for U.S. National Stage under 35 USC 371

Sub-Totalin

Description Fee Code Quantity Amount USD(S) 

Basic Filing:

Miscellaneous-Filing: 

Petition:

Patent-Appeals-and-Interference:

Post-Allowance-and-Post-Issuance:
 

UTILITY APPL ISSUE FEE
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Extension-of-Time:

Miscellaneous:

Totalin USD ($) 1000 

APPL-1002
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Electronic AcknowledgementReceipt

a

a

METHODFOR SETTING TEMPORARY PAYMENT CARD AND MOBILE DEVICE

Title of Invention: APPLYING THE SAME

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Min Hwan JEON

Customer Number: 22913Pe
ee

Application Type: U.S. National Stage under 35 USC 371

 
 

Paymentinformation:

Deposit Account 233178

Authorized User Sue Held

The Director of the USPTO is hereby authorized to charge indicated fees and credit any overpaymentas follows:

37 CFR 1.17 (Patent application and reexamination processing fees)

37 CFR 1.19 (Document supply fees)
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37 CFR 1.20 (Post Issuance fees)

37 CFR 1.21 (Miscellaneous fees and charges)

37 CFR 1.492 (National application filing, search, and examination fees)

37 CFR 1.492(a) (Basic national fee only) 

File Listing:

Document Document Description File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages
Number P Message Digest|Part /.zip| (if appl.)

20533_40a_1_Transmittal_of_|Transmittal Letter
ssue_Fee.pdf 74cfOsedf4f0c4ee326c1 38022f52cf923615

3cl

The pagesize in the PDFis too large. The pages should be 8.5 x 11 or A4.If this PDF is submitted, the pageswill be resized upon entry into the
ImageFile Wrapper and mayaffect subsequent processing
 

Information:

100662

20533_40a_1_Fees_Transmittal
Issue Fee Payment (PTO-85B) ‘pdf €34f24dahad3b93d8901c523a62b4 bANe4 I

le2e7

 

Warnings:

The pagesize in the PDFis too large. The pages should be 8.5 x 11 or A4.If this PDF is submitted, the pageswill be resized upon entry into the
Image File Wrapper and mayaffect subsequent processing

Information:

Fee Worksheet (SB06) fee-info.pdf 043b7bfd2bfa829fe/1aeb1a187¢3895ba7q

Warnings: 
Information:
 

 
TotalFiles Size (in bytes) 193331
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This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTOofthe indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111
If a new applicationis being filed and the application includes the necessary componentsfora filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shownon this
AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish thefiling date of the application.
National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903indicating acceptance of the application as a
national stage submission under35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.
New International Application Filed with the USPTO asa Receiving Office
If a new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary componentsfor
an internationalfiling date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number
andof the InternationalFiling Date (Form PCT/RO/105)will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
national security, and the date shown on this AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish the international filing date of
the application.
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
WWW.USPLO.gOV 

NOTICE OF ALLOWANCE AND FEE(S) DUE

Workman Nydegger ROBLNSON, KITO R
60 East South Temple

Salt Lake City, UT 84111 3695
DATE MAILED: 10/18/2018

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATIONNO.

14/647.859 05/28/2015 Min Hwan JEON 20533.40a.1 5414

TITLE OF INVENTION: METHOD FOR SETTING TEMPORARY PAYMENT CARD AND MOBILE DEVICE APPLYING THE SAME

APPLN. TYPE ENTITY STATUS ISSUE FEE DUE PUBLICATION FEE DUE|PREV. PAID ISSUE FEE TOTAL FEE(S) DUE DATE DUE

nonprovisional UNDISCOUNTED $1000 $0.00 $0.00 $1000 01/18/2019

THE APPLICATION IDENTIFIED ABOVE HAS BEEN EXAMINED AND IS ALLOWED FOR ISSUANCE AS A PATENT.
PROSECUTION ON THE MERITSIS CLOSED. THIS NOTICE OF ALLOWANCEIS NOT A GRANT OF PATENT RIGHTS.

THIS APPLICATION IS SUBJECT TO WITHDRAWAL FROMISSUE AT THE INITIATIVE OF THE OFFICE OR UPON
PETITION BY THE APPLICANT. SEE 37 CFR 1.313 AND MPEP 1308.

 

THEISSUE FEE AND PUBLICATIONFEE (IF REQUIRED) MUST BE PAID WITHIN THREE MONTHS FROM THE MAILING
DATE OF THIS NOTICE OR THIS APPLICATION SHALL BE REGARDED AS ABANDONED. THIS STATUTORY PERIOD
CANNOTBE EXTENDED. SEE 35 U.S.C. 151. THE ISSUE FEE DUE INDICATED ABOVE DOES NOT REFLECT A CREDIT
FOR ANY PREVIOUSLY PAID ISSUE FEE IN THIS APPLICATION. IF AN ISSUE FEE HAS PREVIOUSLY BEEN PAID IN

THIS APPLICATION(AS SHOWN ABOVE), THE RETURN OF PART B OF THIS FORM WILL BE CONSIDERED A REQUEST
TO REAPPLY THE PREVIOUSLY PAID ISSUE FEE TOWARD THEISSUE FEE NOW DUE.

 

HOW TO REPLY TO THIS NOTICE:

I. Review the ENTITY STATUS shownabove.If the ENTITY STATUSis shown as SMALL or MICRO,verify whether entitlement to that
entity status still applies.

If the ENTITY STATUSis the same as shown above, pay the TOTAL FEE(S) DUE shownabove.

If the ENTITY STATUS is changed from that shown above, on PARTB - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL, complete section number5 titled
"Change in Entity Status (from status indicated above)”.

For purposes of this notice, small entity fees are 1/2 the amount of undiscounted fees, and micro entity fees are 1/2 the amount of small entity
fees.

Il. PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL,orits equivalent, must be completed and returned to the United States Patent and Trademark Office
(USPTO) with your ISSUE FEE and PUBLICATION FEE (if required). If you are charging the fee(s) to your deposit account, section "4b"
of Part B - Fee(s) Transmittal should be completed and an extra copy of the form should be submitted. If an equivalent of Part B is filed, a
request to reapply a previously paid issue fee must be clearly made, and delays in processing may occurdueto the difficulty in recognizing
the paper as an equivalent of Part B.

I. All communications regarding this application must give the application number.Please direct all communicationsprior to issuance to Mail
Stop ISSUE FEE unless advised to the contrary.

IMPORTANT REMINDER:Utility patents issuing on applicationsfiled on or after Dec. 12, 1980 may require paymentof maintenance
fees. It is patentee's responsibility to ensure timely payment of maintenance fees when due.

Page 1 of 3
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PART B - FEE(S) TRANSMITTAL

Complete and send this form, together with applicable fee(s), by mail or fax, or via EFS-Web.

By mail, send to: Mail Stop ISSUE FEE By tax, send to: (571)-273-2885
Commissionerfor Patents
P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450

INSTRUCTIONS: This form should be usedfor transmitting the ISSUE FEE and PUBLICATIONFEE(ifrequired). Blocks | through 5 should be completed where appropriate. All
further correspondenceincluding the Patent, advanceorders and notification of maintenancefees will be mailedto the current correspondence addressas indicated unless corrected
below or dirccted othcrwisc in Block 1, by (a) specifying a new correspondence address; and/or (b) indicating a separate "FEE ADDRESS"for maintenance fec notifications.

Note: A certificate of mailing can only be used for domestic mailings of the
Fee(s) Transmittal. This certificate cannot be used for any other accompanying
papers. Each additional paper, such as an assignment or formal drawing, must
have its owncertificate of mailing or transmission.

CURRENT CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS(Note: Use Block | for any change of address)

22913 7590 10/18/2018 Certificate of Mailing or Transmission
- I hereby cerlify that this Fee(s) Transmittal is being deposiled with the Uniled

Workman Nydegger Stales Postal Service with sufficient postage for first class mail in an envelope
60 East South Temple addressed lo the Mail Stop ISSUE FEE address above, or being transmilled to
Suite 1000 the USPTO via EFS-Webor by facsimile to (571) 273-2885, on the date below.

Salt Lake City, UT 84111 Cyped or printed name)(Signature)
(Datei 
 APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKETNO. CONFIRMATION NO.

14/647,859 05/28/2015 Min Hwan JEON 20533.40a.1 5414

TITLE OF INVENTION: METHOD TOR SETTING TEMPORARY PAYMENT CARD AND MOBILE DEVICT: APPLYING THE SAME

APPLN. TYPE ENTITY STATUS ISSUE FEE DUE PUBLICATION FEE DUE|PREV. PAID ISSUE FEE TOTAL FEE(S) DUE DATE DUE

nonprovisional UNDISCOUNTED $1000 $0.00 $0.00 $1000 01/18/2019

 EXAMINER ARTUNIT CLASS-SUBCLASS

ROBINSON, KITO R 3695 705-04 1000

1. Change of correspondence addressor indication of "Fee Address" (37
CFR 1.363).

2. For printing on the patent front page,list
(1) The namesof up to 3 registered patent attorneys
or agents OR,alternatively, Vo
(2) The nameof a single firm (having as a member a
registered attorney or agent) and the namesof up to
2 registered patent attorneys or agents. If no nameis
listed, no name will be printed.

| Changeof correspondence address (or Change of Correspondence
Address form PTO/SB/122) attached. wo 
(I “Fee Address”indication (or "Fee Address" Indication form PTO/
SB/47; Rev 03-09 or more recent) attached. Use of a Customer
Numberis required.

3. ASSIGNEE NAME AND RESIDENCE DATA TO BE PRINTED ON THE PATENT(printor lype)

Ga 
PLEASE NOTE:Unless an assignee is identified below, no assignee dala will appear onthe patent. If an assigneeis identified below, the document must have been previously
recorded, or filed for recordation, as sel forth in 37 CFR 3.11 and 37 CFR 3.81(a). Completion of this form is NOT a substitute for filing an assignment.
(A) NAMEOF ASSIGNEE (B) RESIDENCE:(CITY and STATE OR COUNTRY)

Please check the appropriate assignee category or categories (will not he printed on the patent) : Individual LI Corporation or other private group entity I Government

4a. Fees submitted: (lissue Fee (lpublication Fee (if required) (JAdvance Order- # of Copies
4b. Method of Payment: (Please first reapply any previously paidfee shown above)

(LJ Electronic Payment via EFS-Web (LI Enclosed check (I Non-electronic paymentby credit card (Attach form PTO-2038)

I The Director is hereby authorized to charge the required fee(s), any deficiency, or credit any overpayment to Deposit Account No.

5. Change in Entity Status (from status indicated above)
NOTE:Absenta valid certification of Micro Entity Status (see forms PTO/SB/15A and 15B), issue
fee paymentin the micro entity amountwill not be acceptedatthe risk of application abandonment.
NOTE:If the application was previously under micro entity status, checking this box will be taken
to be a notification of loss of entitlement to micro entity status.
NOTE:Checking this box will be taken to be a notification of loss of entitlement to small or micro
entity status, as applicable.

| Applicant certifying micro entity status. See 37 CFR 1.29  

| Applicant asserting small entity status. See 37 CFR 1.27 
 

| Applicant changing to regular undiscounted fee status.

NOTE: This form must be signed in accordance with 37 CFR 1.31 and 1.33. See 37 CFR 1.4 for signature requirements and certifications.
  

  

Authorized Signature Date

Typedor printed name Registration No.

Page 2 of 3
PTOL-85 Part B (08-18) Approved for use through 01/31/2020 OMB0651-0033 USS. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
WWW.USPLO.gOV 
 

14/647,859 05/28/2015 Min Hwan JEON 20533.40a.1 5414

22913 7590 10/18/2018

Workman Nydegger ROBLNSON, KITO R
60 East South Temple

Salt Lake City, UT 84111 3695
DATE MAILED: 10/18/2018

Determination of Patent Term Adjustment under 35 U.S.C. 154 (b)
(Applications filed on or after May 29, 2000)

The Office has discontinued providing a Patent Term Adjustment (PTA) calculation with the Notice of Allowance.

Section 1(h)(2) of the AIA Technical Corrections Act amended 35 U.S.C. 154(b)(3)(B)() to eliminate the requirement
that the Office provide a patent term adjustment determination with the notice of allowance. See Revisions to Patent
Term Adjustment, 78 Fed. Reg. 19416, 19417 (Apr. 1, 2013). Therefore, the Office is no longer providing an initial
patent term adjustment determination with the notice of allowance. The Office will continue to provide a patent term
adjustment determination with the Issue Notification Letter that is mailed to applicant approximately three weeks prior
to the issue date of the patent, and will include the patent term adjustment on the patent. Any request for reconsideration
of the patent term adjustment determination (or reinstatement of patent term adjustment) should follow the process
outlined in 37 CFR 1.705.

Any questions regarding the Patent Term Extension or Adjustment determination should be directed to the Office of
Patent Legal Administration at (571)-272-7702. Questions relating to issue and publication fee payments should be
directed to the Customer Service Center of the Office of Patent Publication at 1-(888)-786-0101 or (571)-272-4200.

Page 3 of 3
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OMB Clearance and PRA Burden Statement for PTOL-85 Part B

The Paperwork Reduction Act (PRA)of 1995 requires Federal agencies to obtain Office of Management and Budget
approval before requesting most types of information from the public. When OMB approvesan agency request to
collect information from the public, OMB (i) provides a valid OMB Control Number and expiration date for the
agencyto display on the instrumentthat will be used to collect the information and (ii) requires the agency to inform
the public about the OMB Control Number’s legal significance in accordance with 5 CFR 1320.5(b).

The information collected by PTOL-85 Part B is required by 37 CFR 1.311. The information is required to obtain
or retain a benefit by the public whichis to file (and by the USPTO to process) an application. Contidentiality is
governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 30 minutes to complete, including
gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Timewill vary depending upon
the individual case. Any comments on the amountof time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions
for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chicf Information Officer, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office,
U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR
COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P-O. Box 1450, Alexandria,

Virginia 22313-1450. Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no personsare required to respond to acollection
of information unlessit displays a valid OMB control number.

Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your
submission of the attached formrelated to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements
of the Act, please he advised that: (1) the general authority for the collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)
(2); 2) furnishing of the information solicited is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which the information
is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office is to process and/or examine your submission related to a patent
application or patent. If you do not furnish the requested information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not
be able to process and/or examine your submission, which mayresult in termination of proceedings or abandonment
of the application or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:
1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of

Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C 552a). Records from this system of records may
be disclosed to the Department of Justice to determine whether disclosure of these records is required by the
Freedomof Information Act.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed,as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence
to a court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel in the course of
settlement negotiations.

3. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting
a request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has requested assistance
from the Member with respect to the subject matter of the record.

4. A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having
need for the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply
with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m).

5. A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of
records may be disclosed, as a routine usc, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property
Organization, pursuant to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.

6. Arecord in this system of records maybe disclosed,as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes of
National Security review(35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)).

N

7. Arecord from this system of records may be disclosed,as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services,
or his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSAaspart of that agency's responsibility
to recommend improvements in records managementpractices and programs, under authority of 44 U.S.C.
2904 and 2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection
of records for this purpose, and any other relevant (1-e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall
not be used to make determinations aboutindividuals.

8. Arecord fromthis system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of
the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuanceof a patent pursuantto 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record
maybe disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record wasfiled
in an application which became abandonedor in which the proceedings were terminated and which application
is referenced by cither a published application, an application open to public inspection or an issucd patent.

9. A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law
enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or regulation.
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. - 14/647 859 JEON, Min Hwan

KITO R ROBINSON 3695 No

-- The MAILING DATEofthis communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence adaress--
All claims being allowable, PROSECUTION ON THE MERITS IS (OR REMAINS) CLOSEDin this application. If not included
herewith (or previously mailed), a Notice of Allowance (PTOL-85) or other appropriate communication will be mailed in due course. THIS
NOTICE OF ALLOWABILITY IS NOT A GRANTOFPATENTRIGHTS.This application is subject to withdrawalfrom issueat the initiative
of the Office or upon petition by the applicant. See 37 CFR 1.313 and MPEP 1308.

[¥] This communication is responsive to request for continued examination 26 February 2018.
(1) A declaration(sVaffidavit(s) under 37 CFR 1.130(b) was/werefiled on :

CJ An election was made by the applicantin responseto a restriction requirementset forth during the interview on the
restriction requirement and election have been incorporatedinto this action.

¥] The allowed claim(s) is/are 1-2,4-5 and 7-15 . As a result of the allowed claim(s), you maybe eligible to benefit from the Patent
Prosecution Highway program ata participating intellectual property office for the corresponding application. For more information
, please see http://www.uspto.gov/patents/init_events/pph/index.jsp or send an inquiry to PPHfeedback@uspto.gov. 

Cj Acknowledgmentis made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or (f).

Certified copies:

a) (IAI b)({J]Some=*c) () None ofthe:

1. (4 Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.
2. (J Certtitied copies of the priority documents have beenreceived in Application No.

3. (] Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this national stage application from the
International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

* Certified copies not received:

Applicant has THREE MONTHS FROM THE "MAILING DATE"of this communicationto file areply complying with the requirements
noted below.Failure to timely comply will result in ABANDONMENTofthis application.
THIS THREE-MONTHPERIODIS NOT EXTENDABLE.

5. CORRECTED DRAWINGS(as "replacement sheets") must be submitted.
C including changes required by the attached Examiner's Amendment / Commentor in the Office action of

Paper No./Mail Date .
Identifying indicia such as the application number (see 37 CFR 1.84(c)) should be written on the drawingsin the front (not the back) of each
sheet. Replacement sheet(s) should be labeled as such in the header according to 37 CFR 1.121(d).

6.1] DEPOSIT OF and/or INFORMATIONabout the deposit of BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL must be submitted. Note the
attached Examiner's commentregarding REQUIREMENT FOR THE DEPOSIT OF BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL.

Attachment(s)
1.¥] Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 5.4Examiner's Amendment/Comment
2.( Information Disclosure Statements (PTO/SB/08), 6.lv]Examiner's Statement of Reasons for Allowance

Paper No./Mail Date .
3.7 Examiner's Comment Regarding Requirementfor Deposit 7. CO Other .

of Biological Material
4.) Interview Summary (PTO-413),

Paper No./Mail Date. 09/28/2018.
/KITO R ROBINSON/

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 3695

 
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office .
PTOL-37 (Rev. 08-13) Notice of Allowability Part of Paper No./Mail Date 20180924
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Application/Control Number: 14/647,859 Page 2
Art Unit: 3695

DETAILED ACTION

Status of Claims

1. This action is in reply to the request for continued examinationfiled on 26

February 2018.

2. Claim 1 and 15 have been amended.

3. Claim 3 and 6 have been canceled.

4. Claims 1, 2, 4, 5, 7-15 are currently pending and have been examined.

5. The present application is being examined underthe pre-AlAfirst to invent

provisions.

6. The Examiner respectfully rescinds the U.S.C. 103(a) rejection on claims 1,

2, 4, 5, 7-15 in view of claimed amendments.

Continued Examination Under 37 CFR 1.114

7. A request for continued examination under 37 CFR 1.114, including the fee

set forth in 37 CFR 1.17(e), wasfiled in this application after final rejection. Since

this application is eligible for continued examination under 37 CFR 1.114, and the

fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.17(e) has been timely paid, the finality of the previous

Office action has been withdrawn pursuant to 37 CFR 1.114. Applicant's

submissionfiled on 26 February 2018 has been entered.
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EXAMINER'S AMENDMENT

An examiner's amendmentto the record appears below. Should the

changes and/or additions be unacceptable to applicant, an amendment may be

filed as provided by 37 CFR 1.312. To ensure consideration of such an

amendment, it MUST be submitted no later than the paymentof the issue fee.

Authorization for this examiner's amendment wasgiven in an interview

with W. Brad Barger on 28 September2018.

The application has been amendedasfollows:

Claim 1 (Currently Amended) A method for setting a temporary payment card,

comprising:

displaying a list of mobile paymentcardsata first portion of a touch screen

interface;

receiving, through the touch screen interface, a userinput selecting a mobile

paymentcard from the list of mobile paymentcard;

detecting the user inputsliding the mobile payment card from the first portion

of the touch screen interface to a secondportion of the touch screeninterface;

based upon the user input sliding the mobile payment card, setting, as a

temporary card, the mobile payment card, wherein while the mobile payment card

is set as the temporary card, payments will be made by the mobile payment card;

APPL-1002
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displaying a numerical indicator of a payable time, wherein the

numerical indicator initially indicates a first remaining time amount;

simultaneously:

moving the mobile paymentcardafirst distance from thefirst

portion of the screen towardsa [[the]] second portion of the touch screen, and

decrementing the numerical indicator a first difference to

display a remaining payable time,

wherein:

the first distance is proportional to an amountof payable

time that has passed, and

the first difference is proportional to the amount of

payable time that has passed: and

resetting the setting of the temporary payment card when the payable time

passes suchthat the mobile payment card is no longer set as the temporary card

and payments are made through a main card.

Claim 15 (Currently Amended) A mobile device comprising:

a touch screen configured to display a list of mobile payment cards; and a

processorconfiguredto:

displaying a list of mobile paymentcardsata first portion of a touch screen

interface;
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receive, through the touch screen interface, a user input selecting a mobile

paymentcard from the list of mobile paymentcard;

detect the user input sliding the mobile payment card from thefirst portion

of the touch screen interface to a second portion of the touch screeninterface;

based uponthe userinputsliding the mobile payment card, set as temporary

card, [[a]] the mobile payment card, wherein while the mobile paymentcard is set

as the temporary card, payments will be made by the mobile payment card;

displaying a numerical indicator of a payable time, wherein the

numerical indicator initially indicates a firstremaining time amount;

simultaneously:

moving the mobile paymentcardafirst distance from thefirst

portion of the screen towardsa |[the]] second portion of the touch screen, and

decrementing the numerical indicator a first difference to

display a remaining payable time,

wherein:

the first distance is proportional to an amountof payable

time that has passed, and

the first difference is proportional to the amount of

payable time that has passed: and

reset the setting of the temporary payment card when the payable time

passes.
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Allowable Subject Matter

8. The following is an examiner's statement of reasons for allowance: The

instant application is directed towards setting a temporary payment card. More

specifically, the Applicants claim a system and method for setting a temporary

payment card, comprising: displaying a list of mobile payment cardsatafirst portion

of a touch screen interface; receiving, through the touch screen interface, a user

input selecting a mobile payment card from the list of mobile payment card;

detecting the user inputsliding the mobile paymentcard from the first portion of the

touch screen interface to a second portion of the touch screen interface; based

upon the userinput sliding the mobile paymentcard, setting, as a temporary card,

the mobile payment card, wherein while the mobile payment card is set as

the temporary card, payments will be made by the mobile payment card; displaying

a numerical indicator of a payable time, wherein the numerical indicator initially

indicates a first remaining time amount; simultaneously: moving the mobile

payment card a first distance from thefirst portion of the screen towards a second

portion of the touch screen, and decrementing the numerical indicator a first

difference to display a remaining payable time, wherein: the first distance is

proportional to an amountof payable time that has passed, and thefirst difference

is proportional to the amount of payable time that has passed: and resetting the

setting of the temporary payment card when the payable time passes such that the
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mobile payment card is no longer set as the temporary card and payments are

made through a main card.

9. Furthermore, Hertel [US 2009/0288012 A1] discloses “A configuration (a

system and/or a method) are disclosed that includes a unified and integrated

configuration that is composed of a payment system, an advertising system, and

an identity management system as well as their associated methods suchthat the

unified system hasall of the benefits of the individual systems as well as several

additional synergistic benefits. Also described are specific configurations

(subsystems and/or methods)including the system's access point architecture, a

userinterface that acts as a visual wallet simulator, a security architecture, coupon

handling as well as the system's structure and means for delivering them as

targeted advertising, business card handling, membership card handling for the

purposesof login management, receipt handling, and the editors and grammars

provided for customizing the different types of objects in the system as well as the

creation of new custom objects with custom behaviors. The configurations are

operable on-line as well as through physical presence transactions, e.g., mobile

transaction through a mobile phone or dedicated device at a physical site for a

transaction.” Spodak [US 2012/0123937 A1] discloses “Universal cards are used

in place of all the other traditional cards which a person may want to carry. The

universal card can include a short range communications transceiver to

communicate with a mobile device. The mobile device can include a user interface

and an e-wallet application so that the user can interface with the e-wallet
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application for programming the universal card via the short range communication

link. Once programmed, the universal card emulates a function of a traditional

card.”

10. However, in the instant application none of the prior arts of record either

individually or in combination teach or suggest based upon the user inputsliding

the mobile paymentcard, setting, as a temporary card, the mobile paymentcard,

wherein while the mobile payment card is set as the temporary card, paymentswill

be madeby the mobile payment card; displaying a numericalindicator of a payable

time, wherein the numerical indicator initially indicates a first remaining time

amount; simultaneously: moving the mobile payment cardafirst distance from the

first portion of the screen towards a second portion of the touch screen, and

decrementing the numerical indicator a first difference to display a remaining

payable time, wherein: the first distance is proportional to an amount of payable

time that has passed, and the first difference is proportional to the amount of

payable time that has passed: and resetting the setting of the temporary payment

card whenthe payable time passes suchthat the mobile payment card is no longer

set as the temporary card and payments are made through a main card.

For these reasons claims 1 and 15 are deemedto be allowable over the

prior art of record, and claims2, 4, 5, and 7-14 are allowed by dependency on an

allowedclaim.

Any comments considered necessary by applicant must be submitted no

later than the paymentof the issue fee and, to avoid processing delays, should
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preferably accompany the issue fee. Such submissions should beclearly labeled

"Comments on Statement of Reasons for Allowance."
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Conclusion

The prior art madeof record and notrelied upon is considered pertinent to

applicant's disclosureis listed on the enclosed PTO-892.

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from

the examiner should be directed to KITO R ROBINSONwhosetelephone number

is (671)270-3921. The examiner can normally be reached on M-F 8:30am-5:30pm.

Examiner interviews are available via telephone, in-person, and video

conferencing using a USPTO supplied web-based collaboration tool. To schedule

an interview, applicant is encouraged to use the USPTO Automated Interview

Request(AIR) at http://www.uspto.gov/interviewpractice.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the

examiner's supervisor, Ryan Donlon can be reached on (571) 270-36023602. The

fax phone numberfor the organization where this application or proceeding is

assigned is 571-273-8300.
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Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR

only. For more information about the PAIR system, see_http://pair-

direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private PAIR

system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197(toll-free).

If you would like assistance from a USPTO Customer Service Representative or

access to the automated information system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR

CANADA)or 571-272-1000.

/KITO R ROBINSON/

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 3695

26 September 2018
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Application No. Applicant(s)

14/647 ,859 JEON, Min Hwan

Examiner Art Unit AIA Status

KITO R ROBINSON 3695 No

Examiner-InitiatedInterview Summary

All participants (applicant, applicant’s representative, PTO personnel):

(1) KITO R. ROBINSON. (3) .

(2) W. BRAD BARGER. (4) ,

Date of Interview: 28 September 2018.

 Type: MTelephonic (J) Video Conference
XC Personal [copy given to: C1 applicant C1) applicant's representative]

 

 
Exhibit shown or demonstration conducted: (Cj Yes No.

If Yes, brief description:

Issues Discussed (CJ101 €)112 (£3102 (1103 Others
(For each of the checked box(es) above, please describe below the issue and detailed description of the discussion) 

Claim(s) discussed: 1 and 15.

Identification of prior art discussed: None.

SubstanceofInterview

(For each issue discussed, provide a detailed description and indicate if agreement was reached. Some topics may include: identification orclarification of a reference
or 4 portion thereof, claim interpretalion, proposed amendments, arguments of any applied referencesetc...)

Applicant's attorney W. Brad Barger gave the Examiner permission in an Examiner's Amendmentto fix antecedentbasis
issues with independentclaim 1, lines 16 and independentclaim 15, lines 11 and 17. These amendments place the
application in condition for allowance...

Applicant recordation instructions: It is not necessary for applicant to provide a separate record of the substance of interview.

Examiner recordation instructions: Examiners must summarize the substance of any interview of record. A complete and properrecordation of the
substance of an interview should include the items listed in MPEP 713.04 for complete and proper recordation including the identification of the general
thrust of each argumentor issue discussed, a general indication of any other pertinent matters discussed regarding patentability and the general results or
outcome of the interview, to include an indication as to whether or not agreement was reached on the issues raised.

(© Attachment

/KITO R ROBINSON/

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 3695

 
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-413B (Rev. 8/11/2010) Interview Summary Paper No. 20180924
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Application/Control No. Applicant(s)/Patent Under
14/647 ,859 Reexamination

: . JEON, Min Hwan
Notice ofReferences Cited Examiner Art Unit

KITO R ROBINSON 3695 Page 1 of 3

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS

Document Number Date[aeSedoe|
|*|a[us-a7i7aisA=[0t-1988|Tomer;Natan=sd:08QING 235/378
|*|B|us-6490601-B1 12-2002_|Markus; Matthew A. GO6F 17/243 705/80

US-20030225642-A1 12-2003|Baker, Daniel Guy G06Q20/10 705/35

|*|p|Us-7065195-81 06-2006|Smith: Denise E. G06K19/041 379/114.01
US-20060179404-A1 08-2006_|Yolleck: Stephen Mark G06F17/243 715/272

|*|F|Us-20060208065-A1 09-2006|Mendelovich: Isaac G06Q20/04 235/380
|*|c|Us-20080059379-A1 03-2008|Ramaci: Jonathan E. G06Q20/105 705/66
|*|H|us-20090069056-A1 03-2009|Lee; Sang-Hyun GO6F 1/3203 455/566
|*|1|us-20090173781-A1 07-2009|Ramachandran; Natarajan G06Q20/042 235/379

US-20090288012-A1 11-2009|Hertel: Philipp Frank Hermann Udo G06Q20/02 715/738

US-9361606-B2 06-2016|Hertel; Philipp Frank Hermann Udo G06Q20/02

US-20090309701-A1 42-2009|Peled; Amram G06Q20/341 340/5.83
* toy
|*|m|us-20100094774-a1 04-2010|Jackowitz: Kenneth S. G06a40/00 705/36R

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS

Document Number Date

 

  
 

NON-PATENT DOCUMENTS

Include as applicable: Author, Title Date, Publisher, Edition or Volume, Pertinent Pages)

Ghag, O., & Hegde,S. (2012). A comprehensive study of google wallet as an NFC application. International Journal of Computer
Applications, 58(16), n/a. doi:http://dx.doi.org/10.5120/9369-3825 (Year: 2012)

Kutler, J. (1999). Trintech virtual card uses new digital standard @sh#1st consumerapplication of electronic commerce modeling
language. American Banker, 164(117), 17(1). Retrieved from https://dialog.proquest.com/professional/docview/66756033 1?
accountid=142257 (Year: 1999) 

*A copyofthis reference is not being furnished with this Office action. (Gee MPEP § 707.05(a).)
Dates in MM-YYYYformat are publication dates. Classifications may be USorforeign.
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTO-892 (Rev. 01-2001) Notice of References Cited Part of Paper No. 20180924
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Application/Control No. Applicant(s)/Patent Under
14/647 ,859 Reexamination

JEON, Min Hwan
Notice ofReferences Cited Examiner Art Unit

KITO R ROBINSON 3695 Page 2 of 3

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS

ce

[re[uszecreeer[06.2011[aemaum:cmisooners,|_coecaorar_|_zasa7__|

U

 

S-20130346302-A1 12-2013 G06Q20/102 705/40

US-8639291-B1 01-2014|Gailloux; Michael A. Ho4w52/0274 455/558

|*|1|us-20140040120-A1 02-2014|Cho; Kyoungmin G06Q20/3278 705/39
US-20140040128-A1 02-2014|PARK; Jong-han G06Q20/108 705/42 
US-20140122563-A1 05-2014|Singh; Dickey B. HO4L67/34 709/203

US-8959143-B2 02-2015|Singh: Dickey B. H04L67/34 709/203

US-20140222597-A1 08-2014|Nadella: Sekhar G06020/204 705/21
FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS

Document Number Date sey*
P|| Country Gode-Number-Kind Code MM-YYYY Country Name CPC Classification

   
 

*A copyofthis reference is not being furnished with this Office action. (Gee MPEP § 707.05(a).)
Dates in MM-YYYYformat are publication dates. Classifications may be USorforeign.
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTO-892 (Rev. 01-2001) Notice of References Cited Part of Paper No. 20180924
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U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS
Document Number Date ae spe

US-8887997-B2 11-2014 Barret; Patrick Marie G06Q20/02 235/375

US-20150073983-A1 03-2015 Bartenstein; Christopher Joseph G06Q20/3415 705/41

US-20150134513-A1 05-2015|Olson; Thiago 705/39

US-20150346994-A1 12-2015|Chanyontpatanakul; Yothin 715/828

US-9990126-B2 06-2018|Chanyontpatanakul: Yothin 1

US-20160027002-A1 01-2016|CHOI: Byoungkab 705/44

US-D763888-S 08-2016 Patel; Paresh K. D14/486

US-D803869-S 11-2017 Kuhn; Stephen D14/488

 
*
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G 
FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS

Document Number
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Total Claims Allowed:

(Assistant Examiner) 13

/KITO R ROBINSON/ 26 September 2018 . . oe
Primary Examiner, Art Unit 3695 O.G. Print Claim(s)|O.G. Print Figure
(Primary Examiner) (Date) 1 17
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US ORIGINAL CLASSIFICATION

SUBCLASS
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NONE

Total Claims Allowed:

(Assistant Examiner) 13
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Primary Examiner, Art Unit 3695 O.G. Print Claim(s)|O.G. Print Figure
(Primary Examiner) (Date) 1 17
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() Claims renumbered in the same order as presented by applicant (J) CPA () T.D. (] R.1.47 

 
NONE

Total Claims Allowed:

(Assistant Examiner) 13
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Primary Examiner, Art Unit 3695 O.G. Print Claim(s)|O.G. Print Figure
(Primary Examiner) (Date) 1 17
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EASTSearch History

EAST Search History

EAST Search History (Prior Art)

Search Query

‘itemporar$4 with setting near4
(payment or debit or credit) near2
yeardnearddefault$4

iitemporar$4 with setting near4
(payment or debit or credit) near2

‘icard

‘itemporar$4 near4 (paymentor debit
vor credit) near2 card
OEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE

itemporar$4 near4 (paymentor debit
lor credit) near2 card near4 default$4|

‘Itemporar$4 near6 (payment or debit |
i or credit) near2 card near6 defauits4
‘Itemporar$4 with ((paymentor debit
lor credit) near2 card) with default4

‘or credit) near2 card)

‘temporar$4 near4 ((payment or debit (U:
vor credit) near2 card) near4 select$3 }

‘(limit$3 or momentary or alternative |
vor substitute or temp) with
#((payment or debit or credit) near2

 
{(limit$3 or momentary or alternative }
‘or substitute or temp) near4
i((payment or debit or credit) near2
jieard)withdefault$4

i (limit$3 or momentary or alternative |
vor substitute or temp) near4
((payment or debit or credit) near2

( momentary or alternative or
‘Isubstitute or temp) near6 ((payment|
tor debit or credit) near2 card) near6 3
ydefault$4

( momentary or alternative or
isubstitut$3 or temp) near6
((payment or debit or credit) near2

jjor credit) near2 card) near4
automatic$4

seehet

ae 
2017/03/16:
09:37 i
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ilor credit) near2 card) near6
HoverridS4

: y

3 i i : : :
temporar$4 with ((payment or debit US-PGPUB;|#OR iON (2017/03/16
{jor credit) near2 card) with overrid$4 |USPAT; i

 
 

 
 

  (2017/03/16; ieeerr with ((paymentor debit or
iicredit) near2 card) with averrid$4 =

 
 

 
 ioverrid$4 near4 ((payment or debit

yor credit) near2 card)  
 

 
 

loverrid$4 near4 default$4 near4 tUS- PGPUB;:HOR i
i((paymentor debit or credit) near2 HUSPAT; [0s 52
 
 

joverrid$4 near6 default$4 nearé
i ((payment or debit or credit) near2

‘loverrid$4 near8 default$4 near8
#((payment or debit or credit) near2

overridS4 with default$4 with
((payment or debit or credit) near2

lover-rid$4 with default$4 with

((payment or debit or credit) near2

foverrid$4 with exist$3 with
((payment or debit or credit) near2

itemporar$4 with overrid$4 with
((payment or debit or credit) near2

temporar$4 with overrid$4 with
‘idetault$4 (wallet or e-wallet)

jtemporar$4 with overrid$4 with
idefault$4 with (wallet or e-wallet)

‘temporar$4 with defaults4 with
#(wallet or e-wallet)

itemporar$4 wi
vor e-wallet)

itemporar$4 with desir$3 with
((payment or debit or credit) near2

itemporar$4 with ((virtual) near2

pr) with default$4

 
=p
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 Htemporar$4 w: ith default$4 with
i ((payment or debit or credit) near2

—{cnnennnmned GOCOUNE)

 
  

 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 

‘100678

‘Itemporar$4 Ww
i ((payment or debit or credit) near2
‘laccount)

ytemporar$4 w
((payment or debit or credit) near2

icard)
4SSSeen! bine!beenherent

(payment or debit or

ucredit) near2 card) near4 limited
‘inear4 time

default near4

itemporar$4 with setting ((payment
tor debit or credit) near2 account)
 

HUSPAT; 10:07
 
 

 

 

 ith setting with

ith setting with

  
 
 
  
 
 

  
      

 

=“

"8403215"|

 

default with (paymentor debit or
‘icredit) near2 card) with limited with

iIdefault$4 near4 ((payment or debit
sor credit) near2 card) near4 time

1("20020071076" | "20030132298"|
"20040111320"
"20040230489"
120050230472"
"20060219780"
"20080242274"
"20090228966"
"20100082447"
"20100205045"
#"201 10082765"
‘1"20110320293"
"20120099756"
"20120172089"
"20120290420"
"20130080289"
"20130215116"
"20140337230" Y
#"6512919" | "6587835" | "6636833"||
"6755342" | "7707113" | "8271344" |

"20040225567"
"20050187873"
"20060165060"
"20070210155"
"20090094100"
"20100063893"
"20100174649"
"20100287057"
"20110254796"
"20120054841"
"20120172026"
"20120197743"
"20130041752"
"20130185150"
"20140058944"
"20140351071"

1544 and (default$4 near4 ((payment yUS- PGPUB HOR
or debit or credit) near2 card) near4 |USPAT;

uS44 and (temporar$4 with

or debit or credit) near2 account) \ i i i

$44 and (temporar$4 same

;(payment or debit or credit) near2

  

JUS-PGPUB; JOR YON (2017/08/16
[UsPAT; (10: 10

\default$4 with ((payment or debit or |
ycredit) near2 card) near4 time

ae
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1705/41 and (overrid$4 near4
; i((payment or debit or credit) near2 |

sense mses CMD.)nnnOOOOsekTeen lemshens
10 1705/41 and (moving near4 \US-PGPUB;|HOR iON 115017/03/ 16.
i :(payment or debit or credit) near2 USPAT; \14: 49

 
 

 
  
 

  (2017/03/16; aera and (finger near4 ((payment {\
or debit or credit) near2 card) } : 
 

 
 

(finger near4 ((paymentor debit or

icredit) near2 card))
 
 
 
  
 

 
 

  
 

(finger near4 moving near4

i ((payment or debit or credit) near2
joard) )
i(finger near8 moving near8& tUS- PGPUB;:HOR i

((paymentor debit or credit) near2 HUSPAT; \14: 50
  

  
(finger with moving with ((payment Us.PGPUB; /OR
yor debit or credit) near2 card))

(finger with rearrang$4 with
#((payment or debit or credit) near2

(finger with re-arrang$4 with
((payment or debit or credit) near2

‘icard))

i(f re-arrang$4 with ((payment or
debit or credit) near2 card) )

( re-arrang$4 with ((paymentor
Idebit or credit) near2 card) )

i( arrang$4 with ((paymentor debit
jor credit) near2 card))

( arrang$4 near4 order$4 near4
((payment or debit or credit) near2

‘( rearrang$4 near4 order$4 near4
i((paymentor debit or credit) near2 FUSPAT;

( re-arrang$4 near4 order$4 near4
#((payment or debit or credit) near2

card))

u( re-arrang$4 near6 order$4 near6
((payment or debit or credit) near2

i( rearrang$4 near6 order$4 near6
((payment or debit or credit) near2
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(payment or debit or credit) near2 IUSPAT; 16:24
‘icard) near4 limited near4 time ) : i|    #( (using) near3 ((payment or debit ort
icredit) near2 card) near4 limited
unear4 time )

;

: : i : : :i(( (payment or debit or credit) near2 YyUS-PGPUB;!HOR iON 115017/03/16
card) near4 limited near4 time) USPAT; 16:26

 
 
 

   
 

 (resetting near4 (paymentor debit (2017/03/16;‘|US-PGPUB; /OR

lor credit) near2 card) ) : 7 3 
 

 
 

i (resetting near8 (paymentor debit
lor credit) near2 card) )
 
 
 

 
 

 
 (resetting near8 (default) near2

card))  
 

 ((reset near8 (default) near2 card) yoJUS- PGPUB;|HOR

  
 

'1705/$$ and ((reset near8 (default)
near2 card) )
 
 
 1705/$$ and ((reset$4 near8

i(prefer$3) near2 card) )
 
 
 705/$$ and ((reset$4 near4 card

inear4 used) )
 
 
 

 
 ((revert$4 near8 (payment or debit

lor credit or default or prefer$4)
Jinear2card))
 
 
 

 

 
 
 i((revert$4 near4 (payment or debit

or credit or default or prefer$4)
Mear2card))

 
 

 
 ‘Jactivat$4 with limited with time)

same (remain$4 near4 ume)

 
  (((payment or debit or credit or

default or prefer$4) near2 card)
unear6 few near6 (hours or minutes)) §
  
  
 

 
  

 
 

i(((payment or debit orT credit or \
‘idefault or prefer$4) near2 card) with }
‘few near6 (hours or minutes)) same |
#(remain$4 near4 time)

 

 
 

USPAT;
USOCR 
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i(((payment or debit or credit or US-PGPUB; {OR HON 2017/03/17:
‘idefault or prefer$4) near2 card) HUSPAT; 109:59 i
‘inear6 (restrict$4 or frozen or freeze YUSOCR i
‘lor activat$4)) same (remain$4 near4 } i \
‘itime)
(((paymentor debit or credit or 1US-PGPUB; OR

default or prefer$4) near2 card) YUSPAT;
Inear6 (buy$4 or purchas$4) near4

 

 
 

 
 
  
 
  

SetevttenetBeanetennnnennnetennnal bnnecennetetecennnl baneeennennentennnnt hacenenttentnrnnnnne!!

     JON (2017/03/17
 

  
  
 
  

(((payment or debit or credit or
default or prefer$4) near2 card)
‘inear6 timer) same (remain$4 near4

  
  
 
  

(((payment or debit or credit or
default or prefer$4) near2 card)
jnear8 timer) same (remain$4 near4sven beeeneeriebineGeeneiefheee! beeen bene! hae!

(({paymentor debit or credit or
default or prefer$4) near2 card) with |  
 
    

  
 
 

i(((payment or debit or credit or
udefault or prefer$4) near2 card)
ijsame timer) same (remain$4 near4
time)
1705/$$ and (((payment or debit or
uicredit or default or prefer$4 or

 
 

 
 

 
  
   

  

  

 (reposition with card with
touchscreen)

1705/41“and“(position or arrange or
move or slide or sliding) with card

#705/$$ and ((position or arrange or
moveor slide or sliding) with card

withtouchscreen) 
1705/$$ and ((position or arrangeor

moveor slide or sliding) with card
uwith ((electronic near2 wallet) or
Jewallet or e-wallet))8 Lannaanaeveeeeneneseneed vaseseeeenesteenenananenesaeenatneensaneenneaenannnneensennanneensannaBassennerseenent bsnl bonnet hint

'1705/$$ and ((drag) with card with
((electronic near2 wallet) or ewallet

‘tor e-wallet))'{705/$$ and ((drag or dragging) with :
ucard with ((electronic near2 wallet)
{forewalletore-wallet)) www? ‘'1705/$$ and ((drag or dragging) with Ss
jeard with ((electronic near2 wallet) USPAT; i
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or ewallet or e-wallet or touchscreen {
or (touch near2 screen))) :

1705/$$ and ((drag near3 drop) with §
icard with ((electronic near2 wallet)
lor ewallet or e-wallet or touchscreen }
tor (touch near2 screen))) \Shneennnensent beveeeeeeneeenerent Heenanennaeeennernneransehensneertenanteeeeened Basen! beneeed bent hee!

1705/$$ and ((drag near3 drop) with
ticard)

 
 
  
 

  

 
 

 

 
  

 
    

 
1705/$$ and ((temporar$4 near4
select$4 near4 card) same ((touch

 
  ("20150002879") 0("20060065715") PN. 

 
 

 

  (time near2 remain$4) with (moving
Inear4 distance) with object 
 

 
 

Lannannd haanet haceneennnnScented haneeeenenteeeennneed haere Lae!

(time near2 remain$4) with (movingUS. FISPUB; JOR ON porriosi2ainear4 distance) i
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

  #(time near2 remain$4) with (moving \
inear4 distance) with proportion 
 

 
 

  (time near2 remain$4) with
(distance) with proportion 
 
  i((setting or set) near4 (default or

jtemporary) near4 card) same timer
  
  
 
  u((setting or set) near4 (default or

temporary) near4 card) same timer
  

 
    

 
((setting or set) near4 (default or

‘itemporary) near4 card) same time

 
 I((setting or set) near4 (default or HON

temporary) near4 card) same (time ;
inear4 remaining)
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‘IEPO; JPO; |
DERWENT;
 
 

  
 

‘((setting or set) near4 (default or \
temporary) near4 card) same (time §
near4 remaining).clm.
 
 
 
 
 EPO; JPO; |

DERWENT;s
y 
   

 

i((setting or set) near4 card) same {US-PGPUB;:
(time near4 remaining) \HUSPAT; 

 

 
 

iJEON- Min-Hwan$. inv.

2018/09/26:
09:53

i ((setting or set) near2 (default or
‘itemporary) near4 card).clm.

 u((setting or set) near2 (default or

temporary) near4 card)
 

 
 #5123 AND ( (G06Q20/3278 OR

1G06Q20/322 OR GO6Q20/36 OR

4G06Q20/363 OR G06Q20/227 OR
1G06Q20/32 OR G06Q20/382 OR \

1G06Q20/385 OR G06Q20/3276 OR |
1G06Q20/341 OR G06Q20/354 OR |
1G06Q20/425 OR G06Q30/0267 OR
1G06Q20/24 OR GO6F3/04842 OR

‘GO6F3/0482 OR GO6F3/0485 OR
‘|GOGF3/0488 OR GOGF3/04817).CPC. |

 
  

   
  
  
  
  
  

 
  

 
‘1G06Q20/36 OR G06Q20/363 OR YUSPAT;
!G06Q20/227 OR G06Q20/32 OR ¥USOCR;
1G06Q20/382 OR G06Q20/385 OR —|IFPRS;
1G06Q20/3276 OR G06Q20/341 OR EPO; PO; |
}G06Q20/354 OR G06Q20/425 OR =| |DERWENT;:
{G06Q30/0267 OR GO6Q20/24 OR=IBM_TDB
‘\GO6F3/04842 OR GO6F3/0482 OR
1GO6F3/0485 OR GO6F3/0488 OR

‘IGO6F3/04817).CPC.)nantLal hierEanandthasneater! baannenaannnnntannnnnnnt baaneeeennnnttnaned hasan!
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‘f"20050267804"
"20060236258"
"20080098082" | "20080225810" | |
"6141653" | "6260024" | "6754636" | |
!"6920319").PN. OR ‘

ust 25 and ((setting or set) near2
(default or temporary) near4

i (financial or transaction or credit or
debit) near3 card)

("20010037294"| "20010043148"|
"20020059196"|
"20020178074" | "20030050776"|

|
|

"20020099665"|

"20060180664"|
"20070168266"|

ist 28 and ((setting or set) near2
(default or temporary) near4
(financial or transaction or credit or

debit) near3 card)

{S129 and ((setting or set) near2
(default or temporary) near4
(financial or transaction or credit or
debit) near3 card)

#5129 and ((setting or set) near4
(financial or transaction or credit or

debit) near3 card)

{S128 and ((setting or set) near4
‘(financial or transaction or credit or
debit) near3 card)

[S128 and (timer)
 12018/09/26

10:42

2018/09/26
10:43

JFPRS;
EPO; UPO; |s
y

12018/09/26
10:44
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___{iBM_TDB | |
1705/41 and ((setting or set) near4 {US-PGPUB; }OR
‘(financial or transaction or credit or {USPAT;
debit) near3 card) :

((setting or set) near4 (default or temporary)
‘inear4 card) same (time near4 ;
remaining) .clm. i
JEON-Min-Hwang. inv.

1705/41 and ((setting or set) near4 (financial
jor transaction or credit or debit) near3 card) }

1705/41 and ((setting or set) near4 (financial
vor transaction or credit or debit) near3 card

 
9/ 26/ 2018 11:53:04 AM

C:\ Users\ krobinson1\ Documents\ EAST\ Workspaces\ Temporary Payment Card.wsp
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Search Strategy

Databases:AdisInsight: Drugs, AdisInsight: Safety Reports, AdisInsight: Trials, Adis Pharmacoeconomics & Outcomes

News, Allied & Complementary Medicine™, Analytical Abstracts, Aqualine, Aquatic Science & Fisheries Abstracts

(ASFA), BIOSIS Previews®, CAB ABSTRACTS, Chemical Engineering & Biotechnology Abstracts, EconLit, Ei

Compendex®, Embase®, Foodline®: MARKET, Foodline®: PRODUCT, Foodline®: SCIENCE, FSTA®, Gale Group

Health Periodicals Database, Gale Group PharmaBiomed Business Journals, Gale Group PROMT®, GeoRef, Global

Health, Inspec®, KOSMET: Cosmetic Science, MEDLINE®,Meteorological & Geoastrophysical Abstracts, Northern

Light Life Sciences Conference Abstracts, NTIS: National Technical Information Service, Oceanic Abstracts, Polymer

Library, ProQuest Technology Research Professional, SciSearch®: a Cited Reference Science Database, ToxFile®,

TULSA™ (Petroleum Abstracts)

Searched for

((Setting near temporary near card) AND phone) and
pd(<20121128

 

(setting near default near card) AND phone) and
pd(<20121128

(setting near default near credit near card) AND phone) and

(pd(<20121128))

((default near credit near card) AND phone) and

(pd(<20121128))
 

((temporary near credit near card) AND phone) and
d(<20121128

((temporary near default near card) AND phone) and
pd(<20121128

$9 ((temporary near default near card) AND mobile) and
pd(<20121128

$10 temporary near default near card)) and (pd(<20121128

$11 (temporary nearvirtual near wallet)) and (pd(<20121128))

$12 ((Setting near default near credit near card)) and

(pd(<20121128))
 

$13 ((Setting near temporary nearcredit near card)) and
d(<20121128

$14 ((setting near temporary near debit near card)) and
pd(<20121128

$15 ((setting near temporary nearfinancial near card)) and
pd(<20121128

$16 ((setting near credit near card near default)) and
pd(<20121128

17$s ((default near credit near card) AND (mobile near wallet)) and
pd(<20121128

  
26 September 2018 Page 2 of 4 ProQuest
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((default near card) AND (virtual near wallet)) and
pd(<20121128

((temporary near card) AND (virtual near wallet)) and
pd(<20121128

° Duplicates are removed from the search and from the result count.
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Contact ProQuest

Copyright © 2018 ProQuest LLC.All rights reserved. - Terms and Conditions
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Bibliographic Data

Application No: 1 4/647,859

Foreign Priority claimed: © Yes Oo No

35 USC 119 (a-d) conditions met: Yes L] No CI Met After Allowance

Verified and Acknowledged: [
Examiner's Signature Initials

Title: METHOD FOR SETTING TEMPORARY PAYMENT CARD AND MOBILE DEVICE APPLYING THE SAME

FILINGor 371(c) DATE GROUP ART UNIT ATTORNEY DOCKET NO.

05/28/2015 3695 20533.40a.1 
APPLICANTS

MOZIDO CORFIRE- KOREA, LTD., Seongnam-si Gyeonggi-do, KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

INVENTORS

Min Hwan JEON Gwangju-si, KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

CONTINUING DATA

This application is a 371 of PCT/KR2013/007775 08/29/2013

FOREIGN APPLICATIONS

KOREA, REPUBLIC OF 10-2012-0135940 11/28/2012

IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN LICENSE GRANTED**

07/06/2015

STATE OR COUNTRY

KOREA, REPUBLIC OF

ADDRESS

Workman Nydegger

60 East South Temple
Suite 1000

Salt Lake City, UT 84111
UNITED STATES

FILING FEE RECEIVED

$1,480
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Doc code: RCEX PTO/SB/30EFS (07-09)
Doc description: Request for Continued Examination (RCE) Approved for use through 07/31/2012. OMB 0651-0031U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

REQUEST FOR CONTINUED EXAMINATION(RCE)TRANSMITTAL
(Submitted Only via EFS-Web)

 faeszase ang  pt5-05-28 Docket Number| bo533408.1 | Art | peas(if applicable) Unit

Min Hwan JEON Examiner ito R. Robinson
Name

This is a Request for Continued Examination (RCE) under 37 CFR 1.114 of the above-identified application.
Request for Continued Examination (RCE) practice under 37 CFR 1.114 does not apply to anyutility or plant application filed prior to June 8,
1995, or to any design application. The Instruction Sheet for this form is located at WWW_.USPTO.GOV

 

Application
Number

First Named
Inventor

  
  

    
  

 
SUBMISSION REQUIRED UNDER37 CFR 1.114
 

Note:If the RCE is proper, any previously filed unentered amendments and amendments enclosed with the RCEwill be entered in the order
in which they werefiled unless applicant instructs otherwise. If applicant does not wish to have any previously filed unentered amendment(s)
entered, applicant must request non-entry of such amendment(s).

Ol Previously submitted.If a final Office action is outstanding, any amendmentsfiled after the final Office action may be considered as asubmission evenif this box is not checked.

 

| Consider the arguments in the Appeal Brief or Reply Brief previously filed on

[_] Other

><] Enclosed

EX] Amendment/Reply

L] Information Disclosure Statement (IDS)

L] Affidavit(s)/ Declaration{s)

[_] Other

 
MISCELLANEOUS
 

Ol Suspensionof action on the above-identified application is requested under 37 CFR 1.103(c) for a period of months{Period of suspension shall not exceed 3 months; Fee under 37 CFR 1.17(i) required)

[_] Other

FEES

The RCEfee under 37 CFR 1.17(e) is required by 37 CFR 1.114 when the RCEisfiled.
The Director is hereby authorized to charge any underpaymentof fees, or credit any overpayments, to
Deposit Account No 233178
 

SIGNATURE OF APPLICANT, ATTORNEY, OR AGENT REQUIRED

xX Patent Practitioner Signature

Applicant Signature 
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Doc code: RCEX PTO/SB/30EFS (07-09)
Doc description: Request for Continued Examination (RCE) Approved for use through 07/31/2012. OMB 0651-0031U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it contains a valid OMB control number.

 
 

 Signature of Registered U.S. Patent Practitioner

; . Brad Barger Date (YYYY-MM-DD) |018-02-26
: . Brad Barger Registration Number pases

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.114. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to
file (and by the USPTOto process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.11 and 1.14. This collection is
estimated to take 12 minutes to complete, including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time
will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amountof time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for
reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, U.S. Department of Commerce,
P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

ifyou need assistance in completing the form, cail 1-800-PTO-9199 and select option 2.

Signature   
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Privacy Act Statement

 

 
The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that you be given certain information in connection with your submission of the
attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the requirements of the Act, please be
advised that: (1) the general authority for the collection of this information is 35 U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information
solicited is voluntary; and (3) the principal purpose for which the information is used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office
is to process and/or examine your submission related to a patent application or patent. If you do not furnish the requested
information, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office may not be able to process and/or examine your submission, which may
result in termination of proceedings or abandonmentof the application or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom ofInformation
Act (5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C. 552a). Records from this system of records may be disclosed to the
Departmentof Justice to determine whether the Freedom of Information Act requires disclosure of these records.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting evidence to a
court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counselin the course of settlement
negotiations.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress submitting a
requestinvolving an individual, to whom the record pertains, whenthe individual has requested assistance from the
Memberwith respect to the subject matter of the record.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency having need
for the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required to comply with the
requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m).

A record related to an International Application filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of records
may be disclosed, as a routine use,to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property Organization,
pursuant to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.

A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for purposes of
National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 218(c)).

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General Services,
or his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSAas part of that agency's responsibility to
recommend improvements in records managementpractices and programs, underauthority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and
2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA regulations governing inspection of recordsfor this
purpose, and anyother relevant(i-e., GSA or Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make
determinations aboutindividuals.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either publication of
the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 151. Further, a record may
be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the public if the record wasfiled in an
application which became abandonedor in which the proceedings were terminated and which application is
referenced by either a published application, an application cpen to public inspections or an issued patent.

A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law
enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or regulation.
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Electronic Patent Application Fee Transmittal

Application Number: 14647859

Filing Date: 28-May-2015

METHODFOR SETTING TEMPORARY PAYMENT CARD AND MOBILE DEVICE

Title of Invention: APPLYING THE SAME

First NamedInventor/Applicant Name: Min Hwan JEON

William Brad Barger/Lindsey Gifford

Filed as Large Entity

Filing Fees for U.S. National Stage under 35 USC 371

Sub-Totalin

Description Fee Code Quantity Amount USD(S) 

Basic Filing:

Miscellaneous-Filing:
 

Petition:

Patent-Appeals-and-Interference:

Post-Allowance-and-Post-Issuance:
 

Extension-of-Time:
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Sub-Totalin

Fxtension ; months with *0|Estension-BmonthswitS0paid See
Miscellaneous:

RCE- 1st Request 

Total in USD (S$) 
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Electronic AcknowledgementReceipt

a

a

METHODFOR SETTING TEMPORARY PAYMENT CARD AND MOBILE DEVICE

Title of Invention: APPLYING THE SAME

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: Min Hwan JEON

Customer Number: 22913Pe
nc

Application Type: U.S. National Stage under 35 USC 371

 
 

Paymentinformation:

Deposit Account 233178

Authorized User Willilam Barger

The Director of the USPTO is hereby authorized to charge indicated fees and credit any overpaymentas follows:

37 CFR 1.17 (Patent application and reexamination processing fees)

37 CFR 1.19 (Document supply fees)
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37 CFR 1.20 (Post Issuance fees)

37 CFR 1.21 (Miscellaneous fees and charges)

37 CFR 1.492 (National application filing, search, and examination fees)

37 CFR 1.492(a) (Basic national fee only) 

File Listing:

Document Document Description File Size(Bytes)/ Multi Pages
Number P Message Digest|Part /.zip| (if appl.)

107489

Transmittal Letter 20533-40a-1_2018-02-26_Trans 2
mittal-for-Amendment-B. pdf 8861bd 1e0f3155dc421 ef74d320241601K

152423

ResponseAfterFinal Action 2053340a"1_2018-0226_Ame
ndment-B-and-Response.pdf a208178942a3c0a01 6c 1505707bc4c3bdaq

a8034

20533-40a-1_2018-02-26_Petiti

on-for-Extension-of-Time.pdf

Information:

Information: 

Extension of Time
Oc96ab96968ddb01 3dcfd921eb7a37c8881|

bdob9

714466

Request for Continued Examination 20533-40a-1_2018-02-26RCE. 3
(RCE) PDF 1d1651857c8976c7a5 342 19025a680cd31e|

cdd01

Fee Worksheet (SB06) fee-info.pdf 237abfa97d2c20048d 1e8f28fbcf9fa9cdc7 89}
b86

TotalFiles Size (in bytes) 1102795

 

Warnings: 

Information:
 

Information: 
Information:
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This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTOofthe indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111
If a new applicationis being filed and the application includes the necessary componentsfora filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shownon this
AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish thefiling date of the application.
National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903indicating acceptance of the application as a
national stage submission under35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.
New International Application Filed with the USPTO asa Receiving Office
If a new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary componentsfor
an internationalfiling date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number
andof the InternationalFiling Date (Form PCT/RO/105)will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
national security, and the date shown on this AcknowledgementReceiptwill establish the international filing date of
the application.
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VIA eFILE PATENT APPLICATION

Docket No. 20533.40a.1

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARKOFFICE

In re application of
Min Hwan JEON

Serial No.: 14/647,859 Art Unit
3695

Filed: May 28, 2015

Conf. No.: 5414

For: METHOD FOR SETTING TEMPORARY

PAYMENT CARD AND MOBILE DEVICE

APPLYING THE SAME

Examiner: Kito R. Robinson

Neeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee”
Customer No.: 22913

TRANSMITTAL FOR AMENDMENT "B"

AND RESPONSE AFTER FINAL WITH RCE AND EXTENSION OF TIME

VIA eFILE AMENDMENT

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

DearSir:

Transmitted herewith is an Amendment “B” and Response for entry in the above-identified
application.
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Application No. 14/647,859
Transmittal forAmendment B
Replyto Final Office Action mailed August 25, 2017
 

x To renderthe transmitted Amendment “B” and Responsetimely filed enclosed
are the following:

x Request for Continued Examination ($1,300.00).

xX Petition for Three Month Extension of Time ($1,400.00).

The fee has been calculated as follows:

SMALL ENTITY LARGE ENTITY

CLAIMS HIGHEST NO. PRESENT RATE ADDT’L RATE ADDT’L
REMAINING|PREVIOUSLY EXTRA FEE FEE

AFTER PAID FOR

15 15

1st PRESENLATION OF worTIPLE DEPENDENT
CLAIM 

xX Payment in the amount of $2,700.00 using the Credit Card payment option in E-
Filer with RAM will be used to cover the payment of the fees with respect to
this RCE and Extension of Time.

_X The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge payment of any of the
following fees that may be applicable to this communication, or credit any
overpayment, to Deposit Account No. 23-3178: (1) any filing fees required
under 37 CFR § 1.16; (2) any patent application and reexamination processing
fees under 37 CFR § 1.17; and/or (3) any post issuance fees under 37 CFR §
1.20. In addition, if any additional extension of time is required, which has not
otherwise been requested, please consider this a petition therefore and charge
any additional fees that may be required to Deposit Account No. 23-3178.

Dated this 26" day of February, 2018.

Respectfully submitted,

/W. BRAD BARGER/

JOHN C. STRINGHAM

Registration No. 40,831
W. BRAD BARGER

Registration No. 69,566
WORKMAN| NYDEGGER
Attorneys for Applicant
Customer No. 22913
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PATENT APPLICATION

Docket No. 20533.40a.1

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re application of: )
Min Hwan JEON )

)
Serial No.: 14/647,859 ) Art Unit

) 3695
Confirmation No.: 5414 )

)
Filed: May 28, 2015 )

)
For: METHOD FOR SETTING TEMPORARY )

PAYMENT CARD AND MOBILE DEVICE )
APPLYING THE SAME )

)
Examiner: Kito R. Robinson )

)

AMENDMENT B AND RESPONSE

AFTER FINAL WITH RCE AND THREE (3) MONTH EXTENSION OF TIME

VIA eFILE

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Dear Sir:

In response to the Office Action of August 25, 2017 (“Office Action”), (Paper No.

20170821), please amend and reconsider the above-identified application, in which:

Amendments to the Claims are reflected in the listing of claims which begins on page 2

of this paper.

Remarks/Arguments begin on page 6 ofthis paper.
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AMENDMENTS TO THE CLAIMS

Listing of Claims:

1. (Currently Amended) A methodfor setting a temporary paymentcard,

comprising:

displaying a list of mobile paymentcardsat a first portion of a touch screen

interface;

receiving, through the touch screen interface, a user input selecting a mobile

payment card from the list of mobile payment card;

detecting the user input sliding the mobile payment card from thefirst portion of

the touch screen interface to a second portion of the touch screen interface;

based upon the user input sliding the mobile paymentcard, setting, as a temporary

card, the mobile payment card,

 
 at

 i

  

2. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 1, further comprising:

Page 2 of 8
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receiving, through the touch screen interface, a user input selecting the mobile

paymentcard;

detecting the user input sliding the mobile payment card from the second portion

of the touch screen interface to an original position within the first portion of touch

screen interface;

based upon the mobile payment card being movedto the original position bythe

user, resetting the setting of the temporary payment card.

3. (Cancelled)

4. (Original) The method of claim 1, further comprising, when a payment is made

within the payable time, resetting the setting of the temporary payment card.

5. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 1, further comprising:

determining that the payable time has passed;

based upon the determination that the payable time has passed, displaying the

mobile payment card being moved to an original position.

6. (Cancelled)

7. (Original) The method of claim 1, further comprising, when the mobile payment

card set as the temporary payment card is moved again by the user prior to the payable time

passing, extending the payable time.

8. (Original) The method of claim 7, wherein the movement by the user in the

setting operation is performed in the same method as the movementby the user in the extending

operation.

9. (Original) The method of claim 1, further comprising, when the mobile deviceis

movedby the user in a specific pattern prior to the payable time passing, extending the payable

time.
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10. (Original) The method of claim 1, further comprising, when the payable time

passes, making the mobile payment card moved by the user disappear.

11. (Original) The method of claim 1, further comprising making the mobile payment

card movedby the user gradually disappear according to a remaining payable time.

12. (Original) The method of claim 1, further comprising, when the remaining

payable time is shorter than or equal to a threshold, outputting an alarm.

13. (Original) The methodof claim 1, further comprising:

displaying a list of additional services issued to the mobile devices; and

setting an additional service moved by the user from amongthe additional services listed

in the list to be used.

14. (Original) The method of claim 13, further comprising, when a usable time

passes, setting the additional service to be disabled.

Page 4 of 8
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15. (Currently Amended) A mobile device comprising:

a touch screen configured to display a list of mobile payment cards; and

a processor configuredto:

 
receive, through the touch screen interface, a user input selecting a mobile

paymentcard from the list of mobile paymentcard;

detect the user input sliding the mobile payment card from the first portion of the

touch screen interface to a second portion of the touch screen interface;

based upon the user input sliding the mobile paymentcard, set as a temporary

 
reset the setting of the temporary payment card when a payabletimepasses.

Page 5 of 8
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REMARKS

The Non-Final Office Action (“Office Action”), mailed August 25, 2017, considered

claims 1-15.

By this amendment claims 1 and 15 have been amended. Claims 3 and 6 are cancelled

and no new claims are added. Accordingly, claims 1, 2, 4, 5, and 7-15 are pending, of which

claims 1 and 15 are the only independent claims at issue. Support for the claim amendments is

found throughout the originally filed application and claims, including the disclosure presented

in at least paragraphs [0066-0072] and Figures 15-19.

35 U.S.C. §103(a) Rejection of Claims 1, 2, 4, 5,12 & 15

The Office Action rejected claim(s) 1, 2, 4, 5, 12 & 15 under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) as being

unpatentable over U.S. Patent Publication No. 2009/0288012 Hertel (“Hertel”) in view of U.S.

Patent Publication No. 2012/0123937 Spodak (“Spodak’’). The Office Action also rejected

claim(s) 3, 7, 8, 10, 11, 13 & 14 under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) as being unpatentable over Hertel in

view of Spodak and in further view of U.S. Patent No. 7,967,196 Bierbaum (“Bierbaum’). The

Office Action also rejected claim(s) 9 under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) as being unpatentable over Hertel

in view of Spodak in further view of Bierbaum and in further view of U.S. Patent Publication

No. 2013/0084797 Avadhanam (“Avadhanam’).

Applicants respectfully submit that the art of record fails to teach at least:

displaying a numerical indicator of a payable time, wherein the numerical
indicatorinitially indicates a first remaining, time amount;

simultaneously:
moving the mobile payment card a first distance from the first

portion of the touch screen toward a the second portion of the touch
screen, and

decrementing the numerical indicator a first difference to display a
remaining payable time,

wherein:
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the first distance is proportional to an amount of payable
timethat has passed, and

the first difference is proportional to the amount of payable
time that has passed;

as is currently recited in both Independent Claim 1 and Claim15.In particular, none of the cited

references teach the simultaneous use of both a numerical indicator and a visualization of a

“sinking” card to indicate the remaining amount of payable time. Accordingly, Applicants

respectfully request the prompt allowance of Independent Claim 1, and its associated dependent

claims, and Independent Claim 15.

Conclusion

In view of the foregoing, Applicants respectfully submit that the remaining rejections of

record are also now moot and donot, therefore, need to be addressed individually at this time. It

will be appreciated, however, that Applicants have not acquiesced to any of the purported

teachings or assertions made in the Office Action regarding the cited art or the pending

application, including any official notice. Instead, Applicants reserve the right to challenge any

of the purported teachings or assertions made in the last action at any appropriate time in the

future, should the need arise. Furthermore, to the extent that the Examiner has relied on any

official notice, explicitly or implicitly, Applicants specifically request that the Examiner provide

references supporting the teachings officially noticed, as well as the required motivation or

suggestion to combinethe relied upon notice with the otherart of record.

In the event the Examinerfinds any other issues that would need to be addressed before

allowance, the Examineris invited to contact Applicants’ undersigned Attorneys directly.
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The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge payment of any of the following fees

that may be applicable to this communication, or credit any overpayment, to Deposit Account

No. 23-3178: (1) any filing fees required under 37 CFR § 1.16; (2) any patent application and

reexamination processing fees under 37 CFR § 1.17; and/or (3) any post issuance fees under 37

CFR § 1.20. In addition, if any additional extension of time is required, which has not otherwise

been requested, please consider this a petition therefor and charge any additional fees that may

be required to Deposit Account No. 23-3178.

Dated this 26" day of February, 2018.

Respectfully submitted,

/W. Brad Barger/

John C. Stringham
Registration No.: 40,831
W.Brad Barger
Registration No. 69,566
Attorneys for Applicant
Customer No. 22913

WORKMAN NYDEGGER

1000 Eagle Gate Tower
60 East South Temple
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
Phone: 801-533-9800
Fax: 801-328-1707
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VIA eFILE PATENT APPLICATION

Docket No: 20533.40a.1

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re application of )
Min Hwan JEON )

)
Serial No.: 14/647,859 ) Art Unit

) 3695
Filed: May 28, 2015 )

)
Conf. No.: 5414 )

)
For: METHOD FOR SETTING TEMPORARY )

PAYMENT CARD AND MOBILE DEVICE )
APPLYING THE SAME )

)
Examiner: Kito R. Robinson )

)
Customer No.: 22913 )

PETITION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Sir:

Pursuant to 37 C.F.R. § 1.136(a), it is respectfully requested that the shortened statutory

period which was set for responding to the Office Action dated August 25, 2017 (paper no.

20170821), be extended for three (3) Month(s) until February 25, 2018.

Payment in the amount of $1,400.00 using the Credit Card payment option in E-Filer with

RAMwill be used to cover the paymentof the fees with respect to this extension oftime.

The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge paymentofany of the following fees that

may be applicable to this communication, or credit any overpayment, to Deposit Account No. 23-

1
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3178: (1) anyfiling fees required under 37 CFR § 1.16; (2) any patent application and reexamination

processing fees under 37 CFR § 1.17; and/or (3) any post issuance fees under 37 CFR § 1.20. In

addition, if any additional extension of time is required, which has not otherwise been requested,

please consider this a petition therefore and charge any additional fees that may be required to

Deposit Account No. 23-3178.

DATEDthis 26" day of February, 2018.

Respectfully submitted,

/W. BRAD BARGER/

JOHN C. STRINGHAM

Registration No. 40,831
W. BRAD BARGER

Registration No. 69,566
WORKMAN| NYDEGGER
Attorneys for Applicant
Customer No. 22913
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PTO/SB/06 (09-11)
Approvedfor use through 1/31/2014. OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERGE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respondto a collection of information unlessit displays a valid OMB control number.

PATENT APPLICATION FEE DETERMINATION RECORD|Application or Docket Number Filing Date
Substitute for Form PTO-875 14/647,859 05/28/2015|C1 Tote Mailed

ENTITY: [P< LarGce [] smatt [] micro

APPLICATION AS FILED — PART |

(Column 1) (Golumn 2)

37 GFR 1.16(a), (6), or (ci

37 CFR 1.16(k), (i), or (m

LJ] EXAMINATION FEESta
TOTAL CLAIMS .
(37 CFR 1.16(1 minus 20 =

(37 CFR 1.16(h) minus 3 =
If the specification and drawings exceed 100 sheets
of paper, the application size fee due is $310 ($155

LlaPPLicaTion SIZE FEE for small entity) for each additional 50 sheets or
(87CFR1.16(s)) fraction thereof. See 35 U.S.C. 41(a)(1)(G) and 37

CFR1.16(s).

O MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM PRESENT(37 CFR 1.16({j))
* If the difference in column 1 is less than zero, enter “O” in column 2.

APPLICATION AS AMENDED- PARTII

(Column 2) (Column 3)

CLAIMS HIGHEST
REMAINING NUMBER

02/26/2018 AFTER PREVIOUSLY PRESENT EXTRA ADDITIONALFEE ($)AMENDMENT PAID FOR

tea * 18 MinusJ** 20Ind: dent .
depend

[_] Application Size Fee (37 CFR 1.16(s))

 
Cc FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENTCLAIM (37 CFR 1.16(j))

AMENDMENT
CLAIMS HIGHEST

REMAINING NUMBER
AFTER PREVIOUSLY

AMENDMENT. PAID FOR
Total (37 GFR * ak
Total |
'27 CFR 1.16(h)

[_] Application Size Fee (37 CFR 1.16(s))

Cc FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENTCLAIM (37 CFR 1.16(j))
AMENDMENT
* If the entry in column1 is less than the entry in column 2, write “O” in column 3. LIE
** If the “Highest Number Previously Paid For” IN THIS SPACEis less than 20, enter “20”. DIANA BATES
** If the “Highest Number Previously Paid For’ IN THIS SPACEisless than 3, enter “3”.
The “Highest Number Previously Paid For’ (Total or Independent) is the highest numberfound in the appropriate box in column 1.

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.16. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTOto
process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete, including gathering,
preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you
require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, U.S.
Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMSTO THIS
ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissionerfor Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

if you need assistance in completing the form, calf 1-800-PTO-9199 and select option 2.
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Application/Control No. Applicant(s/Patent Under
14/647 859 Reexamination

. - JEON, Min Hwan
Notice ofReferences Cited Examiner Art Unit

KITO R ROBINSON 3695 Page 1 of 1

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS

Document Number Date . . . .
[eaSEETcae[utw|—tome|ectonn[rn

* A|US-7707113-B1 04-2010 DiMartino; Allison G06Q20/105 705/41

* US-7967196-B1 06-2011 Bierbaum; ChristopherJ. G06Q20/127 235/375

 
*

ac
:

:

Tr [us-2oosczea0:a-a1[11-2009[HertitpFrenkHemannGao|cosazone|_716798
g* 

 

 

 
 

 

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS

Document Number Date eh|| Country Code-Number-Kind Code MM-YYYY CPC Classification

NON-PATENT DOCUMENTS

Include as applicable: Author, Title Date, Publisher, Edition or Volume, Pertinent Pages)poeEEEe}CETpfeepef|
*A copy ofthis reference is not being furnished with this Office action. (Gee MPEP § 707.05(a).}
Dates in MM-YYYY format are publication dates. Classifications may be US orforeign.
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTO-892 (Rev. 01-2001) Notice of References Cited Part of Paper No. 20170821
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450www.uspto.gov

 
APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO.

14/647,859 05/28/2015 Min Hwan JEON 20533.40a.1 5414

Wor soe ween

Workman Nydegger 2
60 East South Temple ROBINSON,KITO R
Suite 1000

Salt Lake City, UT 84111 ART UNIT PAPER NUMBER
3695

NOTIFICATION DATE DELIVERY MODE

08/25/2017 ELECTRONIC

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

The timeperiod for reply, if any, is set in the attached communication.

Notice of the Office communication was sent electronically on above-indicated "Notification Date" to the
following e-mail address(es):

Docketing@wnlaw.com

PTOL-90A (Rev. 04/07)
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Application No. Applicanti(s)
14/647 ,859 JEON, Min Hwan

Office Action Summary Examiner Art Unit AIA Status
KITO R ROBINSON 3695 No

-- The MAILING DATEofthis communication appears on the coversheet with the correspondence adaress --

Period for Reply

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLYIS SET TO EXPIRE 3 MONTHS FROM THE MAILING
DATE OF THIS COMMUNICATION.

Extensions of time may be available under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a). In no event, however, may a reply be timely filed
after SIX (6) MONTHSfrom the mailing date of this communication.

- If NO period for reply is specified above, the maximum statutory period will apply and will expire SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.
- Failure to reply within the set or extended pericd for reply will, by statute, cause the application te become ABANDONED(35 U.S.C. § 133).

Any reply received by the Office later than three months after the mailing date of this communication, evenif timely filed, may reduce any
earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b).

Status

1)] Responsive to communication(s} filed on 23 June 2017

DO A declaration(s\/affidavit(s) under 37 CFR 1.130(b) was/werefiled on
2a)¥) This action is FINAL. 2b) CJ This action is non-final.

3)L) An election was madeby the applicant in response to a restriction requirement set forth during the interview on
___; the restriction requirement and election have been incorporated into this action.

4)0 Sincethis application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is
closed in accordance with the practice under Exparfe Quayle, 1935 C.D. 11, 453 O.G. 213.

Disposition of Claims*

5)M) Claim(s) 1-15 is/are pending in the application.

5a} Of the above claim(s) _is/are withdrawn from consideration.

6)0 Claim(s} is/are allowed.

7)¥) Claim(s} 1-15 is/are rejected.
8)LJ Claim(s)__ is/are objectedto.

90 Claim(s} are subjectto restriction and/or election requirement.
* If any claims have been determined allowable, you may be eligible to benefit from the Patent Prosecution Highway program at a

participating intellectual property office for the corresponding application. For more information, please see

http:/Avww.uspto.gov/patents/init_events/pph/index.jsp or send an inquiry to PPHfeedback@uspto.gov.
 

Application Papers

10)(J The specification is objected to by the Examiner.

11)l¥) The drawing(s) filed on 28 May 2015 is/are: a)l¥] accepted or b)L) objected to by the Examiner.
Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85(a).

Replacement drawing sheet(s) including the correction is required if the drawing({s) is objected to. See 37 CFR 1.121(d).

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119
12)¥) Acknowledgmentis made of a claim forforeign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d)}or(f).
Certified copies:

aj) All b)LJ Some*™* c)L) Noneof the:

1.4) Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

2. Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No.

3.1.) Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this National Stage
application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a}).

** See the attached detailed Office action for a list of the certified copies not received.

Attachment(s)

1) Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 3) (J Interview Summary (PTO-413)
Paper No(s)/Mail Date

2) Information Disclosure Statement(s) (PTO/SB/08a and/or PTO/SB/08b) 4) g Other.
Paper No(s)/Mail Date 07/31/2017 .U.S. Patent and Trademark Office

PTOL-326 (Rev. 11-13) Office Action Summary Part of Paper No./Mail Date 20170821
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Application/Control Number: 14/647 ,859 Page?
Art Unit: 3695

DETAILED ACTION

Status of Claims

1. This action is in reply to the amendmentfiled on 23 June 2017.

2. Claims 1, 2, 5,6 & 15 have been amended.

3. Claims 1-15 are currently pending and have been examined.

4. The Examiner respectfully rescinds the 35 U.S.C. 101 rejection of claims 1-15 in view of

the claimed amendments. Amended claim 1 is directed to the interface for setting a temporary

card by a sliding input on a touchscreen display.

Notice of Pre-AiA or AIA Status

5. The present application is being examined underthe pre-AlAfirst to invent provisions.

Response to Arguments

6. Applicant’s arguments with respect to claims 1-15 have been considered but are moot

because the arguments do not apply to any of the references being used in the current

rejection.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

7. The following is a quotation of pre-AlIA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed
or described as set forth in section 102, if the differences between the subject
matter sought to be patented and the prior art are such that the subject matter as
a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was madeto a person
having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. Patentability
shall not be negatived by the mannerin which the invention was made.
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Application/Control Number: 14/647 ,859 Page3
Art Unit: 3695

8. The factual inquiries set forth in Graham v. John Deere Co., 383 U.S. 1, 148 USPQ 459

(1966), that are applied for establishing a background for determining obviousness underpre-AlA

35 U.S.C. 103(a) are summarized as follows:

1. Determining the scope and contents ofthe prior art.

2. Ascertaining the differences between the prior art and the claimsat issue.

3. Resolving the level of ordinary skill in the pertinent art.

4. Considering objective evidence present in the application indicating obviousness or

nonobviousness.

9. Claims 1, 2, 4, 5, 12 & 15 is/are rejected under pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over Hertel et al. US 2009/0288012 A1, hereafter Hertel in view of Spodak US

2012/0123937 A1.

Claim 1 & 15

Hertel discloses:

e displaying a list of mobile payment cards at a first portion of a touch screen interface

(paragraph 0229: “The payment options may be predefined within the electronic

wallet 7 and displayed to the user in a selectable form,e.g., list or menu.”);

e receiving, through the touch screen interface, a user input selecting a mobile payment

card from the list of mobile payment card (paragraph 0176: “The electronic wallet 7

includes a graphical user interface configured to receive input from a user for

interaction with the electronic wallet 7. The user interface of the electronic wallet

user 7 can be configured for "drag and drop” interaction. The drag and drop

interaction can be configured for use on touch sensitive screens of a user computer

100 and non-touch sensitive screens of a user system, for example, having a

navigation joystick or mouse control.” Paragraph 0207: “In this example, the user

selects the digital object 237 corresponding to the credit card displayed in

electronic wallet program 282 and movesit by a drag 238 to drop on a target 239.
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The target 239 in this example is the payment receptacle module 283 displayed in

electronic wallet 282, separate from web page 202 on computerscreen 201.”);

e detecting the user input sliding the mobile payment card from thefirst portion of the touch

screen interface to a second portion of the touch screen interface; (paragraph 0176: “The

electronic wallet 7 includes a graphical user interface configured to receive input

from a user for interaction with the electronic wallet 7. The user interface of the

electronic wallet user 7 can be configured for "drag and drop”interaction. The drag

and drop interaction can be configured for use on touch sensitive screens of a user

computer 100 and non-touch sensitive screens of a user system, for example,

having a navigation joystick or mouse control.” paragraph 0207: “In this example,

the userselects the digital object 237 corresponding to the credit card displayed in

electronic wallet program 282 and movesit by a drag 238 to drop on a target 239.
 

The target 239 in this example is the payment receptacle module 283 displayed in

electronic wallet 282, separate from web page 202 on computer screen 201.”) ;

e based upon the user input, sliding the mobile payment card, setting, as a temporary

payment card, the mobile payment card (paragraph 0176); and

e a touch screen configuredto displaya list ofmobile payment cards; a processor configured

to; (paragraph 0176: “The electronic wallet 7 includes a graphical user interface

configured to receive input from a user for interaction with the electronic wallet 7.

The user interface of the electronic wallet user 7 can be configured for "drag and

drop”interaction. The drag and drop interaction can be configured for use on touch

sensitive screens of a user computer 100 and non-touch sensitive screens of a user

system, for example, having a navigation joystick or mouse control.” paragraph

0207: “In this example, the user selects the digital object 237 corresponding to the

credit card displayed in electronic wallet program 282 and movesit by a drag 238
 

to drop on a target 239. The target 239 in this example is the payment receptacle
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module 283 displayed in electronic wallet 282, separate from web page 202 on

computer screen 201.”)

Hertel does not disclose the following, however Spodak does:

e resetting the setting of the temporary payment card when a payable time passes

(paragraph 0090: “In another example of a notification, a VISA card may have been

selected as a default card for the universal card 110, but the user may have

programmedthe universal card 110 to emulate a DISCOVERcard for a three-hour

period and then revert back to the default VISA card. This situation may occur when

the user is planning to spend several hours at a shopping mall and wants to use

the DISCOVER card while at the mall. At or near the end of the three-hour period,

the universal card 110 may send a signal to the mobile device that the universal

card 110 is about to revert back to the default VISA card.”)

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to

[combine/modify] the method of Hertel with the technique of Spodak because all the claimed

elements were knownin the prior art and one skilled in the art could have combined the elements

as claimed by known methods with no changein their respective functions, and the combination

would have yielded predictable results to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention.

Claim 2

Hertel & Spodak discloses the limitations as shown in the rejection of Claim 1 above.

Hertel discloses receiving, through the touch screen interface, a user input selecting the mobile

payment, card (paragraph 0176: “The electronic wallet 7 includes a graphical user interface

configured to receive input from a userfor interaction with the electronic wallet 7. The user

interface of the electronic wallet user 7 can be configured for "drag and drop”interaction.

The drag and drop interaction can be configured for use on touch sensitive screens of a

user computer 100 and non-touch sensitive screens of a user system, for example, having
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a navigation joystick or mouse control.”), detecting the user input sliding the mobile payment

card from the second portion of the touch screen interface to an original position within the first

portion of touch screen interface; based upon the mobile payment card being moved to the original

position by the user...(paragraph 0070: “For example, a common type of access point

spawnsa paymentreceptacle control which can receiveall digital objects that can act as

paymentinstruments allowing the user to apply them to a transaction but also acts as a

dispenserwhichallowsthe user to drag payment instruments back outin orderto roll back

their application.”) Hertel does not disclose the limitation of resetting the setting of the temporary

payment card. However, Spodak, in paragraph 0052 discloses “Second, the universal card can

be programmed in a "temporary card” mode, where the universal card stores only one set of

information required for emulation. The user utilizes the mobile device to program the card to

emulate a specific card either for a set amount of time or number of transactions. Once

programmedin this mode, the universal card would remain programmed to emulate that one card

for the set time or the numberof transactions. If the user wanted to change the universal card to

emulate a different card, the user would need to reconnect the mobile device to reprogram the

card. Third, the universal card can be programmedin a "default card" mode, where the universal

card always emulates a specific card, unless programmedotherwise.In this mode, the information

of the default card is saved in the universal card and the universal card is always configured to

emulate the default card, unless the user re-programs the universal card to temporarily act as

another card or to change to a new default card.”

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to

[combine/modify] the method of DiMartino with the technique of Spodak becauseall the claimed

elements were knownin the prior art and one skilled in the art could have combined the elements

as claimed by known methods with no changein their respective functions, and the combination

would have yielded predictable results to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention.
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Claim 4

Hertel & Spodak discloses the limitations as shown in the rejection of Claim 1 above.

Hertel does not disclose the limitation of when a payment is made within the payable time,

resetting the setting of the temporary payment card. However, Spodak, in paragraph 0090

discloses “In another example of a notification, a VISA card may have been selected as a default

card for the universal card 110, but the user may have programmed the universal card 110 to

emulate a DISCOVER card for a three-hour period and then revert back to the default VISA card.

This situation may occur whenthe useris planning to spend several hours at a shopping mall and

wants to use the DISCOVERcard while at the mall. At or near the end of the three-hour period,

the universal card 110 may send a signal to the mobile device that the universal card 110 is about

to revert back to the default VISA card.”

It would have been cbvicusto one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to

[combine/modify] the method of Hertel with the technique of Spodak because all the claimed

elements were knownin the prior art and one skilled in the art could have combined the elements

as claimed by known methods with no changein their respective functions, and the combination

would have yielded predictable results to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention.

Claim 5

Hertel & Spodak discloses the limitations as shown in the rejection of Claim 1 above.

Hertel disclose displaying the mobile payment card being moved to an original position in

(paragraph 0070: “For example, a common type of access point spawns a payment

receptacle control which can receive all digital objects that can act as payment

instruments allowing the user to apply them to a transaction but also acts as a dispenser

which allows the user to drag payment instruments back out in orderto roll back their

application.”) Hertel does nct disclose the limitation of determining that the payable time has

passed; based upon the determination that the payable time has passed. However, Spodak, in
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paragraph 0052 discloses “Second, the universal card can be programmedin a "temporary card”

mode, where the universal card stores only one set of information required for emulation. The

user utilizes the mobile device to program the card to emulate a specific card either for a set

amount of time or numberof transactions. Once programmedin this mode, the universal card

would remain programmed to emulate that one card for the set time or the numberof transactions.

If the user wanted to change the universal card to emulate a different card, the user would need

to reconnect the mobile device to reprogram the card. Third, the universal card can be

programmedin a "default card" mode, where the universal card always emulates a specific card,

unless programmed otherwise. In this mode, the information of the default card is saved in the

universal card and the universal card is always configured to emulate the default card, unless the

user re-programs the universal card to temporarily act as another card or to change to a new

default card.”

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to

[combine/modify] the method of Hetrel with the technique of Spodak because all the claimed

elements were knownin the prior art and one skilled in the art could have combined the elements

as claimed by known methods with no changein their respective functions, and the combination

would have yielded predictable results to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention.

Claim 12

Hertel & Spodak discloses the limitations as shown in the rejection of Claim 1 above.

Hertel does not disclosethe limitation of when the remaining payable time is shorter than or equal

to a threshoid, outputting an alarm. However, Spodak, in paragraph 0090 discloses “In another

example ofa notification, a VISA card may have been selected as a default card for the universal

card 110, but the user may have programmedthe universal card 110 to emulate a DISCOVER

card for a three-hour period and then revert back to the default VISA card. This situation may

occur whenthe user is planning to spend several hours at a shopping mall and wants to use the
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DISCOVER card while at the mall. At or near the end of the three-hour period, the universal card

110 may send a signal to the mobile device that the universal card 110 is about to revert back to

the default VISA card.”

It would have been obvious to oneof ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to

[combine/modify] the method of Hertel with the technique of Spodak because all the claimed

elements were knownin the prior art and one skilled in the art could have combined the elements

as claimed by known methods with no changein their respective functions, and the combination

would have yielded predictable results to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention.

10. Claim 6 is/are rejected under pre-AlA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Hertel

in view of Spodak and in further view of Lee et al. US 2009/0069056 A1, hereafter Lee

Claim 6

Hertel & Spodak discloses the limitations as shown in the rejection cf Claim 1 above.

Hertel discloses a mobile payment card in para. 0058. Hertel & Spodak do not disclose the

limitation of determining that a particular portion of the payable time has passes; moving...a first

distance towards an original position according to a remaining payable time, wherein the first

distance is determined based upon the proportion of the payable time that has passed. However,

Lee, in paragraph 0110 discloses “Accordingly, the display control expiration period is extended

in proportion to the dragged distance in the bar gauge 220 up to a point where the touchis

released and the reset display control expiration period or remaining time 225 is displayed, for

example, '30 sec.’ as shownin (7-4).”

It would have been obvious to oneof ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to

[combine/modify] the method of Hertel with the technique of Spodak because simply substituting

one known element for another known element producespredictable results rendering the claim

obvious.
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11. Claims 3, 7, 8, 10, 11, 13 & 14 is/are rejected under pre-AlA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over Hetel in view of Spodak and in further view of Bierbaum et al. US 7,967,196

B1, hereafter Bierbaum.

Claim 3

Hertel & Spodakdisclosesthelimitations as shownin the rejection of Claim 1 above. Hetel

discloses a timer in paragrpah 0167. Hertel & Spodak co not disclose the limitation of displaying

a remaining payable time. However, Bierbaum, in Column 3, lines 20-23 discloses “The time

remaining until expiration of the ready-to-pay timer and the closing of the electronic wallet may be

displayed on the portable electronic device containing the electronic wallet.”

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to

[combine/modify] the method of Hertel & Spodak with the technique of Bierbaum becauseall the

claimed elements were known in the prior art and oneskilled in the art could have combined the

elements as claimed by known methods with no changein their respective functions, and the

combination would have yielded predictable results to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of

the invention.

Claim 7

Hetel & Spodak discloses the limitations as shown in the rejection of Claim 1 above. Hetel

discloses when the mobile payment card set as the temporary payment card is moved again by

the user prior to the payable time passing in para. 0176. Hertel does not expressly show: fhe

temporary payment card is moved again by the user prior to the payable time passing. Hertel &

Spodak do not disclose the limitation of extending the payable time. However, Bierbaum,in

Column3, lines 23-27 discloses “A first soft key of the device containing the electronic wallet may

be activated to reset the ready-to-pay timer, for example extending the time-out interval by an

additional increment of time.”
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It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to

[combine/modify] the method of Hertel & Spodak with the technique of Bierbaum because all the

claimed elements were known in the prior art and one skilled in the art could have combined the

elements as claimed by known methods with no changein their respective functions, and the

combination would have yielded predictable results to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of

the invention.

Claim 8

Hertel & Spodak discloses the limitations as shown in the rejection of Claim 1 above.

Hertel discloses sefting the temporary payment card in para. 0176. Hertel & Spodak do not

disclose the limitation of wherein the movement by the userin the setting operation is performed

in a same method as the movement by the userin the extending operation. However, Bierbaum,

in Column 3, lines 23-27 discloses “A first soft key of the device containing the electronic wallet

may be activated to reset the ready-to-pay timer, for example extending the time-out interval by

an additional increment of time.”

It would have been obviousto one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to

[combine/modify] the method of Hertel & Spodak with the technique of Bierbaum becauseall the

claimed elements were knownin the prior art and one skilled in the art could have combined the

elements as claimed by known methods with no changein their respective functions, and the

combination would have yielded predictable results to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of

the invention.

Claim 10
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Hertel & Spodak discloses the limitations as shownin the rejection of Claim 1 above.

Hertel & Spodak do not disclose the limitation of when the payable time passes, making the

mobile payment card moved by the user disappear. However, Bierbaum, in Abstract discloses

“The electronic wallet application enters a ready-to-pay mode, initiates a ready-to-pay timer when

entering the ready-to-pay mode, transmits the confidential information when in the reacdy-to-pay

mode based on receiving contactless communication, and leaves the ready-to-pay mode when

the ready-to-pay timer expires.”

It would have been cbvicusto oneof ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to

[combine/modify] the method of Hertel & Spodak with the technique of Bierbaum becauseall the

claimed elements were known in the prior art and oneskilled in the art could have combined the

elements as claimed by known methods with no changein their respective functions, and the

combination would have yielded predictable results to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of

the invention.

Claim 11

Hertel & Spodak discloses the limitations as shown in the rejection of Claim 1 above.

Hertel & Spodak do not disclose the limitation of making the mobile payment card moved by the

user gradually disappear according tc a remaining payable time. However, Bierbaum, in Abstract

discloses “The electronic wallet application enters a ready-to-pay mode, initiates a ready-to-pay

timer when entering the ready-to-pay mode, transmits the confidential information when in the

ready-to-pay mode based on receiving contactless communication, and leaves the ready-to-pay

mode whenthe ready-to-pay timer expires.” Column 9, lines 59-67-column 10, lines 1 discloses "

At block 170, if the first electronic wallet 110 is commandedto leave the ready-to-pay mode,for

example by the user activating a soft key of a dedicated function key that commandsthefirst

electronic wallet 110 to leave the ready-to-pay mode or an authorized paymenttransaction with

the POS terminal 104 has been completed, the method 160 proceeds to block 174 wherethefirst
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electronic wallet 110 leaves the ready-to-pay mode. When thefirst electronic wallet 110 leaves

the ready-to-pay mode, the confidential information is unavailable for reading.”

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention ta

[combine/modify] the method of Hertel & Spodak with the technique of Bierbaum becauseall the

claimed elements were known in the prior art and oneskilled in the art could have combined the

elements as claimed by known methods with no changein their respective functions, and the

combination would have yielded predictable results to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of

the invention.

Claim 13 & 14

Hertel & Spodak discloses the limitations as shown in the rejection of Claim 1 above.

Hertel & Spodak do not disclose the limitation displaying a list of additional services issued to the

mobile device; and setting an additional service moved by the user from among the additional

services listed in the list to be used and when a usable time passes, setting the additional service

to be disabled. However, Bierbaum, in column 5, lines 35-49 discloses “The portable electronic

device 102 includes one or more applications 116 that provide services and functionality to a user,

such as a mobile phone subscriber or a PDA user. These applications 116 may include, but are

notlimited to, a mobile telephone service, an electronic wallet, an email service, an address book,

a contactslist, a spreadsheet, a scheduler, a virtual private network (VPN) portal, a web browser,

and other applications. In an embodiment, these applications 116 may be launched or activated

or started by a number of methods. When an application 116 is inactive or not yet launched,

accessing the functionality of the application 116 may invelvefirst loading at least portions of the

application 116 into a memory area that is more accessible or more rapidly accessible to a

processor 140 of the portable electronic device 102.”

Column 5, lines 61-67- column6, lines 1-14 discloses “In an embodiment the portable

electronic device 102 includesa plurality of electronic wallets, for example a first electronic wallet
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110, a second electronic wallet 112, and a third electronic wallet 114. Each of the several

electronic wallets 110, 112, and 114 may be associated with different members of a family, for

example a father, a mother, and a child. Alternatively, each of the several electronic wallets 110,

112, and 114 may be associated with different employees of a business firm. Alternatively, each

of the electronic wallets 110, 112, 114 may be associated with different roles of an individual, for

example a personalwallet, a business wallet, and a social organization wallet. The individual may

use the personal wallet for buying a birthday gift for a spouse, use the business wallet to pay for

business related expenses, and use the social organization wallet to pay for food for a group

campout. In an embodiment, the electronic wallet launching input sequence may select one of

the electronic wallets 110, 112, 114. In another embodiment, the electronic wallet launching

sequence maytrigger the display to show a selector, for example a dialog box or window,to select

one of the electronic wallets 110, 112, 114.”

Column 6, lines 64-67-column7, lines 1-18 discloses “The ready-to-pay timer 142 may be

used to implement a security feature to help protect the confidential information contained in the

electronic wallets 110, 112, and 114 and/or the applications 116 from identity theft. For example,

whenthefirst wallet 110 has been opened and a payment card has been selected for payment,

the ready-to-pay timer 142 can be used by the first electronic wallet 110 to automatically close

after the ready-to-pay timer 142 marks the passage of a limited period of time. Another way of

saying this is the first electronic wallet 110 may be configured or programmedto close after the

ready-to-pay timer 142 exceeds a time threshold, a time limit, or simply a limit. For example, the

first electronic wallet 110 may close automatically after about 1 minute of elapsed time, after 2

minutes of elapsed time, after about 4 minutes of elapsed time, or after some other period of time.

This may bereferred to as an openwallet time-out or a time-out feature. In an embodiment, all of

the electronic wallets 110, 112, and 114 may be protected with the time-out function; in another

embodiment, selected onesof the electronic wallets 110, 112, and 114 may beprotected with the

time-out functions while the other electronic wallets are not protected with the time-out function.”
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It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to

[combine/modify] the method of Hertel & Spodak with the technique of Bierbaum because all the

claimed elements were known in the prior art and one skilled in the art could have combined the

elements as claimed by known methods with no changein their respective functions, and the

combination would have yielded predictable results to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of

the invention.

12. Claims 9 is/are rejected under pre-AlA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Herte

in view of Spodak and in further view of Bierbaum and in further view of Avadhanam et al. US

2013/0084797 A1, hereafter Avadhanam.

Claim 9

Hertel & Spodak discloses the limitations as shown in the rejection of Claim 1 above.

Hertel & Spodak do not disclose the limitation of when the mobile device is moved by the userin

a specific pattern prior to the payable time passing, extending the payable time. However,

Bierbaum discloses extending the payable time, in Column 3, lines 23-27.

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to

[combine/modify] the method of Hertel & Spodak with the technique of Bierbaum becauseall the

claimed elements were known in the prior art and oneskilled in the art could have combined the

elements as claimed by known methods with no changein their respective functions, and the

combination would have yielded predictable results to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of

the invention.

DiMartino, Spodak & Bierbaum do notdisclose the limitation of when fhe mobile device

is movedby the userin a specific pattern prior to the payable tine passing. However, Avadhanam,

in paragraph 0038 discloses “As one of ordinary skill in the art will appreciate in view of this

disclosure, when fhe sensor 110 Is realized by the accelerometer 230, the application 102 will

detect (via an accelerometer driver that is used to implement fhe sensor driver 712 and an
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accelerometer service that is used to implement the sensor service 114) the accelerometer 232

output to determine: 1) whether the user has moved the mobile communication device 100 in one

direction or another direction (translational movement); 2) whether the user has filted the mobile

communication device 100 (rotational movement); and/or 3) an amount of dynamic acceleration

that enables an analysis of the way the mobile communication device 100 is moving. And this

information may be used to enable the user to select a particular credit card using a particular

action that may include translational and/or rotational movement of the mobile communication

device 100.”

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to

[combine/modify] the method of Hertel, Spodak & Bierbaum with the technique of Avadhanam

because simply substituting one known element (selection of a credit card) for another Known

element (extending a payable time) produces predictable results rendering the claim obvious.
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Conclusion

Applicant's amendment necessitated the new ground(s} of rejection presented in this Office

action. Accordingly, THIS ACTION IS MADE FINAL. See MPEP§ 706.07(a). Applicantis

reminded of the extension of time policy as set forth in 37 CFR 1.136(a).

A shortened statutory period for reply to this final action is set to expire THREE

MONTHSfrom the mailing date of this action. In the event a first reply is filed within TWO

MONTHSof the mailing date of this final action and the advisory action is not mailed until after

the end of the THREE-MONTHshortened statutory period, then the shortened statutory period

will expire on the date the advisory action is mailed, and any extension fee pursuant to 37

CFR 1.136(a) will be calculated from the mailing date of the advisory action. In no event,

however, will the statutory period for reply expire later than SIX MONTHSfrom the date of this

final action.
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Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the examiner

should be directed to KITO R ROBINSON whose telephone numberis (571)270-3921. The

examiner can normally be reached on M-F 8:30am-5:30pm.

Examinerinterviews are available via telephone, in-person, and video conferencing using

a USPTO supplied web-based collaboration tool. To schedule an interview, applicant is

encouraged to use the USPTO Automated Interview Request (AIR) at

http:/Awww.uspto.gov/interviewpractice.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, RYAN DONLONcanbe reached on (571) 270-3602. The fax phone numberfor the

organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent

Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published applications

may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished

applications is available through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR system,

see http://pair-direct. uspto.gov. Should you have questions on accessto the Private PAIR system,

contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would like

assistance from a USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated

information system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA)or 571-272-1000.

‘KITO R ROBINSON

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 3695

22 August 2017
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MOBILE PAYMENTS

Field of the Invention

This invention relates to a method of generating a payment token for payment

transactions, in particular a method of generating a payment token for use by a

-mobile terminal, wherein the payment token is based on a generated unique

identifier associated with the mobile terminal.

Background to the Invention

The credit and banking industry today is looking to exploit the near ubiquity of
the mobile phone so that it might be used to make payments, typically for items

having a small value such as at newsagents or at a vending machine. One

method envisaged for making such a payment is through the use of “Near Field
Communications” (NFC) payment systems. NFC is a short-range wireless

communication technology that — enables data to be exchanged between
compatible devices over a short distance {about a decimetre). The technology is

related to proximity-card and RFID technology.

In an NFC enabled mobile phone, a payment application is linked to a radio

transmitter in the device, which enables small purchases to be made simply by

passing the mobile phonein close proximity to an NFC paymentterminal, such

as a vending machine or other paymentpoint. .

The technology now being used in the UK fer most credit card transactions is

based on the smartcard technology commonly referred to as “Chip and PIN”.

This technology is used in many European countries, though other markets like

the US may differ somewhat. In order for NFC to be used effectively for

payments, the Chip and PIN would need to be adhered to. An NFC based

transaction would be regarded as an off-line Chip and PIN transaction. Off-line

transactions are usually limited both in value as well as in the numberthatcan
be made in succession. Typically, once a user has completed say five
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transactions “off-line”, the card is required to make a standard Chip and PIN
payment where the PIN is entered in order to reset a counter on the card.

While imposing this transaction limit is useful as a method of fraud protection,it

also has a negative impact on the use of a mobile phone for contact-less

payment applications using NFC. As the mobile phone cannot be used for a

standard Chip & PIN transaction as it does not have a Chip and PIN smartcard,

there is no existing way to reset the counters used for fraud management.

Summaryof the Invention

It is the aim of embodiments of the present invention to solve some of the

above problems and provide an improved payment system for mobile devices.

According to one aspect of the present invention, there is provided a method of

generating a payment token for conducting payments. using a mobile terminal,
wherein said mobile terminal comprises an identity module, said method -
comprising the stepsof: ,

a) receiving at an application server a registration message, said first
message comprising a telephone number associated with the identity module:

b) " generating by the application server a unique identifier and storing

the unique identifier with the telephone number;

‘c) sending the unique identifier to the mobile terminal, wherein the

mobile terminal generates and stores a datablock comprising the unique

identifier, and the datablock is secured using the subscriber identity associated

with the identity module and a terminal identifier associated with the mobile

terminal; and subsequently

d) validating by a payment server a request for a payment token

from the mobile terminal based on the unique identifier contained in the request,
wherein the unique identifier is retrieved from the datablock stored in the mobile

terminal.

Preferably, the method further comprises: e) using the unique identifier from the

request to identify the telephone number associated therewith based on the

unique identifier and telephone number stored by the application server.
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The method may also comprise generating a payment token and associating and

storing the payment token with a user account at the payment server, wherein

the user account comprises the telephone number of the mobile terminal.

The generated payment token may be transmitted by the payment server to the

mobile terminal, and the mobile terminal may store the payment token securely

using the unique identifier.

Furthermore, the payment token may be used by the mobile terminal to conduct

a contactless payment transaction with a point of sale terminal, said method

further comprising transmitting the payment token to the point of sale terminal
and onto the payment server, wherein upon receipt at the payment server, the

payment token is validated by cross checking against the payment token stored

with the user account at the payment server.

Preferably, the payment token is only valid for a fixed period of time following

generation by the payment server. The payment token may also be valid for a

predetermined number of contactless payment transactions only. Alternatively,

the payment token is only valid for a predetermined total transaction amount.

The mobile terminal can make a request for a new payment token from the

payment server, wherein said request comprising the unique identifier for

identifying the mobile terminal.

According to a second aspect of the present invention, there is provided a

system for generating a payment token for conducting payments using.a mobile
terminal, said system comprising an application server and a payment server,

said mobile terminal comprising an identity module. and wherein

the application server is adapted for receiving at an application server a

registration. message, said first message comprising a telephone number
associated with the identity module, for generating a unique identifier and

storing the unique identifier with the telephone number, and for sending the

unique identifier to the mobile terminal;
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the mobile terminal is adapted to generate and store a datablock

comprising the unique identifier, and the datablock is secured using the
subscriber identity associated with the identity module and a terminal identifier

associated with the.mobile terminal; and _ .
the payment server is adapted to validate a request for a payment token

from the mobile terminal based on the uniqueidentifier contained in the request,

wherein the unique identifier is retrieved from the datablock stored in the mobile
terminal!.

Brief Description of the Drawings

For a better understanding of the present invention reference will now be made
by way of example only to the accompanying drawings, in which:

Figure 1 is a network diagram of an arrangement in an example of the

present invention; . |
Figure 2 is a message flow diagram illustrating a registration and

payment token request process in an example of the present invention;

Figure 3 is a message flow diagram illustrating the use of a payment

token for conducting a transaction ‘in an example of the present invention.

- Description of Preferred Embodiments.

The present invention.is described herein with reference to particular examples.

The invention is not, however, limited to such examples.

Figure 1 illustrates a network 100 comprising a mobile terminal 102, a mobile
network 112, an SMS gateway 116, a profile store 124, an application server
120, a payment server 126 and a point of sale (POS) terminal 128. The mobile

terminal 102 may a mobile phone, smartphone, PDA or similar. The mobile

terminal 102 can~ communicate with the mobile network 112 over
communications link 110, which is a radio link in this example where the mobile

network 112 is GSM, UMTSor similar cellular mobile network. For simplicity, .
individual components of the mobile network 112, such as base stations and
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gateways, have been omitted. In this example. the mobile network 112 is the

home mobile network associated with the SIM 106 and mobile terminal 102.

The mobile terminal 102 includes a processor 104, which is used to control the

operation of the device. The mobile terminal 102 also contains a data store
108, which can be used to store data such as phone numbers, photos and

videos, as well as applications that can be run by the processor 104. The

subscriber identity module (SIM) 106 in the mobile terminal . 102 holds
subscriber information, such as the international mobile subscriber identity

(IMSI) which uniquely identifies the subscriber/user to the network. The mobile

terminal 102 also has an associated international mobile equipment identity

(IMEI), which is akin to a serial number for the device. The mobile terminal 102

also includes a near field communication (NFC) module 109, which provides the

mobile terminal 102 with near field communication capabilities.

The mobile network 112 can communicate with the SMS gateway 116 over a

fixed network connection 114. Similarly, the mobile network 112 ‘can
communicate with the application server 120 over a fixed network connection

122. The SMS gateway 116 and the application server 120 can also
- communicate with each other over a fixed network connection 118.

In this example, the SMS gateway 116 is operated by a third party and is able

to receive and send SMS messages to the mobile network 112. The SMS
gateway 116 effectively acts as an aggregator for SMS messages to and from
the mobile network 112 (illustrated) and other mobile networks (not illustrated).

Whilst not illustrated in Figure 1, the mobile network 112 includes an SMS

centre (SMSC), which is the interface between the SMS gateway 116 and the

mobile network 112. Communications between the mobile terminal 102 and

the mobile network 112 and within the mobile network 112 are inherently

secure due to the security requirements under the GSM standards.

The application server 120 is also operated by a third party, which may or may

not be the same as the operator of the SMS gateway 116, and can provide

applications and services to the mobile terminal 102. At least some of these
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applications require the user to register the application before subsequent use of

it. Services provided can include registration services, the operation of which
will be described herein below.

Connected to the application server 120 is-a profile store 124. The profile store

124 stores user profile information, such as identification numbers associated

with the mobile terminal 102.

The network 100 also includes a payment server 126 connected to the mobile

network 112. The payment server 126 is responsible for handling payment ©

transactions conducted by the mobile terminal 102. A point of sale (POS)

terminal 128 is also connected to the payment server 126. The POS terminal

128 and payment server 126 are connected over a suitable network connection,

such as a private IP network.

The NFC module 109 in the mobile terminal 102 can communicate with the POS

terminal 128 over short distances wirelessly, and can be used to conduct

payment transactions assisted by a suitable application on the mobile terminal
102. For example, a user can make a purchase, and instead of using cash or a

credit card to pay for the purchase, the payment can be made using the mobile

terminal 102 in conjunction. with the POS terminal 128.

The specific operation of the elements in Figure 1 in relation to supporting

payment transactions between the mobile terminal 102 and the POS terminal

128 will now be described in more detail below with reference to the message

flow diagrams of Figure 2 and 3. Referencesin Figures 2 and 3 to the elements

found in Figure 1 are made using like reference numerals.

Figure 2 illustrates the registration process for a payment application and
subsequentobtaining of a payment token.

In step 200, the user equipment 102 already has an application installed in its

memory 108. In this example, the application is a payment.application that is
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capable of operating with the NFC module 109 to provide contactless payment

functionality.

The application can be provided in a number of different ways such as by

downloading by the user or it can be preloaded on the device. One method of

downloading the application is by texting a short code (a form of SMS message) ~

from the mobile terminal 102 to a third party for the chosen service. This is

received by the mobile network 112, which routes it to the relevant SMS

gateway 120 for processing. The SMS gateway 120 processes the message

and sends a WAP push message back to the mobile terminal 102. The WAP

push messagestarts the web browser on the mobile terminal 102 directing the

user to an appropriate application server for downloading the application.

Once the application is downloaded and installed on the mobile terminal 102,
the user has to set-up an account and payment details with the payment server

- 126. andalso hasto register the application with the application server 120.

The accountset-up in step 202 links the mobile terminal 102 to a user account
that can be used to clear payments accrued by the payment application and

associated NFC module 109. One way of setting up an accountis forthe user
to utilise the mobile terminal 102 or a PC to access a (secure) web portal

associated with the payment server 16, where the user inputs various personal

details such as name and address, as well as payment details such as credit

card details, and also the mobile phone number (or MSISDN) of the mobile

terminal 102 that the user intends to use for payments. These user details are

stored by the payment server 126.

Aside from using a secure connection to the webportal, such as using a HTTPS

connection, other security measures could be included. One such measureis to
validate that the mobile terminal 102 details (the mobile number or MSISDN)

being registered does belong to the user setting up the account. This can be

done by sending a PIN to the mobile numberprovided in the account set up, and

requiring that the PIN be input back into the account set-up process in order for

the set up to be successful.
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Whilst the account set up has been described as a separate process that occurs

after the payment application has been installed,. in a further example, the

payment application can instead be downloaded to the mobile terminal 102

‘following successful account set up. For example, the payment server can

trigger the download of the payment application to the mobile terminal 102
specified during the account set up pracess.

After the payment application has been downloaded and stored on the mobile

terminal 102, it is registered by the user. To register the payment application,

the user first confirms various terms and conditions upon starting up the

application for the first time. The payment application then generates a

formatted SMS message_containing details associated with the payment
application being registered. The details may for example contain text to
indicate that this is a first registration and an identifier for the application,
version number etc. The SMS message is sent by the user equipment 102 to a

short code number or similar number corresponding to the application server

124 in step 204.

The SMS message is transmitted via the mobile network 112 and SMS gateway
116 (not shownin Figure 2) to the application server 120. The mobile network
112 identifies the originator, the mobile terminal 102, of the SMS registration

message and forwards the SMS message onto the SMS gateway 120. The

SMS message forwarded, now includes the telephone number associated with

the user equipment 102 added by the mobile network. This telephone number

is more commonly referred to as the mobile subscriber ISDN (MSISDN) number.
The MSISDN is added to the SMS message before it is forwarded to the
application server 120 via the SMS gateway 116.

The application server 120 receives the SMS message and generates a unique
user identifier, and stores it with the MSISDN received in the SMS in step 206.

In a preferred example, the unique user identifier is a Universally Unique
Identifier (UUID), through other similarly unique identifiers may be used. The

UUID specification is described in more detail in RFC 4122. The UUID and
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MSISDN can be stored as a user profile at the profile store 124 as shownin

step 207 and storage is confirmed in step 208. In a further example of the

invention, the user profile containing the UUID and MSISDN may be sent in step

207a to the payment server 128 where it is stored locally for later use in

payment processing. The operation of both arrangements where the userprofile |
is saved at the profile store 124 and at the payment server 128are described
later herein below.

Once the user UUID and MSISDN have been stored, the application server 120 |

can encode theUUID into a text block. The UUID may be encrypted using a
strong encryption method, where a unique key is used. The key is composed of

hashing the MSISDN with a pseudo random generated number. The text block

is preferably no more than 160 characters in length to match the size of an SMS .
message, though could be more than 160 characters. The encoded textblock is

sent as an SMS message back to the mobile terminal 102 bythe application
server 120 via the mobile network 112 in step 210.

The application server 120 uses the MSISDN obtained from the registration
messagein step 204 to send the text block back to the mobile terminal 102.
This step enables the originating mobile terminal 102 to be verified as being
genuine and avoid the situation where the user sends a registration SMS

message with a tampered MSISDN, IMSI or similar to deceive the system. By

using the present method, the mobile network 112 will ensure that the response

is directed to the correct mobile terminal 102 associated with the MSISDN.

The mobile terminal 102 then decodes the received text block using the

_ application to extract the UUID in step 212. The application remains running

after the sending of the registration SMS in step.202 and waits for this return

SMSfrom the application server 120. The application has a reverse algorithm

for decoding the text block if it has been encoded. The application then stores
the extracted UUID in a data block, which can be encrypted. in the memory 108

together the IMSI of the SIM 106 and the IMEI of the mobile terminal 102. The

application includes an interface or similar that allows the application to
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interrogate the SIM 106 and the mobile terminal 102 for the IMS! and the IME!

respectively.

The registration process is now complete and the payment application can now

use the UUID to obtain payment tokens from the payment server 128. The

payment tokens are used to conduct payment transactions with the POS

terminal 128 using the NFC module 109.

In step 214, the paymentapplication makes a request for a payment token from
the payment server 126. The request is made over a secure connection such as

a HTTPS connection using SSL. The request for a payment token includes the

UUID stored on the mobile terminal 102. The request can be made

automatically by the payment application if the payment application does not

already have a valid payment token, which includes when the payment
application is first initiated. Alternatively, the user can use the payment

application to request a new payment tokenat any stage.

Whenthe payment server 126 receives the request, it uses the UUID provided.

aS a way of determining the authenticity and identity of the mobile terminal 102

making the request. In step 216, the UUID is compared to the UUVID stored in
the user profiles at the payment server. 126 as a result of step 207a.

Alternatively, if the payment server 126 does not have locally stored copies of

user profiles, then a request is made to the profile store 124 in step 217, and

the profile store 124 checks the UUID against the stored profiles and returns the

MSISDN associated with the UUID in step 218._If the test on the UUID fails at

any stage (UUID not found), then the payment token request is ‘rejected, and a
message can be sent back to the mobile terminal 102 to re-register the payment

application in order to obtain a new UUID (steps 204 to 212).

Once the payment server 126 has the MSISDN of the mobile terminal 102,

further checks can be made before a payment token is issued. For example, a

check can be made against the account set up in step 202 to determine if the
account is not blocked, has sufficient credit, or whether the credit card details .

are still valid. If the required tests are passed, then the payment server 126 can
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gerierate and store a paymenttoken in step 220. Like the UUIDtests, if any of

the paymenttests fail, then a message can be sent back to the mobile terminal

102 to perform the account set-up again (step 202).

The precise format of the payment token is not explored in detail here.

However, the payment token is used for completing payment transactions by

ensuring the authenticity of the user and for guaranteeing payment for the

transaction. The payment token may be a unique alphanumeric string, code
block or similar, and may also be encrypted to prevent tampering. Preferably,

the payment token is stored against the account details, including the MSISDN,

associated with the mobile terminal 102.

The payment token is then sent by the payment server 126 to the mobile

terminal 102 in step 222 over the same secure connection. The payment token

is stored by the payment application together the IMSI of the SIM 106 and the

IME! of the mobile terminal 102. The payment token is preferably encrypted
using the IMSI and/or IMEI to ensure that if the SIM is swapped or the mobile
terminal 102 is tampered with, then the clear payment token cannot be_
obtained. This prevents fraudulent use of the payment application, for example
should the mobile terminal 102 be lost and the (blocked) SIM swapped for

another SIM, the IMSI of the new SIM would not match that used to encrypt the
payment token. In a further example, the payment token could be secured more

simply by the payment application requiring that the correct IMSI and/or IMEI to

be present before the payment token is released for use.

Alternatively, the payment token is secured using the UUID instead of the
IMSI/IMEI. Thus, only a correctly validated UUID is required for obtaining the

clear payment token. The payment token would thus be either encrypted using

' the UUID or simply stored/associated with the UUID.

Figure 3 illustrates the use of the payment token for a contactless payment

between the mobile terminal 102 and the POSterminal 128.
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When the user makes a purchase, the user places the mobile terminal 102 near

the POS terminal 128 to initiate a contactless transaction. The NFC module

109 allows the mobile terminal 102 to communicate using radio frequencies

with the POS terminal 128 over short ranges. Thus, in step 300 when a

payment is to be made, for example following a purchase of some goods, the

POS terminal 128 is activated and the user places the mobile terminal 102 near

the POS terminal 128 to initiate payment. An RF communication link between
the two devices is established, which triggers the payment application in the

mobile terminal 102 to proceed with conducting the transaction.

Several tests are preferably performed first to ensure that neither the SIM nor

the mobile terminal 102 has changed sincetheinitial registration. This may

occur if the SIM 106 has been replaced, either genuinely by the user if a new
SIM has been. issued, or fraudulently if the mobile terminal 102 has been stolen

and the original sim blocked for example. The tests will also highlight potential
tampering with the key components of the UUID and/or paymenttoken.

Thus, in step 302, the UUID is tested by decrypting the data block in which the

UUID is stored and checking the stored IMSI and IMEI with the IMSI and IMEI

retrieved directly from the current SIM 106 and mobile terminal 102
respectively. The payment application can interrogate the SIM 106 and the

mobile terminal 102 to obtain the IMSI and IMEI respectively. !f the IMSI and
IMEI are verified, then the application can assume that the UUID in the data

block is valid and correct for the IMSI/IMEI combination as verified. However, if

the test fails, then the application can be set to terminate the payment process

and optionally delete the data block and restart the registration process outlined

in Figure 2. If at any stage the UUID test fails, then the application can inform

the user that there has been a registration failure, and the transaction cannot be
completed, and also prompt the user to re-register to get a new UUID.

If the test of the UUID is passed, then the payment token is retrieved in step

304. However, in the situation where the payment token is also encrypted or

stored with reference to the IMSI and/or IMEI, then a similar test to the UUID

test in step 302 is performed to retrieve. the clear payment token. Or in the
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alternative arrangement where the payment token is secured using the UUID, a

correct UUID obtained from step 302will be needed to release the payment

_token. The payment token secured by the UUID (in step 224) can be done by

direct encryption using the UUID as a key, or more simply by the application

requiring a matching UUID before the payment token is released.

Once the clear payment token is retrieved, it is transmitted to the POS terminal

128 by way of the NFC module 109 in step 306. The POS terminal 128 then

uses a secure channel, such as an SSL connection, to the payment server 126.

This channel will typically be over some private network rather than the mobile

network 112 or the Internet. A payment request is then sent to the payment

server 126 from the POS terminal 128 in step 308, where the request includes
the payment token, the transaction payment amount, and other transaction

identifiers required for transaction identification and logging.

When the payment server 310 receives the payment token, the payment token

is checked against the payment tokens stored in step 220 in order to determine

the account against which the paymentis to be posted. The account associated

with the payment token may also include payment parameters such as counters
for the numberof times the current payment token has been used (a transaction

count), and a total transaction amount accrued. against the present payment

token. In step 312, these parameters are adjusted accordingly. Each of these

parameters may have a limit or threshold above which the transaction will be
rejected, as a result of which the payment application would have to request a

new payment token by repeating steps 214 to 224. Typically, the number of

transactions would be set to 5, which matches that for the standard for off-line

Chip and PIN transactions. Other parameters could include a validity . period,

where after a certain period of time, the payment token is no longer valid,

requiring a new payment token for payment transactions.

If the user account has sufficient credit and has not been blocked for any

reason, and the thresholds for the number of transactions or amount has not

been exceeded, then the transaction can be approved. The account details are

updated to reflect the transaction amount, and a payment approval message is
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- sent back to the POS terminal 128 from the payment server 126 over a secure
connection.

The POS terminal 128 receives the payment approval message and indicates

that the transaction has been approved in step 316. This may be in the form of

a displayed message or a visual indicator such as a green light. The POS
terminal 318 also sends an approval response message back to the mobile

terminal 102 in step 320. The mobile terminal 102 then updates its internal

parameters, which mirror those maintained by the payment server 126 in step

- 312. Thus, any of the transaction count, transaction amount totals, and validity

period can be updated. The payment process is now complete.

If at anytime the payment application in the mobile terminal 102 determines that

the payment counters for transaction number and/or amountare at the threshold |

or exceeds the threshold, then a new payment token (with new counters) is

requested by the mobile terminal 102. The request for a new payment token
follows the same process as steps 214 to 224. This “refresh” of the payment

token can also be performed periodically even when the thresholds have not

been reached to ensure that the paymentapplication always has a new payment

token to allow the user as many transactions as possible before anotherrefresh.
This refresh is particularly useful if the payment token as an associated validity

period after which the token is invalid (for example, a payment token may only

be valid for a period of 3 days following generation). If the application

determines. that the validity period has or is about to shortly expire, a new
payment token request can be made.

Furthermore, the user’s account can be blocked at any stage if for example the

accountis no longer in credit or if the credit card used to pay the accountis no

longer valid for example. If this happens, then when the payment server 126

checks the payment token,it will find that the token matches an account (note,
payment ‘token stored against account in step 220) that is blocked. The
payment server thus rejects the payment request.
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In another example, a payment token having a specific or higher value can be

requested in step 214 for one off transactions of a higher value. In order to

complete this process, a re-registration may be requested first in order to
confirm the mobile terminal 102 identity (the MSISDN) by requesting a new

UUID (steps 204 to 212).

In summary, examples of the present- invention utilise the inherently secure

framework provided by the mobile network operator to provision a UUID that is

associated with a user and his device. In particular, it is the security of the SMS.

mechanism that ensures the security of this invention. The UUID can then be

used as a device identifier in issuing and managing payment tokens for payment
transactions.

Whilst the download of an application and subsequent registration are described
with reference to the same SMS gateway 116 and application server 120 as

those used in subsequent provision of services, the examples are equally

applicable to the use of separate gateways and servers foreach process.

In general, it is noted herein that while the above describes examples of the
invention, there are several variations and modifications which may be made to

the described examples without departing from the scope of the present

invention as defined in the appended claims. Oneskilled in the art will recognise
modifications to the described examples.
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CLAIMS

1. A method of generating a payment token for conducting payments
using a mobile terminal, wherein said mobile terminal comprises an identity

module, said method comprising the steps of:

a) receiving at an application server a registration message, said first

message comprising a telephone number associated with the identity module;

b) generating by the application server a unique identifier and storing
the unique identifier with the telephone number; —

c) sending the unique identifier to the mobile terminal, wherein the

mobile terminal generates and stores a datablock comprising the unique

identifier, and the datablock is secured using the subscriber identity associated

with the identity module and a terminal identifier associated with the mobile
terminal; and subsequently .

d) validating by a payment server a request for a payment token

from the mobile terminal based on the unique identifier contained in the request,
wherein the unique identifier is retrieved from the datablock stored in the mobile

terminal..

2. A method according to claim 1, further comprising:

e) using the unique identifier from the request to identify the

telephone number associated therewith based on the unique identifier and

telephone number stored by the application server.

3. A method according to claim 1 or 2, further comprising generating a

payment token and associating and storing the payment token with a user

account at the payment server, wherein the user account comprises the

telephone numberof the mobile terminal.

4. A methodaccording to claim 3, wherein the generated payment tokenis

transmitted by the payment server to the mobile terminal, and the mobile

terminal stores the payment token securely using the uniqueidentifier.
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5. A method according to claim 4, wherein the payment token is used by

the mobile terminal to conduct a contactless payment transaction with a point

of sale terminal, said method further comprising transmitting the payment token
to the point of sale terminal and onto the payment server, wherein upon receipt

at the payment server, the payment token is validated by cross checking against
the payment token stored with the user account at the payment server.

6. A method according toclaim 5, wherein the payment tokenis only valid

for a fixed period of time following generation by the payment server.

7. A method according to claim 5, wherein the payment token is only valid

for a predetermined numberof contactless payment transactions.

8. A method according to claim 5, wherein the payment token is only valid |

for a predetermined total transaction amount.

9. A method according to any preceding claim, wherein the mobile terminal

makes a request for a new payment token from the payment server, said

request comprising the unique identifier for identifying the mobile terminal.

10. . A system for generating a payment token for conducting payments
using a mobile terminal, said system comprising an application server and a

payment server, said mobile terminal comprising an identity module, and

wherein

the application server is adapted for receiving at an application server a
registration message, said first message comprising a_telephone number
associated with theidentity module, for generating a unique identifier and

storing the unique identifier with the telephone number, and for sending the

- unique identifier to the mobile terminal;

the mobile terminal is adapted to generate and store a datablock

comprising the unique identifier, and the datablock is secured using the

subscriber identity associated with the identity module and a terminal identifier

associated with the mobile terminal; and
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the payment server is adapted to validate a request for a payment token

from the mobile terminal based on the unique identifier contained in the request.

wherein the unique identifier is retrieved from the datablock stored in the mobile

terminal.
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Abstract of JP2015069269 (A)
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PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED:To provide an information storage system including a high-speed
access KVS while preventing data inconsistency.SOLUTION:Aninformation storage system
includes: a data storage unit which stores storage data formedof a plurality of attribute values,
and data identification information formed of an arbitrary one ofthe attribute values constituting
the storage data, as a pair of data; and a data structure conversion unit which changesan attribute
value which constitutes the data identification information out of a pair of data stored in the data
storage unit, to one of other attribute values constituting the storage data stored as the pair of
data. The information storage system prohibits reference ofthe pair of dala to be changed by the
data structure conversion unit, during a period whenthe data structure conversion unit changes
the attribute value constituting the data identification information.
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AP MF FRAP SEEROOF-BHOTCLEWS, CULT. MAU MBEB2 1.

UELEPF VRARABKVS 24 NM 4. CORB, ARCOM B2lwa. KVS2

ANT FRARARBALEHRELT. KVS2Z24M6BKVAPeRBT4A, ELT,

SeeBe lit, MB LEP REP SAPS PBB 1 chit So. RB. MBL

PO KVAPODRIMRCH DO EBAKU. MAP RB? lie. Be KV S 24k A

tHE LCMES,

foo03 3]

BRM. FH FA-ACWTSMAPARE LOHR SOL CS tructur

ed Query Language) #AWCFT-ZSORGERRT 44. HAtUs
WB21 td. PAR. KL PORKSRMARCKVS 24M5KVAFT eRe a,

TSELECT# FROM SRARRF WHERE A2-¥Y1ID=24)

Ke. AAPM BHB2e a. VPFORARAA EC. KV S 24M RE KV AP aS

4, hE. COMAtOBAR., AACMM PB 21k, BIRR PR AU CRS -- ae

fA SREH RP -RlIPFILATAZTEHIERS,

TSELECT*X FROM SHARE WHERE #@38WA='RRIR' |

foo034]

tis. (Gee 2 tlk, FH RV RH ARPT AAD KRVAP RRB Bic,

MeOMAMC ia, SRNR LEK VAY DRG RF-BeV CAP Y Ri 1 RLS

WEACMBMIFSATEMMHRS., COBRA, AAUGMHBHBB2 IW. RRLEK VAY

Qv777ReBeM TSO CHM CHS. AfkKWleltk. MALAEKVAFT OVS TRle 7

SRPRRE EN TCWHSR SiR, BMBMALERS- FEF SAP Y PHA 1 RE LE

WEIKM. APACER? teRTS. MPM EB 2 LOT OREO RM lew

Cle BwisT So.

foo03a 5]

Kro, MACOMB B 2 la. PPP Yb EB IP COMARESU TP FP RARA

RL CT. KVS 24DRKVAP ERT SR. PF PRANAB RB 2 2k

C. PRRARARP AL RAR OF TR AR ARR, BRB) SRT ES le
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HBmRe 4S, HEL. MAI. HRI EM BE CHYO, PF RARARH BAK BeBe See

ESC EWR REME SHS. CORD, ME OBA OAK, Pe RAN ACR RE 2

2eCWT SHR SET PRWEB, AAEMBel eee UL CBR beh, CH,

PRIEW FORD, HHROBKROAARY LESSORS, PPR AN AMR EE 2 2

(CWT SH READE ESGKRAAUM BB! 1 eR ACEC, PRT REC HS,

TSELECT* FROM FRARRF WHERE 2-1 D=2/7% HRA KY |

mis, HRT ORRNONAY PHORM OA, FF RAR AGRA PRED TS 4 BOT

meTDRAM, AACMURBRA2 | EARLE CER DEL,

[003 6)

€6tc. AAUCMMSB 21K. RRA CK TREATS (RAE. RIB F-2 10

DAREN CWSREWRF-—FHEKVS 2ADSWEALEB) K. EROWMEB COA

LOB ORM AOT TRADE IMR ED) CP PHAR APR B 2 25 eR S

FoeAKRAR ATER CREMEZEIT S. DEO, MACMBea 2 1, OR

S;REAOPY TeARTARAM. EROMBC. KVS 247 6KVNPFaReT SHE

Bic, PeRARSAMGREB 2 2DOPTeVHRAKRARHBPREMBT 4. AfeMiclk,

SCRUB 2 1k. BA ERP FMB TAP PRANAB RRMAR ABTS. EL

C, HAPMMBBB 2 i, RB LRP Re SA PY PRB INET SEE BE,

RFLAY 7H AMARA HME. TFOSHBRBR RB SSN ERAT 4. eB. MO

MHeI AKT FR ANARGARRAME LR KDR LUT} DEL, TN

ih. YOR ARARAARE ST SHBARBA CSA ERAT SHOR REY 2H AN 20

AgR#eB 2 2M LCTA KRG Ke. ARUP MBB RB? eR RT ACL CRM CES,

fo03 7]

CHOkS&, PAtCMASBe  CkAMACES—-— 2 CKVANS) ONBO— Pe,

BS@md, MOCRIP KS, AAUCMBRB 2  KeHMAR, MLPFOKSSAMACeK

VS 2400 LTS.

TSELECT* FROM RARE WHERE =iR=’ HEIR’ |

SH, APPMMRB 2 Lt,FORKS AKVAP eK VS 2AP ORBITS.

[ {##PRi=>7 {ff}, Bit, Rw lath 4

226, APPMMBRB 21m. RB LAK VAY EMPL. BRB GEER |!

2) PRET SS. €LC. ASOBBLLEM CHS 2) CKOBEKV 30

S24KMAHT. MFOK VAY RKVS ZAPATA,

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

| {2=>7 1) , #102, em, HEM. BBB, 10)} , itt. |

CHC LOL ABER ela, ESF KARORECH SMB NRO fe CHOW

ERD SL RPK REMBTATEDMRS.

£0038]

Hit, TOM. AAStUMEB2 1a, (ROME CL. TPR ANAMRREB 2 2b

5. MAUR PFOLS BY FRAR AGATA ORR RMA) RB TS’. Afeitcls

. ASP? Lik. ERLE KV AP BRB SBCA PF RARAZRLHET

SY FRAN AMUAERE. 77 UR ARAMCREB 2 2YSmMBTS,

r{ap stats —-HERR=>150} | 40
riap_stats—2=>100} J
22. Tap stats _ uryvvuAKARQe PRAWN STeARt. ER. TI 50]

~. (100 CENFHOPF FRANK ARAIALEMRMeRT, DEOL EMLET ZH

A Ag eHRl. TR ARALL THERA LEORMALS OMCHS. KE.

YROeRAARALELTZeEAA LEMMA LOOM CHS. EVSOBPHRERL TWA.

roo0o3g9]

]ULT. HAUCUMRB Lt, RE LAER SPFeo yr y+ BAL cea oe

HOM. RECAP FRAN ARAARe PHPBB e BIRT ST ERS

o DES, AAS t¢MBRB 2 1 OMRCHS,

foo4o) 5g
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Ric. FeRAM Am BB 2 2loDw CHM 4S. Fer ANAG RBBB! 2k. FT

Oe AAG ARe AIT SRR CHS,

roo4al]

BAR ICI. PPAR APREB 2 2. MACOMB LL Por ee AKRARE

AL eam CVF PRANAB. RRR) CRIT RGB REBH ZL.

MPrve ARAMA L eRe. PT RARARRPRAREL THT SZ. COOL PP

GAR AMAR, ble kG. | fap_i_stats-WMEA=|>1503 1 &
CORBCRENSBHCHS, COP CH, BERATIHARAELTI 5 OFA

LE GMM NTS, €O CC, PYRARAMRMRERB 2 2H. HAMPER eli

SORBReeISE. MAM. F fap_stats-MER=>151+1 | Ok Giz.
OT AIPRARRZREPHL EMR -MBARS (DOR OL MARE P PT RARARELT

151864 LES) £2 SS. CNM EO, Pe HeASAPREB2 2. Pee A

ARPA LBRARMe, CRE L CRI CEMA HHKS., BE. MSUCMBEB 2 1 DHL

WP FRARABRMAL THR Bea, YFP AR ARR RB! et, HRP PR ARA

MET SMU YC FRAN ARH RR ER LT. COPA MRE I MeL tee 4

aEMESA,

foo042)

HR. YP PUAN ARRBB2 2. ADPCM Be LPORee. SK

RMS T SPT VRARARPPREAM SUMMER 2 INNER ETS. TNR KYO, B

we SP SBIRPew A,

roo043)]

mis, RAMP CAL PO RAN ARR 2 2 tk, KVR OPT FRAN ARS I

Me ACB ALLE, LALAAS, RRM ORM, BPLEKVBRCPFLARA

Sat He att DT SHORE Ne, PF eARARREB 2 2k, MSO HHSC

FoOeAR ARMA LAER TOE AM HHN EY, BRL Pee ANA Met Re

KVR CGHMTSBaK. KVS 24 EL CHO SY-ANERM-OV-RIEF TRAIN

AMAGBRE RIL CBHbDRMOL. KV S 24 EOD2AS AR BR

Ram UC EM DEY.

[0044]

Eye, PUR ARAB 2 2cSP ee AAR aBOAR Ie. ERRL

HEA. AAEM BCI RAPS ey YP BBL OOM ARES TP FP APRA

FIRE UK BRE CM. BHD OT TRAN ARRELT. KVS 245K VRP

MLR Chrbns, €ORM, WACWHRB2ZLAKVS2475WBLIEK

VAT RRR HO REBAR, SRB PRE RCM ACMB Be? AKV Ss 24

MAP e se SRiclk. PF RAR ARBAB 2 2AP TE AN ARH ARSE ERLE

o DAEM. PFU ARAACREB 2? COMRMCHS,

foo045]

Ric, POR ORHB 2 Se OW CMA 4. FRAPRe sl, FR

MigSRUMEP SRB CHS. COC, FO RBS RMM EM, EF -BPHER SR

MeO icBAT S6cLeWS, Ke. EF -APHOBR CMO. BRIAR e BH

TETHER WS, Eon TC. FP -SHREBRBe 8k, EF AMS HOw Be RBA

tC, SURE BOT ARB CHS.

ro046]

BAM lt, FPO RRB RR RB! BL ET, BARRA LP oOPr FP HARA

MaeSIMS. FHL. F-—RBIRMEB! SH. SKANK FRARARAH

aD STR (CARBS) FBT 4S. CLC. FORE RREB 2 Bik. ARAL

RiP LPFOR HM SNM LE SIERYT STE CL, F- FREEBSD ID RD SFRE

T 4.

foo047]

COC, FOSS RRR 2 SLSR OMRAA, MACY PORE Citb
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its

CIR —-RISRALAYP THRAZAOMR YS RIERA LAV PTH AZOMHM

BMS CRITBA, RISER ATF ZHREREF FH ARAZLYGSAYTeADOARIE1508

GhHh4, ER. RIERA LEAY 12) EP PeRARALT AY eYHRAOMRMIE1 CO

CHS, CORO. MSO CRITMBACH., COPMMA 1. SERS,

foo048)]

Rie. LMLERE. PHMOMP I UE ChHe HI, RBIBHOV FL ADAMI

HLeWPTeRAROSWCER RRS, FOC. MAB. FC-FHURSRBEB2 SH

ate TF SRM LICR ET STE CL MAR HOT THR ADAP RIBMALEEP AeA

KOBZWBBIC. ROT FTRADBWREKPVTRARN ARBRE TAKEO. FAB

MOE B 2 2 eM er oac eoei es,

foo49]

wis, PRBPERLERORGS, MH 1 KOEKECVS4CE CC, BISFRALET

FPEAOMMARSLRALEWT TRADAMKDOEFTAKEKEVRAKOAF— Bt

BMAD DED, SO RMEPR RE SOM RT SCE MCHES,. TCOLAK,. B

(eMBM se Seok GC. F-PRBEBMEB 2B LSAF-FHBEBAROWM AMES

OLEMADRCHS., fir Tt. SHAK BO AZHMMERT LAE LEME ENS. (RO

(LeRE ST STCLAACHS. Kite. HRMROROAL. LMLERNRZAWY ZHAI

Ee UNS. ER. KT LEAR E RHA. CEM bDeY, Pee AS AR at Ric BO

WT. FO-RPBSBEPA IDA DON MAST - PHM SRBB 2 OTD CEM HRS

K35,. F-SHBPRERB 2 SPBREN TONER DAL,

foo050]

TOG, FORBES REBe SK hOP HO NAS BHI RMA ORAM IO T,

Bl6 # PAu ct HAA DS.

foo51)

EP. MEO (0) CmeELG. F-ARBSRRB2 SR KAT—B2MBBBMD TT

phenmilid., KVS 24s, LPFOKSGAKVAP ARE NTHGET SG.

[ {fPRi=>7 {ff}, £ tt, Rath. 4s

| {2=>7 {} , # { (2, eR, WER, BBB, 10)}, #Bit}t, 4

TOG, BPY-ARCHS 12) KO, MRRP eRaAaAKAEYS (CHRGIFRAT S)

RR OAM Sior bh, FORME AME eF-ASHIGSMHB 2 SHMHMLEETA

» SSH. F—-S MIR BRERA? Bik. —We | 2 | PoE RRB T SPT

fei POLep CHIE SS

foo05 2]

COMBA, SOHRMBEBAHB@2 Blk. EV. MFORSG RRP KXeBRML TSK

VAVRK VS 24D GREETS,

r{2z2=>7 {1} , #12, fe, WER, BBB, 10)}, 8 tt, 4

ELC. F-SHBEMRB2 3B. BP RBICMMENTHOAZHRF-RERAMO

MicaeS. RRL POH RBIP RRB 2 8d, BST KS ORAMO LM. OF

SPAPRBICT SPF RREF 4S. COR, FRUR RRB 2 Bl. POF RRE LEK V

AVYRHKV S$ 241-8 ZFRS, COMB. KV S 24 leit, MPFOKSRKVAPT ARE

enaetcekeesa (M60 (19).

| {2=>7 101, #12, fm, WER, BBB, 10)}., itt},

fo0053]

Rit. F-SHPISSMREB2 8K. LRPOLDR. RIERMMLTWS (F—-—RHEE

fROWRIHS) KVAPTAKVS 24M OST S,

{ff ERIR=>7 {} , BR th, lah},

2L. FOR MBRKRBB 2 2. ELRMLERF-—REBALTOSKVAP DSERA

Rok BPRS. MECMHALEK VAT OS F—-—RMICBEMAO, ER. F— HHI

2M 23th, SRPRICMBLAEKVAF ORME HEENCOS4HF-—AREAMRS
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6. €UL. F-BMBGSBABB2 Blk. CORRCHSUPFORARKVAP#. KV

S24'1¢#8#ERT (HED (233),

[ {##ER->7 t. Bt C2, tem. BER, BBB, 10)} , @ ih. 4

foo054]

OW. FO RBMEBBRB2 2, BOL, UPR RT EGR, CEELREF BEM

MULUCBD. RMR VSP FPRMKR ITSP RRE LE KV AP AK VS 24 ORB TS.

r{2=>7 {0}, # { (2, @R, MER, BBB, 10)}.,. 8 dt}. 4

ULC. F-SHIBRH BB? Slik, BF SRICMMANCO4ZRF KARTS,

Bre, TF RPBISSMEB? Bik, MIMic. LM CMRMRET-ReBEWRBAEK VS
TAO@W eae? OP LOE PME RS REO. BaP BEWU) . EO

‘Se. FO RMIGRMEB 2 28a. VIA eMRL TL MPO kG RK VAP eK VS 24

cBeRT,

r{2=>7 {1}, #1}, R {HRMS .

foo05 5)

THOLGUCT- FBASBEB2IRT-—FMIRSMEAIDTEPL KVS24ktY

FORSRF-AMABENATCEKEAS,

{BIR =>7 {| , £12, fhm, FER, BBB, 10)} , it}, J

r{z2=>7 {} . # ti}. #@ thE} )

DEO. KVS 24KMMRMENTHOSKVAY OLA-ABRERERLB SP EN}!TEHL

mS. £e. MAR MMPEB 2 Pf 2) SRO CMRAR DBA. RIBAS A

ChiMeCeS, WED. F-SHBRMRB 2 SOMRM CHS,

fo0056]

Mic, KVS 24K DO THMATS., KVS 24K, KMLAEKSM. FH RV AG

WCF ReaD SPOON CHS. KV S 24, H—DEREKMEBROV—-—AIC EO RR

®nO. Ke. KVS 240MERTSF-BZORMe OVC, ELRMLERHOHBBTS,

foo05 7)

mis. KV Sté-wReE, AT-DPREUSF + RRM T SED, HI Ce SHIFIL KV

FORO #BELTNU a ee Cp et). KVAP ERM Cput) . +-#hE
LOK VAT AHR Cd e lete) DACHS,

foo05 8]

WoT. KV S 241, PRR UMRBe PS oORRK tet. FOR ORM CR

) SOELMLKRMMeTSICeE DHHS. FH. KVS 24. F-RRPAZR REZ 3

WPEORBARER DT. FOR ORMSOLMLEMMSE TICE MMH RS, LaLBASE

~ EMULE RGKM. KVS 24k. CMHLSARSF-—FOWSA. BM. ARMA ORES

S3CEMUBSY. ZORD, PARP SHB RPRBR2SKR KAT KPBBHROR

Hic, FF SBR MHP CHKH SACL ERBALAWD TSP VY bAKV AP eH L OLE

SCEMPBASEHS,

foo059)]

WAU. F-SRESRMEB ese kAFT HID BAMM KC KORSF AHEM SE

PCW SHWRS -ReERAMOK EB. HRK VAP ORF -—RROSBRF—-—REMRLT

Ba Pic Rs Re BeAGE COMM, WPFORSRP-ReEBeUAAR ETA.

Pr{z=>7 (} , £ (2, fe, BAUR, BBB, 99) }, # {} }, 4
foo060]

COUSG., kHMF-TUERCRMENSZEOO, CORD DNAFT-ZBHiERMBA

23tCKSAF-TMBSMOMMCELO, EMM MT— FARE NAZTEKERA CHS

MO (3) BH) . Kh. F-RMBEBRB 2 BPDEP-BAMCRT-RZARBM fe

BOBMCHSE EA, F-RBRBRRMRBIC LOM RCEF-BMLROCARA EWE

SEPT —Bicolk, LPH PT-—RFUERMENAE, FEORDO, F-KORMMRAL Ele

LDDDoSF., +-TROMRAROBRT-AASMANSZKESH, BRaAor-RLAPSH

CEMWCKIUCMS,
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foo61])

€2T. CHOLAAMBeM OAK, PMB HCH. LMLAEVT TT Re PAT 4,

A f& FAY tk S EBLE KSI. MALEK VATE TS IMREEN TH SMAI I, A
PBKVAP RRS-RaeVSGAPT YP RB LIRR LAV E Die. MAPABe

12K TS.

foo06 2)

CMORACHMMRT SCLC. AAEMBe ltt. REBLEKVAPYP RVG PRRSNCWRDDEBA. TORE K VAT KB ENSZHF-RBRVSAS D Lea 1 ese
eae S. -AL KVAPT RV SF FRRESNC4KA. MSP MMRe2 La. 7

SAF YPRB Liew SRP BORE AIET SZ. CUCL. MAM B 2 1 ie.

FOUEM SHEER RIBOR. HE K VS 2ADRKVAPT eRTe, TORR.

BMRA LEKV AT OVS TPR EANTORB Sil. Hae Mweee ila. YK

KVAPVRRENZGEP-REVSGAPY PRB LUCKY S.-H. FPF ORR DA

EPeEMTORW BAM, ACU2 lid. FPA PV RBI ENT SER EE

RET HS, CULT. MGUPMMRB2 i, BEFORE HEONK-KKRM ORBEA S

~_KVAPT ORAMBETS. MAUMBEB 21d. RIE LT, FOF ORR DES

CESARCTCOMMEMOMASTEK RSE, HPL. BRE ORMRMHAeA

Gicté, APUMMeEB 2 id. CS KLELOKVAYORNSBMAMARTTSZEAHMS

4, TORDCMMISTEC., BNLAWVBRMEM SCT LAT FECHS,

Co06 3]

#yt. MIG PMBRB 2 a. KV APR PSP ARR EN CO4ZHAL HL HRK V

AFT ORF-SRHAMLEWEACMBRMITZTEDHHS, COBS. HSECUHEEB 2

Lik, MLE K VAP KVP SFR RE ANCORM OKRA a, FOREKVAT EE

BEMNZARPT XOBMAZAS (HF -FMORPFP-ReLB*EVS) , ELT. Mae

PMR 2 Lik, BP SEPM BOKVAT RK VS 240A TS, CAL KV API

VOUPFMRE SN CHS Mid. MAGE B21 a, SP SOPH e PETS.

ELT. ASPTMMRB 21d, FOHVMSONKE-PHMRMOR, BAK VS 2495

KVAY#2# RMB SS, CORR. BREMBLEK VAY OV STARR E NTR BEI

(tS. OCHB21. SRK VAP RAB ENSHRF-—ROMMAITI. HAL TS

FORMA AMRE SCORaCI, MAC MBRe 21a, eee Sek OH eH

JEL 4, €LT., AAUMAR2 1. BR PePOOHNE- PSM ORIREG BL KV

ATJORANE ITS. PAU UMHERB2 1 i, BAI E LT. VO PF ORRATERCe 4

EFECTCOUMARO MASTEICHS, KHL, HPREOMRAHEMEBAKRBE ic tt

MAMA Be 21. REK-kLLOKVASOMEBPMAFRT TAR DR MTA. TF

MOkKAMCMBRMIZCHE CL. BRLAWF-SOBMeM SCL AA HEbCHS.
foo064)

ZS, MEME Cla, VO TRREE NTSB IL, eh eewaneseo¢o, LCALEMS, MAW. F-ROBMOAKRit TZ Gc, MAURle MMU CEB Dew. CHA, FO DOMME ES ESRB ED AOS THE MER
THZKEAK. AAUCMBSB 2 1 MRI ZCeECHBCESZ.,

foo065)

Hye, REM RC BU ARM. KHDOK VAY ORG MM BROBRS-— 2 (EFT

THR) BSBMLCH4H Blk b. AMAT 4. COMMS. BIlPO-D-DOSsPe (

Et) Mic, LMLRF-SHBPRMBRA 2S KAP -SHARPRMUMBRTAT

ERS’,

roo066]

MAW. HS -DORS MA 2 TOES -RMEBSIRL TOHSHAl OWT. AT eA

we aH ST 4

foo067])

BM7O (1) Ce RGM. F-RBPURAMBB2 BLLAF-AHMISMO iii tc,
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KVS24KeEMPFORGAEKVAY MAREN TOSEVS.

fo {BRR => 7 tt}, Bott. RW i2, Bry. J 

 r{2=>7 (1). #12, &R. BER, BBB, 10)} , {i I J

P{3s3=>7 {1}, #13, WH, WER, Coc, 15))}, Rit, 4

COMES, AT OBR. +F-AROBSZAHMER EM ELRSRAMBlE. 2-FID 2

J. [3) O2DOMRARBATTW4S, COLSRBSKBWT. F— 2HeB 2

3A. 2-YID 13) ew Lt. POR RIROR RMT ETS. Be. HRMS SB

BBOMnNMOw Tid, EMLEBALACCHKHAZEHOBB TSA.

Cfoo06s]

 

 

 

 

  
 
 

   

 
 

 

 

$SZk. FRRMRE 2 SKATEMORRELL. KV S 2 4icle

~~ RDPORGRKVAP DABS NST HEME! (CMT 62) 2

r {HRIR=>7 {} , #103, WA, WER, Coe, 153}, Bi2t}, 4)

r{2=>7 {1}, #1¢C2, @&R,. WER, BBB, 10)}, 8 1.4

r{3=>7 (}, # tt), @ (HERI).
roo69]

CHAK, F-FHBEPMER2 8 hAF-ZSHABRMOBR, BRERAH

CTSEKVATU,. R-RERSPROMAOWRRME MASTER RA, DEOL HE

Berm ReET SK VAP. A-PLD3IOF-—FeHML CARE ee AL I

lD20F—-FCW LU TKRIBHOT FT HRARELTHHNSZTEKHRSEA, COB. a-

PI D2ZOKVAYEM LCE HIRAM TD eT SAH, RR ESES

AKVAT I. BP RRB 27 ORT-RBHERPOKVATKHS, CMDEBK. KBE

WHICBUO SH, HDOK VAT ORSMDBRORST— 2 (E4+—-HH) SBIRL

CWSHAK EA. AMICTAT 4.

foo0o7o0]

WL A, AER CBU SIMIC AF LR ORR CHS. CMOLAKMMRMIT ATH

@. WML AT AM. FO-FOPREEMFIOD, AAENPTOP FARA A

AP KV SHA STEM HHS.,

roo71]

Mic, BEM BRHC BU SHH ATF LODE. RBSHER 1 ORO Cm S

4S, BHic, HRA ATLAS-SREMMS TSR OR NOM tT. AS eA

alas 4

{007 2]

Ch (FD

FP, PSF LY REB LAN, FPORR-AYAFAZUMWMLI. Mate eaATS.,

PGHEL PO-HRA-AVAFLAADAREME BRB 2ID, 259A PY} Be 1 BRT

LirH@te ees 4,

[0073]

Rite, JRoAFTYPRBILASOMNALPERRALEAABMHBRA2 1a. MRM

wPRMATUT. KV S 24EN TW SK VAP KR FT FH AT SEEOHOOT—-PRHCHS

PUeCARABRRETS (S001).

foo074]

2ULT. AAPPMHB B21, RELAY FRARARTEALT. KVS 245K

VN (F—R) RET S (8002).

foo075]

ye, MSP OPEB 2 ik, POA KP VRE BID BOMBED OEP VARA

M@ULtT. KVS 2475 7-S3eREGLERM (Rit. 7oTPr YS RB Peomat

DSP PURANKRAwS RE LEB) CL. ARP ee ANAL eae CP ee ANA

Mai) SMT RGM. PP eANR ARR BB 2 PIM LCKRTSDADMRETS (

§003).,4

foo07 6)
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Aa SMB B2I APTANABB 2 CIC LCRRM ET EDAD ORE ls,

BIA. 2ST P VERB LP SOP Re, RPE OBKOUAY LAS EN ZAM BMY Cit

pnse, BaAMicid, MAG. AAEM B2 1 a, 2797 V PRB LP OR AR

Ree ORRMOmMAYBhLeSeoebaeicik, Fryer AKR ARBRE? 2IWLECPr Pe ALA

Mal Me MRT SRABMeLEAW. HAC. HAAUCMMBBRA2 1a, 7oeare ps
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Abstract of KR20120051950 (A)

Translate this text into Tooltip

ed SSS

  

PURPOSE: A mobile coupons processing method using a user terminal is provided to protect the
privacy of the user terminal by automatically invalidating used mobile coupons by authenticating
the mobile coupons through the user terminal. CONSTITUTION:A user terminal receives
mobile coupons. The user terminal identifies a memberstore where a user wants to use the
mobile coupons(420). The validity of the mobile coupon is inspected based on the identified
memberstore information(440). When the mobile couponsare effective, the user terminal
transmits the breakdownof the mobile couponsto a server. The mobile coupon is automatically
inactivated(480).
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Abstract of KR20140021323 (A)

Translate this text into Tooltip

| Select language+) KERRANGcovecsegeroons

The present invention relates to a coupon providing system using an electronic tag and includes:
a portable terminal for reading tag information of an electronic tag which is attached to a
predetermined location and transmitting a providing request for a coupon havingthe tag
information and its own identification information; and a card service provider server [or
generating a coupon correspondingto the tag information and identification information of the
portable terminal according to the providing request for a coupon and controlling to perform a
discount as described in discount information of the coupon in the process of card payment when
receiving a notification that the authentication of the coupon is completed. [Reference numerals]
(AA)Start; (BB) End; (S310) Acquiring by reading the tag information of an electronic tag in a
portable terminal?; (S320) Portable terminal transmits a coupon providing request having the tag
information and its own identification information; (S330) Card service provider server
generates a couponcorrespondingto the tag information and the identification information of the
portable terminal according to the coupon providing request and transmits the coupon to the
portable terminal; (S340) Displaying the couponas inactivated in the portable terminal; (S350)
Authentication of the coupon in the portable terminal completed?; (S360) Displaying the coupon
as activated in the portable terminal; (S370) Card payment?; (S380) Card service provider server
controls to perform a discount as described in discount information of the coupon
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Aly) YREAR AHS Aly) Azt ADS BSS a] Zho]ub wet AN, Av) Sd wats] AAaz} AM HE AY] AL

-}2] CRM(Customer Relationship Management) 4°] u}2- 47] Ste) ol Aw, aby] See] aS 7) Zhe]

uy aye S47} Aases ajoshe Ax Bie Oo]8 FE ae AAR.

ATTY 8

Al 1 Sod,

437) FEAL MMS AZ) HHS] Ba ISS SHS Fz) WAAS 427] FA GPS ASST,
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a7] Fa abe -d7) S2] WAlz]Sa Swot 7] Bao] Saye 4) WIS Se HE AS AAG.

ATE 9

Te] sea sAje Pate Az ae] ya Abe 2c Fo USES Ay] Wa aee} Sy] ze] zt

7 BRS MoS PE AS Age Asus, a) He Ae 2g] me} a] Wa ak Rav) FS

wre] 4 Auld] Ase FES Ase 27] Fa Mv ASHeey ye Aaj +) 7 AS] Bel Au

dS tele] FAS AMS FEAF AB

#2 PPE a4 AIS OSS TE AS ASG

AT 10

a] 9 Belay,

“y7) FG WES 7) TSA SEE] AGS FES Hee, AW] FS Bd BRS Sle] S17]

cost WIS Se FE AS AS,

AT 11

Alo Belly,

737] FRCAR AWS dz] EE AS QB whet aby] A AML A “d7) A eS] as Aiko sgh ate

= Aste Ab) FHPES Asp “7 PEA US Abr] HU eS] APS} BAS ieBho] Ab]we dal A) a7] Fee] Gel sud ay Belo] SUS ES 27] Fa dss) AEs Baa Ae] AESa Ques Sesto at Woe olea ve le Ae
Ate 12

Fa dee] Be] Bae Hale] PAs Asp Woe] Wa ARS Basa, 47] da ge Ow ale] DH 4

he Bese Te ale 244 asses a:

AESAL AAS Ady) PE AS So bef Ay) Ho Be Ay) Fee AS] ay Ao] UWS FES A

ale] 7) Fu) Gas Ase UA:

7d7) FEAR ALS 47] Fe Se Ab7|S| 1S SS SU LOU, ye Aa Al e7] HES] SB

Begs ar Sele] SUS W4se WAS BS Att Woe Sa PE AS WH.

ATS 13

Al 12 Boy

“e7| eH ee Ay) PSA AME AAS THES PAs, Av) Peel Het QGaeSs Nesp vue

a S4r7la, a7] +E] PAYS Aee Hel AI4E 7] BH S4r7=e BAS U Beste aA

At WIS oSPE MS UA.

ATS 4

al 12 Bey},

47| 47 8 GAS Av) FU Peer 4e] FES] US SBS SM Yow, ar] FE asst aI

Fa] aus] 4-84) BLS Belster ~d7] y= Adal +) 7] Fes] Bel Quidys] ay Bele] +asl

ES 77) a ees] Ares} aie 47] Tee] Bel QMS Hs Az YS Se TS aS WH.

ATs 15

a] 12 eel,

437) WEA AMS *e7] Hee] BA dase Cue 4] Masa a7] Fd BPH ASSES BA:

7) FU Pee Ae] S24) MAAS ASUSt 27) Shade SHA 7S US FH Meshes Ast AAS oS

a Se ae wy.
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000i] BS dge RE AS ASS QZ Yao] wet goo, me} waewsbdeny Bel wus Ae as Hs

wy He Me] PARP Se] mje] VHA Yee ale A+ rs Baeza, oS olsetol Fal awe

FES ATES UE Ay YS Se FE AS AAG 2 yea we Roly

 

 

 

 

 

[0002] | Ayo] oly HE] AF ASST Yom, opt FES Bela, pad, Gewseas

[00033 EIAFECoupenla Age] Ysg Se] Hits Bade] yer] Pee] BS za Post aa

AZ AS Bul) UA] w= clo] ARSN| TS ESA, At, ge], Be ay ye] Basq AARNE Bat,

 B(Coupon bowWAY AZ FL ASE VW}. YS So], FE ASSL TS FES myo] 74a

7 ALASSs] BE UA AE So] ule) Bel WAS we = Aq,

[0004] eel Si] FES SE Aaa) NeoPls THs, VALS Asie] SASF Be AS AS

Se U4 Bot 18 Heda FE AS Fes ABS dole ABo) eet, ol We FES AE

4) Asolo: Se BUM} Goo} FUE Sols] Bol, Bpls Selo] 2S reset Lalqo] glseh.

fo00s) ret} 7140] WA Bel] upet AE AALS of Bho] PE ALBxpy} Ves] Ade Sg alolzol Beet F.

34 Ae]E] JAG FES GLEER FSGS] PEswo] of sar Vou, cles Ya we F

&47} aa daaeel duel Sa AledTee F FES HESS te Se) Hao isis

Q Sy) So) Ge Ss9e Bq yal

{0006} (aaga 0001) Sars7SSs 21994-0700711a(S7S: 1994. 02. 23)

{0007} = Spy: Ha}gop} Bel vss Ze qa HF yy se ge aAse Sq q

Bad Ad Yue sso Fa eto] FES aa, ATE HES] Se Sae al8}7) @elehe KS] Tel Quyjs ~e Be Wels = Me Ad qs 1s
PHS Aste Ws.

[0008] qe B Wao] a aajofo] ops ax das ol ge ee qe zeae ve] gaya

os] Ya AUS WH, Ay] Wa Baw alo ale ARS MUSE HE ae

Ga: ae] FE As oe] Fe} al do ae Bae) Fa Sas] we Baal a

47) Fo Uae Agena, 3) Hq wweyey ay) eeq dS ase FE

) HES] el Guha Be Aelel ol Paes alolss MSA; AS weeH.

[0009] y) Fa awe Av) yer Aste AAS FES Se, Ao] FE Ae Aus uggs} gas

10010) 7 he. aby] 7ESAP AIE) WAalS] eS “pale, aby] eee] was gee Bel ape
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70011]

10012]

{0013}

[0014]

[0015]

[0016]

[0017]

{0018}

[0019]

[0020]

{0021]

[0022]

[0023]

[0024]

37) Ha seks 47] alt Bae] WS 4) 7] Aa Aa BW ablI

Zepoao] AAVES Mops + ghey.

NX

4 Ae Prt BASES AS hep.

7) AEA Ae 27] FES] Mel As Mae F) was

Be Qo] Sr vyalys aswop J] Selo) SAND + gh

 

we

ag, 284 Ge Ajo] ys aq dag ea HE qe
r a=

Sa, Aa) He Ae 2ge) we} 7)

4y7| FU UES ASHeeoen FE Al Al B77] HHS

7] FO GAS Ay] ASA AHS AAS SES Saye,

2) T- BRS ASO78

rd ue “4b7)] aS] else] Stas, 47] Mol dd QuS Bes qe ay) se Sala

 daSee] gy] ya aes} aele] uy aus Best

ya. AM Be

Z| FAP AAs 7] tee ale 27e] we} 7) eo Ag ge -
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7o, in aol ric sy rs &

SPH WOW, Ay) Peo] dss Ab] F

Yo uUets] 4,82} ANS S8elspe] Ay] y= aa] Al Ay) FSS] Sel Sas yes] Bt Bele] asa

2) ASAP eS Ar] as} SS MSS ale]Sy Be, ae] FP PRS Aad aM a Be] Ab
3]a

Abe} CRM(Customer Relationship Management) “3 Le] wef 2d 7) Ate S] 1 88, a7] RES) as 7) ate}

AAG ye] Baal qaqa ad

= TEATS

Fe] wes] Wy Bel wee eS

Bel BRR Bele] FYS|ES wpolspe

a7) FES] tel Aus spade] Saad

 
FEO se 7]

A}
2

AS Aa) Al Ar) SHS] SI Anas BP Belo] Fasyes 4
or=

aan

 
 

 

4y2 “HookAi joNrk
aa, B WS) Alle Me ay yas lee TM ae WHS Fel Vee) Me] gana gael

Babe axt yas] ya Que west, Wy] aa Aw ol ale] ue AMS KGS TE as ae

Asst: Wal WEAR AAS Al] SE ale QA] wpe ay] Go Qa Ye al Ful Gabe] an Buel

Gee +E Bxso}] a7] Hq PMS Asse das A) Aas AMS O7] Sq GASPa) te

9) 14 88 Fe Bod, AE AA 4 Ay] HES] Bel Aeue BP Melo] FAVES Aolste a7

oe eee | we}

47) Ho) WMS. av) ASA AAERE AMS TES Pasa, a7) Feo de Aus wads} dys

ale Se 7a, Ay) FES] WIS Mee Bel qAlqSs av) Sele] See GAS WT + 2

th

47) Vt A) DAS A] FU Paya 47] He 1S Ges Sa Pow, V7) Hee] wse a7]

Fo des] Aad ARS Slate] a] yi Aal al yr] FES] Gl Awas yia9] a+ Belo] pag

ES 4] $4 Ges] 484 Quo a7] FES Gel BBS SS + gly}

 
o]9} Ge] B PY} ArAopo] WS Ax yrs last +e ae Arg 2 gpd Bes, wapgoj} gel
 

Ts

AEs Ao] HAS Ax, IIS ost

Aq A) FES AAS] Bee HES
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[0025] weet, gz} ee] xo] 7K] wjzle] AW Quo] Bese FES Hq est SWS F gloumol

# ]8e}o] ay aspgoe fe AWAd qewe + ag

10026} %, mgs LAs L944] Mss sex AM PASM) CRM SUH DBesho] 7B alee

Ad +S Vat, wle/|s] SooBeljate S = YES BMel|Ws Bs + Wl We] who Sys =

2 wag HAA > Mis Bel Veh.

[0027] Aleyt, Ba a] Sel Aalst mst AGS] Sse ARS BAe Beolsiq aus

- asl Maws 2As7

4S vba Bat get.
 

 
[0028] coffe], Ho] AA US AGS Abs FES Apeshes aberbe ni Hegzola, Wet mgeo] yale

SQ A744 ASA Bw7} HSE YS Sq Ase] Basha) Sore Bae] alah

form] ES, MAS FES] MY 7hede] aa MAY BPs] Pasas Baas ss\4 we wage] asp

 

   
 

  

£0030] R12 289 a Ble Ae att Ate ss TE AS yz] Very Pg].

mo 292 Ke lo] ALS ery eS] Aba]bool cp.

B32 2 wo) A Are Ae az] Fas 8s Te Ae Bas BATS 64 Seely.

B4-p 2832 4S adel me a4 Hoe 8a SE AS ASS BASE S4 SHES

£0031] BAA RAS ARES) B07 wats SIAlAY AAAs Yrs WgQeyry BAA of]WW, Mezs 2 zhle| USS ves AAS] Hose Ags] Hel S12] WS AdsBe) Pe aches
ate] dzbeto] B eee zea Arete oe ele] st mpd os Ay slojopyk etry.

[0032] mes Ee Bale] 7iael A4lels+ Edel E4lel PAYS EB Besl 7s wPse A salle rape Mol

He Bes 74 VFS BP aweAS Yee, S Sts so oss AN + Bo 4set GSEs} as Se] VE SF UES ol astofok Buy.
[0033] js}, Hel EWS Beso] fe Bye] AdaSs sae] aga.

[0034] Elf 2 ¥s94 2 Wa MS At dae Ss HE Ae JAMS) NAAM TYE RE 2S E lol

male FU ete) gal Tee Vehact

[0035] 2 1 2 4) us} Dol, Att WIS SS TE AS ASAE He] BACCO) Bo veeab AH}

(200) Syste] delet.

{0036) Fo FHCOe Be gala sale] Pay Ast HA30)2] YA BES Besa, YA AM BW ze] a

+ BRS MOE TE Ae BAYS AEA AM (C200)ASA HS Bert.

(6037) BUY PaAle Sys, Fa AE100)S e420), aqat(i0) BR SPAC16O)S Bese AS} USE

7s, o] S14 AUP A20E Mel Qala AA waa aah H2(30)2] Wa AUS Weohe post),

ais} eite)] et QS SSSE Ss ghys ash Ne Uy) 7) Fe C100) 2] SH ESS pol BAlS 4+ah

u},

£0038] ol, Ast F230) HM SbaelU Sel VESSt AE WS free MS Hs ase] BARS Se]got Be

mizte] Shu s}4te Bete Ail4td) Ss} do] Alytszo] abe oc) Sell Se AX el Babe -e Qye

 
A, Sy PBC] LAW wwe] +yroy AA e vee

13.56MHz #3}> AS A-Bsh= USA SAE] FA SAl MSA 10emy] A ©

= Asse NFC(Near Field Communication) Ha Ses Sas = glen, ae rpekek Bale] aah Bj os
o|-8 a SE ahet.

N of
mo

ilu   
(0039) ES, Yi BRE HS AA Hu3o7, Bla mse] Qua BAS — Bo, oy, WMse] ARBe as
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[0040]

[0041]

[0042]

[0043]

[0044]

[0045]

[0046]

[0047]

[0048]

[0049]

[0050]

[0051]

7

= zal e Qth. Fa AES] w+ ARS FA wwClooe Ahabs
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o), WSS ESSE EIA BR, Mss] 4A) BB, MsAh=

AM Se] EME wet.

, Ful vege ay BRS Fu) HH10009] 717] ASFo GH100)S Sse Ae) AHS BHe= ABA AVS uC], vo], BA, a, Fes

&A; of) Tl = 2 4s] USIM 4, SD 7+

= Bt Je} Wee] BS448 7 Ath BS Bledel we Fa We2H Aw Fa We

(100)°] 7]7] HES BFS EE Br}

AGEMUNE FU PES AWBYCeS MUSE Wes FY, HE WeelUyns BIS +—

gem, FE SAAA428 Sa AGEC20)e4] eee Ha Ao BR zelo| sp AHS Bebsh=s Ft

2 (30)2] 3S Al zhe2S el

~
o

oO

As

At
*

offSY
of

o   
“0oftftNu a

fe-E,aut4}ts
NW&&©  

Ae BAS ASAE WH (200)ASA eh. SH, MoCo) es Arr e230) I

2 4s WY ale] uh ABS UA she HE ol Se] aol (142) 0] AYES Alo] St == abet.
1

Ade] ESE ABSA eee0s Sal Ar AGO) er Aus

aoe Eu rete) wy QMS BME HS AMF BIS ASA AM COO)AEE +H ME.

heayb a Vato PA-adzt HAO He PLAS SAA, Fe

 

Ae Sy Gee AvYyES, Gd#ea Pe Personal Computer), 7Ae] Su) Ae7] (Personal Digitalsistant, PDA),

oe Zhe 1 EAL ye

oft

te 
7A, SAPO Fu @e BAYClocal arca network, LAN), Ala

network, MAN), Cw

HSWibro) 6S 4H — MO, SA PAS Ha, FAS AeA BVO os SAl Bolzee “at
AUyp,

2ro

-

By aly

QS So} Tel Wee] FAS Psat those!HA]A (microprocessors Basta A

Tele cae FA - YOM, Hekst Se Alo]4eo] Sa] AS
EAP VB] (Q00) FEO Ue AAS HYSME SELOS, SAwIO)S Seay Ha Ew 100)s- Aas} z

anu voles Ske 42 QUES Seg de.
=r

J2 SAYetropolitan areca

ide area network, WAN), CIE, 2G, 3G, 4G °]} Ss Balu, eo) spe] (Wi-Fi),
a

Ab AA (200) FA AECLoOANA, AS HE AS Bago] teh Aa aw 2 Hq) wAtclo00s] wt 4A

of] c-g-Sk AE a4 q

} mare] ges} Fu PH#(100)s| UF AHS 4354 FES WSS ASU, Ua FS BSF

1100)ASHES AUS TF Wert.

& Age] Fy PAS AST > MP. ol], AGA AMOS ea Quel TVA

a

 
 

a, ASAP An] (200)% 7 Bee] BS HP gs] Aus Fal Pecos] aH Aas Sesto] 4

AS) FES AV, VI AA) FE wer) Ha PLA) AS4Aes ays 4 ay. as

of, ASAP AW Qoo)t “onal ol Aa A] Saal Vt AU FECL HE)” at “iowa od aad a 1

@ ay del HEGI2 HH)” Sf AVG $ Mar, VAR QI SKS Fu Peco] Assy Ag

SHE HES Asbo] APB Fe aha ee.

o] uch, Fey} ULHES] WIS chs Hel gis sel(iso)e] S47 += gow, tz

He Qu} vega Sele Seo] Sess aoe + eh. web Aalst AGshe, Fa sec100)

At HE] SAYA, FE pselqolugs xy “FHS Lagaeud.” 4 ge Fe] wae

= Bel vAA7} HAC6O)o] SIM +H ory, ols} By] HES] ul Pgs dels] Eo] Ballo} ap|S

boll] EO] WAYS ChyS 4 Qa ae},

ast, Fu) PHU AIAL HIS Belo] HE Sola A-Sxy} Mss Heo] AGW, THES] so}

J_ = YES at, HES MS] MENA, HE] GE Bart PIF TIS SAU60] SAR > 2h

at}, SE SSS Haya | FA G20e AS AUS ALA AM|(QOO)M API Fe Ie,

Wy, HHS] ASA Fa MSA), ooCID)/U] WM CPassword), Fre US HE FE YANS FS co] Be c+

21S PHS Fa Fad > Yom, TH] MS] MENA, Ka] qe Gurl BIaha rks

sos RAE ole.

 
@, ASAP AQ FU GECAOOIA HES] MSe] GEsol FPLOOSHEY MS Os
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anf Su Woe, AS Aa A Heol ME Bel Aude By Pele] FATES ala HIE,oe

(0052) ty 4aalstal SSSA, ASA AAD Fu GEO2EE HES] US HRS SE WOM, FH]

Fu) 42(100)2] 4}27) AHS Soleo] y= Ax A] +HES] Tel AVS &a AES Azz Delo] Fa
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eo
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N
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[0063] = 32 Bugs] eo) aslo] AS Ax Was lg FE ASF aS molt SA SERS YEH.

[0064] E3e BATA, Ee) S20eS wmsgolr} Ae] vHEs} De We PE mg ee Wye] qaug ya
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[0066] oj], FEAF ARCOM NASp 7S] RSS Vase] Fo SEOs Ase - Ara, AS Se], v7

=A} AA QOS Aa geo VP ad We] ~ash Fo WBA1002| WH Aas SeHopof “owe ola

Aal A) saad aa Sel FCA] A)” a “loud co) Aa 4] sel Ba Bel BAM CA2 AK)” Ql 27]

Fy Tee Aged + ga, Vs eAPSS FA BE100)] ASSAPSA} MSH FSS AVS]

ALB FF Bes SEC}
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PURPOSE: A payment system and a method are provided to remotely pay payments through a

payment unit which is stored in a secure element (SE) of a mobile terminal.CONSTITUTION: A
purchaser selects a product (301). The purchaser scans products by using a mobile terminal (302). The mobile terminal confirms

whether or not a coupon and a reward are applied to the scanned products and/or stores (303). The purchaser transmits payment
information for the selected product in order to complete a purchase transaction (304). When authentication information is
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View Details < Patent < SEARCH - KIPRIS(KoreaIntellectual Property Rights Informati... Page 2 of 2

successfully confirmed, a financial institutian approves a financial transaction and transmits transaction approval to a third party

server, a trusted service manager (TSM) system, which relays the financial transaction, and the mobile terminal (305,306). A

digital receipt and/or an additional service are transmitted to the mobile terminal (307).COPYRIGHT KIPO 2013
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PATENT APPLICATION

Docket No. 20533.40a.1

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Tn re application of:
Min Hwan JEON

Serial No.: 14/647,859

Confirmation No.: 5414

Filed: May 28, 2015

For: METHODFOR SETTING TEMPORARY

PAYMENT CARD AND MOBILE DEVICE

APPLYING THE SAME

Examiner: Kito R. Robinson

AMENDMENT A AND RESPONSE

AFTER NON-FINAL

VIA eFILE

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

DearSir:

Art Unit
3695NeeeNeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee”

In response to the Office Action of March 27, 2017 (“Office Action”), (Paper No.

20170316), please amend and reconsider the above-identified application, in which:

Amendments to the Claimsare reflected in the listing of clarms which begins on page 2

of this paper.

Remarks/Arguments begin on page 5 of this paper.
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AMENDMENTS TO THE CLAIMS

Listing of Claims:

1. (Currently Amended) A methodfor setting a temporary paymentcard,

comprising:

displaying a list of mobile payment cards, ai a first portion of a touch screen
 

interface;

receiving,throughthetouchscreenintertace,auserinputselectingamobile 

payment card fram the list of mobile payment card:
 

detecting the user input sliding the mobile payment card from the first portion of
 

the touch screen imterface to a second portion of the touch screen interface:
 

based upon the user input shdine the mobile payment card, setting, as a temporary   

card, athe mobile payment card 

sat; and 

resetting the setting of the temporary payment card when a payabletimepasses.

2. (Currently Amended) The methodof claim 1, further comprising;;

receiving,throughthetouchscreenintertace.auserinputselectingthemobile

paymentcard:

detectingtheuserinputslidingthemobilepaymentcardtromthesecondportion

ofthetouchsereeninterfacetoanorminalpositionwithinthefirstportionoftouch

sereeninterface:

wherbaseduponthe seved-mobile payment card beingmovedtothe#-mevedds

av-original position by the user, resetting the setting of the temporary paymentcard.

3. (Original) The method of claim1, further comprising displaying a remaining

payable time.

4. (Original) The methodof claim 1, further comprising, when a payment is made

within the payable time, resetting the setting of the temporary paymentcard.

Page 2 of 11
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5. (Currently Amended) The method of claim 1, further comprising:;

determining that the payable time has passed:

wherrebased upon the determination that the payable time hss passedpasses,
 

mevine- displayvine the mobile payment card meved+y-the-uertebeing moved to an

original position.

6. (Currently Amended) The methodof claim 1, further comprising;

deternuningthataparticularportionofthepayabletunehespassed.

eraduaty-moving the mobile payment card g first distance meved-bytheucer

tetowards an original position according to a remaining payable time, wherein the first

distance is determined based upon the proportion of the pavable time that has passed.
 

7. (Original) The method of claim 1, further comprising, when the mobile payment

card set as the temporary payment card is moved again bythe user prior to the payable time

passing, extending the payable time.

8. (Original) The method of claim 7, wherein the movement by the user in the

setting operation is performed in the same method as the movementbythe user in the extending

operation.

9. (Original) The method of claim 1, further comprising, when the mobile device is

movedby the user in a specific pattern prior to the payable time passing, extending the payable

time.

10. (Original) The method of claim 1, further comprising, when the payable time

passes, making the mobile payment card moved by the user disappear.

11. (Original) The method of claim 1, further comprising making the mobile payment

card movedbythe user gradually disappear according to a remaining payable time.

Page 3 of 11
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12. (Original) The method of claim 1, further comprising, when the remaining

payable timeis shorter than or equal to a threshold, outputting an alarm.

13. (Original) The method of claim 1, further comprising:

displaying a list of additional services issued to the mobile devices; and

setting an additional service moved by the user from amongthe additional services listed

in the list to be used.

14. (Original) The method of claim 13, further comprising, when a usable time

passes, setting the additional service to be disabled.

15. (Currently Amended) A mobile device comprising:

a touch screen configured to display a list of mobile payment cards; and

a processor configured to;

receive, through the touch sereen interface, a user joput selecting a mobile
 

paymentcardfromthelistofmobilepaymentcard:

detect the user input sliding the mobile payment card from the first partion of the
 

touchsereeninterfaceto4secondportionofihetouchscreeninterface:

basedupontheuserinputshdingthemobilepaymentcard,set; as a temporary

paymentcard, a mobile paymentcard. 
 

reset the setting of the temporary payment card when a payable time passes.

Page 4 of 11
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REMARKS

The Non-Final Office Action (“Office Action”), mailed March 27, 2017, considered claims

By this amendment claims 1, 2, 5, 6, and 15 have been amended. Accordingly, claims 1-

15 are pending, of which claims 1 and 15 are the only independent claimsat issue. Support for the

claim amendments is found throughout the originally filed application and claims, including the

disclosure presented in at least Figures 10-19 and the accompanying description.

35 U.S.C. § 101 Rejection of Claims 1-15

The Office Action rejected claims 1-15 under 35 U.S.C. § 101 because the claimed

invention is directed to non-statutory subject matter. Applicant respectfully traverses this rejection,

and further respectfully submits that claims, as amended, are directed to statutory subject matter

under §101, as discussed below.

Whendetermining whethera claim is directed to a judicial exception to §101, an Examiner

must follow a two-step analysis found in the 2014 Interim Guidance on Patent Subject Matter

Eligibility. In Step 2A of this analysis, the Examinerfirst determines whether the claim 1s directed

to a judicial recognized exception (e.g., an Abstract Idea), and in Step 2B the Examiner determines

whether the claim recites additional elements that amountto significantly more than the judicial

exception. The Office has provided additional guidance for how these steps are to be applied. For

example, in its May 4, 2016 memorandum! the Office details how each of these steps are to be

applied, and in its May 16, 2016 memorandumin view of Enfish, LLC. v. Microsoft Corp. and TLI

Communications LLC vy. A.V. Automotive LLC,’ the office further describes how to apply Step 2A

to claims representing improvements to computer-related technology.

With respect to Step 2A, the Office directs that “when an examiner determines that a claim

1s directed to an abstract idea (Step 2A), the rejection should identify the abstract idea as it is

recited (i.¢., set forth or described) in the claim, and explain why it corresponds to a concept that

' “Formulating a Subject Matter Eligibility Rejection and Evaluating the Applicant’s Response to a Subject Matter
Eligibility Rejection.”
*“Recent Subject Matter Eligibility Decisions (Enfish, LLC. v. Microsoft Corp. and TLI Communications LLCv.
AV. Automotive LLC).”
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the courts have identified as an abstract idea.”* The Office further directs that “a subject matter

eligibility rejection should point to the specific claim limitation(s) that recites (1.e., sets for or

describes) the judicial exception. The rejection must identify the specific claim limitations and

explain whythose claim limitations set forth ajudicial exception.”* In doing so, the Federal circuit

has “cautioned against describing the claim at a high level of abstraction untethered from the

language of the claim when determining the focus of the claimed invention.” *

In performing Step 2A in the §101 rejection of the present claims, the Office Action has

merely stated at a high level that the claims were directed towards “managing the selection of a

paymentcard byis a method of organizing humanactivity.” ° In doing so, the Office Action failed

to heed the Federal Circuit warning, “against describing the claim at a high level of abstraction

untethered from the language of the claim when determining the focus of the claimed invention.”

” For example, the Office Action fails to properly recognize that the claims are directed towards a

novel embodiment of a user interface scheme. Instead, the Office Action describes the claims at

such a high level of abstraction that the Office Action presents the claims as being directed towards

long prevalent business practice. As such, Applicant respectfully submits that this §101 rejection

is facially deficient for at least this reason, and respectfully requests withdrawal of the §101

rejection on these grounds.

Additionally, Applicant respectfully submits that the claims, particularly as now amended,

do not recite a judicial exception under Step 2A. Taking claim 1 as an example, Applicant notes

that claim 1 is directed to an improvement of the computer-related technology of managing a

computer interface that allows a user to easily select a particular electronic payment card that is

capable of electronically transferring money. Applicant notes that while the transfer of physical

moneyis a conventional practice, the technology involved in the wholly digital transfer of money

is neither conventional nor abstract. Instead, the processes and systems involved in managing

electronic moneytransfers are directed towards technical/computer-specific problems.

Per Enfish and the May 16, 2016 memorandum, the Federal Circuit has emphasized that

“claims directed to improvements in computer-related technology, including claims directed to

3 See page 1 of the May 4, 2016 memorandum, emphasis added.
* See page 2 of the May 4, 2016 memorandum, emphasis added.
5 Sce page 1 of the May 16, 2016 memorandum.
° See pages 2 of the Office Action.
? See page 1 of the May 16, 2016 memorandum.
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software, are not necessarily abstract (Step 2A),” that “software can make non-abstract

improvements to computer technology just as hardware can,” and that “claims directed to software,

as opposed to hardware, are also not inherently abstract.”® Indeed, the memo notes that “a claim

directed to an improvement to computer-related technology (e.g., computer functionality) is likely

not similar to claims that have previously been identified as abstract by the courts.”’ Thus, “an

examiner may determine that a claim directed to improvements in computer-related technologyis

not directed to an abstract idea under Step 2A of the subject matter eligibility examination

guidelines (and ts thus patent eligible), without the need to analyze the additional elements under

Step 2B.”'° Inasmuchasthe present claims represent a concrete improvementto a computer-related

technology, Applicant respectfully submits that the claims, particularly as amended are not

directed to an Abstract idea, and that the analysis need not proceed past Step 2A.

Moreover, Applicant also notes that, with respect to Step 2B, the Office directs that “[flor

the second part of the analysis (Step 2B), the reyection should identify the additional elements in

the claim and explain why the elements taken individually and in combination do not amountto a

claim as a wholethat is significantly more than the judicial exception identified in Step 2A.”!! In

performing Step 2B in the §101 rejection of the present claims, the Office Action has asserted the

conclusory statement that “displaying a list of mobile payment cards is well-understood, routine,

conventional computer function performed by a generic computer {e.g. mobile device). Generic

computer components performing generic computer functions, alone, do not amount to

significantly more than the abstract idea.” !* In contrast to the reasoning of the Office Action, the

Office pointed out that “the court stated that an invention’s ability to run on a general purpose

computer does not automatically doom the claim.”Additionally, applicants respectfully submit

that characterizing the claims as merely “[d]isplaying a list of mobile payment cards” is not an

accurate reflection of the current claims. Instead, the current claims provide uniquedigital interface

elements that allow a user to interact with and control their mobile wallet. Further, in Enfish, the

Federal Circuit explained that “unlike the claims here that are directed to a specific improvement

 

® Sce pages 1 and 2 of the May 16, 2016 memorandum.
° See page 2 of the May 16, 2016 memorandum, emphasis added.
10 See page 2 of the May16, 2016 memorandum, emphasis added.
"l See page 1 of the May 4, 2016 memorandum, emphasis added.
2 Sce page 3 of the Office Action.
13 “Recent Subject Matter Eligibility Decisions (Enfish, LLC. v. Microsofi Corp. and TLI Communications LLC v.
AV. Automotive LLC).”
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to computerfunctionality, the patent-ineligible claims at issue in other cases recited use an abstract

mathematical formula on any general purpose computer.” 4 Similarto the claimsat issue in Enjish,

the currently recited claims are not “a situation where general-purpose computer components are

added post-hoc to a fundamental economic practice or mathematical equation.” !° Applicant’s

respectfully submit that in view of finfish, the present claims are directed towards patentable

subject matter.

In view of the foregoing remarks, Applicant respectfully submits that the claims as

previously presented were directed to statutory subject matter, and further that the claims as now

presented are also directed to statutory subject matter, and respectfully requests favorable

reconsideration of the present claims in view of §101.

35 U.S.C. §103(a) Rejection of Claims 1, 2, 4-6, 12 & 15

The Office Action rejected claims 1, 2, 4-6, 12 & 15 under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) as being

unpatentable over U.S. Patent No. 7,707,113 DiMartino (“DiMartino”) in view of U.S. Patent

Publication No. 2012/0123937 Spodak (“Spodak”). The Office Action also rejected claims 3, 7, 8,

10, 11, 13 & 14 under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) as being unpatentable over DiMartino in view of Spodak

and in further view of U.S. Patent No. 7,967,196 Bierbaum (“Bierbaum”). The Office Action also

rejected claim 9 under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) as being unpatentable over DiMartino in view of Spodak

and in further view of Bierbaum andin further view of U.S. Patent Publication No. 2013/0084797

Avadhanam (“Avadhanam’).

Applicants respectfully traverse this rejection and submit that the claims in their current

form are allowable over the art of record. The Office Action failed to cite prior art that taught or

suggested several features of the original claims. Instead, the Office Action alleged that these

 

4 Enfish, LLC. v. Microsofi Corp. and TLI Communications LLC v. A.V. Automotive LLC
18 Enfish, LLC. v. Microsoft Corp. and TLI Communications LLC v. A.V. Automotive LLC
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features were “nonfunctional descriptive material.” Applicants submit that this is not an accurate

portrayal of the referenced features in the claims.

Nevertheless, Applicant has amended the claimsto further clarify the features of the claims

as being functional aspects of the claimed invention. Because the Office Action failed to cite any

art that taught these features, Applicants submit that the current claims are allowable overtheart.

For example, Independent Claim 1 recites:

receiving, through the touch screen interface, a user input selecting a

mobile paymentcard from the list of mobile payment card;

detecting the user input sliding the mobile payment card from the first

portion of the touch screen interface to a second portion of the touch screen

interface;

based upon the user input sliding the mobile payment card, setting, as a

temporary card, the mobile payment card

Applicants submit, and the Office Action does not assert otherwise, that the art of record fails to

teach or suggest at least these limitations. Applicants further submit that Independent Claim 15,

whichrecites similar limitations 1s also allowable for the same reasons. Accordingly, Applicants

respectfully request prompt allowance of Independent Claims 1 and 15, and their associated

dependentclaims.

Conclusion

In view of the foregoing, Applicants respectfully submit that the remaining rejections of

record are also now mootand do not, therefore, need to be addressed individually at this time. It

will be appreciated, however, that Applicants have not acquiesced to anyof the purported teachings

or assertions madein the Office Action regarding the cited art or the pending application, including

any official notice. Instead, Applicants reserve the right to challenge any of the purported
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teachingsor assertions madein the last action at any appropriate time in the future, should the need

arise. Furthermore, to the extent that the Examiner has relied on anyofficial notice, explicitly or

implicitly, Applicants specifically request that the Examiner provide references supporting the

teachingsofficially noticed, as well as the required motivation or suggestion to combinetherelied

upon notice with the other art of record.

In the event the Examiner finds any other issues that would need to be addressed before

allowance, the Examineris invited to contact Applicants’ undersigned Attorneys directly.

The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge payment of any of the following fees

that may be applicable to this communication, or credit any overpayment, to Deposit Account No.

23-3178: (1) anyfiling fees required under 37 CFR § 1.16; (2) any patent application and

reexamination processing fees under 37 CFR § 1.17; and/or (3) any post issuance fees under 37

CFR § 1.20. In addition, if any additional extension of time is required, which has not otherwise

been requested, please consider this a petition therefor and charge any additional fees that may be

required to Deposit Account No. 23-3178.

Dated this 23% day of June, 2017.

Respectfully submitted,

/W. Brad Barger/

John C. Stringham
Registration No.: 40831
W.Brad Barger
Registration No. 69,566
Attorneys for Applicant
Customer No. 22913

WORKMAN NYDEGGER

1000 Eagle Gate Tower
60 East South Temple
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
Phone: 801-533-9800
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Fax: 801-328-1707
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VIA eFILE

In re application of

Serial No.:

Filed:

Conf. No.:

For:

Examiner:

CustomerNo.:

VIA eFILE AMENDMENT

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

DearSir:

Min Hwan JEON

14/647,859

May 28, 2015

5414

METHOD FOR SETTING TEMPORARY

PAYMENT CARD AND MOBILE DEVICE

APPLYING THE SAME

Kito R. Robinson

22913

TRANSMITTAL FOR AMENDMENT "A"

AND RESPONSE AFTER NON-FINAL

PATENT APPLICATION

Docket No. 20533.40a. 1

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Art Unit
3695NeNeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee”

Transmitted herewith is an Amendment “A” and Response for entry in the above-identified
application.
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Application No. 14/647,859
Transmittal for Amendment “A”
Reply to Non-Final Office Action mailed Mar. 27, 2017
 

x To renderthe transmitted Amendment “A” and Responsetimely filed enclosed
are the following:

x Noother additional fee is required.

The fee has been calculated as follows:

SMALL ENTITY LARGE ENTITY

CLAIMS HIGHEST NO. PRESENT RATE ADDT’L RATE ADDT’L
REMAINING|PREVLOUSLY EXTRA FEE FEE

Ptora.—PAID FOR20

1% PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT
CLAIM

2 3 
x The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge payment of any of the

following fees that may be applicable to this communication, or credit any
overpayment, to Deposit Account No. 23-3178: (1) any filing fees required
under 37 CFR § 1.16; (2) any patent application and reexamination processing
fees under 37 CFR § 1.17; and/or (3) any post issuance fees under 37 CFR §
1.20. In addition, if any additional extension of time is required, which has not
otherwise been requested, please consider this a petition therefore and charge
any additional fees that may be required to Deposit Account No. 23-3178.

Dated this 23™ day of June, 2017.

Respectfully submitted,

/W. BRAD BARGER/

JOHN C. STRINGHAM

Registration No. 40,831
W. BRAD BARGER

Registration No. 69,566
WORKMAN | NYDEGGER
Attorneys for Applicant
Customer No. 22913
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6)L] Claim(s) is/are allowed.
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8)L] Claim(s)__ is/are objected to.
9)F] Claim(s) are subjectto restriction and/or election requirement.
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Replacementdrawing sheet(s) including the correction is required if the drawing(s) is objected to. See 37 CFR 1.121 (d).
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application from the International Bureau (PGT Rule 17.2(a)).
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Art Unit: 3695

DETAILED ACTION

Status of Claims

1. This action is in reply to the application filed on 28 May 2015.

2. Claims 1-15 are currently pending and have been examined.

3. The present application is being examined underthe pre-AlAfirst to invent provisions.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 101

4, 35 U.S.C. 101 reads as follows:

Whoever invents or discovers any new and useful process, machine, manufacture, or
composition of matter, or any new and useful improvement thereof, may obtain a patent therefor,
subject to the conditions and requirementsofthistitle.

5. Claims 1-15 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 101 because the claimed invention is directed to a

judicial exception (i.¢., a law of nature, a natural phenomenon, or an abstract idea) without significantly

more. Claim(s) 1-15 is/are directed to setting a temporary payment card. Claim 1 recites displayingalist,

setting a mobile payment card which is moved by a user from among the mobile payment card listed in

the list; and resetting the setting of the temporary payment card when a payable time passes. These

steps describe a method of managing paymentcard, which is a “long prevalent” business practice that

cardholders have used for many years. Managing the selection of a payment card by is a method of

organizing human activity. The claim as a whole is also similar to classifying and storing digital images in

an organized manner (7L! Comms.), delivering user-selected media content to portable devices (Affinity

Labs v. Amazon.com) and budgeting (/nt. Ventures v. Cao One Bank), which the Federal Circuit

described as directed to an abstract mental process that can be performed in the human mind, or by a

human using pen and paper. Further, the claim is not made any less abstract by the invocation of a

programmed computer. Unlike Enfish, where the claims were focused on a specific improvement in how

the computer functioned, the claim here merely uses the computer as a tool to perform the abstract
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Art Unit: 3695

concepts. Therefore, based on the similarity of the concept described in this claim to abstract ideas

identified by the courts, claim 1 is directed to an abstract idea (Sfep 2A: Yes).

6. The claim(s) does/do not include additional elements that are sufficient to amountto significantly

more than the judicial exception because the claim recites the additional limitations of mobile device to

perform the steps of displaying. Displaying a list of mobile payment cards is well-understood, routine,

conventional computer function performed by a generic computer (e.g. mobile device). Generic computer

components performing generic computer functions, alone, do not amountto significantly more than the

abstract idea. Viewing the limitations in combination also fails to amount to significantly more than the

abstract idea. The claimed invention display data and process user input, but these functions reflect

ordinary mental thought typically performed by a cardholder selecting a payment card for a purchase.

Unlike the eligible claims in Diehr and Bascom, in which the elements limiting the exception were

individually conventional but taken together provided an inventive concept because they improved a

technical field, the claim here does not invoke any of the considerations that courts have identified as

providing significantly more than an exception. The combination of elements is no more than the sum of

their parts, and provides nothing more than mere automation of managing and organizing payment cards

that were in years past performed mentally by cardholders when engaging in purchase transaction. Mere

automation of organizing human activity does not provide significantly more (/.e., provide an inventive

concept).For these reasons, claim 1 is ineligible (Step 2B: No).
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Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

7. The following is a quotation of pre-AlIA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all obviousness

rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described
as set forth in section 102, if the differences betweenthe subject matter sought to be patented
and the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the
time the invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject
matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the mannerin which the invention was
made.

8. The factual inquiries set forth in Graham v. John Deere Co., 383 U.S. 1, 148 USPQ 459 (1966),

that are applied for establishing a background for determining obviousness under pre-AIA 35 U.S.C.

103(a) are summarized as follows:

1. Determining the scope and contents of the prior art.

2. Ascertaining the differences betweenthe prior art and the claimsatissue.

3. Resolving the level of ordinary skill in the pertinent art.

4. Considering objective evidence present in the application indicating obviousness or

nonobviousness.

9. Claims 1, 2, 4-6, 12 & 15 is/are rejected under pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable

over DiMartino et al. US 7,707,113, hereafter DiMartino in view of Spodak US 2012/0123937A1.

Claim 1

DiMartino discloses:

e displaying a list of mobile payment cards (column7,lines 2-5: “If the user chooses to select a

payment card, the method 130 proceeds to block 144 in which the user may select a

paymentcard, for example, selecting an appropriate payment card from a list of payment

cards displayedin a dialog box.”) ;

e setting, as a temporary payment card, a mobile payment card which is moved by a user from

among the mobile payment card listed in the list (column7, lines 52-55: “In an embodiment,

the device 102 may provide the user with a dialog box to select a different card to override

the always on card, for example to use a different credit card which has a different interest

rate. In an embodiment, the device 102 may provide the user with a dialog box for
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selecting a different default always on card.”); DiMartino does not expressly show: moved by

a user from among the mobile payment card listed in the list. However this difference is only

found in the nonfunctional descriptive material and is not functionally involved in the step recited.

The setting as a temporary card step would be performed the same regardless of how the mobile

paymentcard is set as the temporary card. Thus, this descriptive material will not distinguish the

claimed invention from the prior art in terms of patentability, see In re Gulack, 703 F.2d 1381,

1385, 217 USPQ 401, 404 (Fed. Cir. 1983); In re Lowry, 32 F.3d 1579, 32 USPQ2d 1031 (Fed.

Cir. 1994). and

DiMartino does not disclose the following, however Spodak does:

e resetting the setting of the temporary payment card when a payable time passes (paragraph

0090: “In another example of a notification, a VISA card may have been selected as a

default card for the universal card 110, but the user may have programmedthe universal

card 110 to emulate a DISCOVERcard for a three-hour period and then revert back to the

default_VISA card. This situation may occur when the useris planning to spend several

hours at a shopping mall and wants to use the DISCOVERcard while at the mall. At or near

the end of the three-hour period, the universal card 110 may send a signal to the mobile

device that the universal card 110 is about to revert back to the default VISA card.”)

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to

[combine/modify] the method of DiMartino with the technique of Spodak becauseall the claimed elements

were knownin the prior art and one skilled in the art could have combined the elements as claimed by

known methods with no changein their respective functions, and the combination would have yielded

predictable results to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention.

Claim 2

DiMartino & Spodak discloses the limitations as shown in the rejection of Claim 1 above.

DiMartino does not disclose the limitation of when the moved mobile payment card is movedto an original

position by the user, resetting the setting of the temporary payment card. However, Spodak,in paragraph
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0052 discloses “Second, the universal card can be programmedin a "temporary card" mode, where the

universal card stores only one set of information required for emulation. The user utilizes the mobile

device to program the card to emulate a specific card either for a set amount of time or number of

transactions. Once programmed in this mode, the universal card would remain programmed to emulate

that one card for the set time or the numberof transactions. If the user wanted to changethe universal

card to emulate a different card, the user would need to reconnect the mobile device to reprogram the

card. Third, the universal card can be programmedin a "default card" mode, where the universal card

always emulates a specific card, unless programmed otherwise. In this mode, the information of the

default card is saved in the universal card and the universal card is always configured to emulate the

default card, unless the user re-programs the universal card to temporarily act as another card or to

change to a new default card.” Note: Spodak does not expressly show: the moved mobile payment card

is moved to an original position by the user, resetting the setting of the temporary payment card.

However this difference is only found in the nonfunctional descriptive material and is not functionally

involved in the step recited. The resetting the setting of the temporary payment card step would be

performed the same regardless of how the mobile payment card is reset as the temporary card. Thus,

this descriptive material will not distinguish the claimed invention from the prior art in terms of

patentability, see In re Gulack, 703 F.2d 1381, 1385, 217 USPQ 401, 404 (Fed. Cir. 1983); In re Lowry,

32 F.3d 1579, 32 USPQ2d 1031 (Fed. Cir. 1994).

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to

[combine/modify] the method of DiMartino with the technique of Spodak becauseall the claimed elements

were knownin the prior art and one skilled in the art could have combined the elements as claimed by

known methods with no change in their respective functions, and the combination would have yielded

predictable results to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention.

Claim 4

DiMartino & Spodak discloses the limitations as shown in the rejection of Claim 1 above.

DiMartino does not disclose the limitation of when a paymentis made within the payable time, resetting
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the setting of the temporary payment card. However, Spodak, in paragraph 0090 discloses “In another

example of a notification, a VISA card may have beenselected as a default card for the universal card

110, but the user may have programmed the universal card 110 to emulate a DISCOVER card for a

three-hour period and then revert back to the default VISA card. This situation may occur when the user

is planning to spend several hours at a shopping mall and wants to use the DISCOVERcard while at the

mall. At or near the end of the three-hour period, the universal card 110 may send a signal to the mobile

device that the universal card 110 is about to revert back to the default VISA card.”

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to

[combine/modify] the method of DiMartino with the technique of Spodak becauseall the claimed elements

were known in the prior art and one skilled in the art could have combined the elements as claimed by

known methods with no change in their respective functions, and the combination would have yielded

predictable results to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention.

Claim 5

DiMartino & Spodak discloses the limitations as shown in the rejection of Claim 1 above.

DiMartino does not disclose the limitation of when the payable time passes, moving the mobile payment

card moved by the userto an original position. However, Spodak, in paragraph 0052 discloses “Second,

the universal card can be programmedin a "temporary card" mode, where the universal card stores only

one set of information required for emulation. The user utilizes the mobile device to program the card to

emulate a specific card either for a set amount of time or number of transactions. Once programmedin

this mode, the universal card would remain programmed to emulate that one card for the set time or the

numberof transactions. If the user wanted to changethe universal card to emulate a different card, the

user would need to reconnect the mobile device to reprogram the card. Third, the universal card can be

programmed in a "default card" mode, where the universal card always emulates a specific card, unless

programmed otherwise. In this mode, the information of the default card is saved in the universal card

and the universal card is always configured to emulate the default card, unless the user re-programs the

universal card to temporarily act as another card or to change to a new default card.” Note: Spodak does
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not expressly show: the moved mobile payment card is moved to an original position by the user,

resetting the setting of the temporary payment card. However this difference is only found in the

nonfunctional descriptive material and is not functionally involved in the step recited. The reseiting the

setting of the temporary payment card step would be performed the same regardless of how the mobile

payment card is reset as the temporary card. Thus, this descriptive material will not distinguish the

claimed invention from the prior art in terms of patentability, see In re Gulack, 703 F.2d 1381, 1385, 217

USPQ 401, 404 (Fed. Cir. 1983); In re Lowry, 32 F.3d 1579, 32 USPQ2d 1031 (Fed. Cir. 1994).

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to

[combine/modify] the method of DiMartino with the technique of Spodak becauseall the claimed elements

were known in the prior art and one skilled in the art could have combined the elements as claimed by

known methods with no change in their respective functions, and the combination would have yielded

predictable results to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention.

Claim 6

DiMartino & Spodak discloses the limitations as shown in the rejection of Claim 1 above.

DiMartino does not disclose the limitation of gradually moving the mobile payment card moved by the

user to an original position according to a remaining payable time. However, Spodak, in paragraph 0090

discloses “In another example of a notification, a VISA card may have been selected as a default card for

the universal card 110, but the user may have programmed the universal card 110 to emulate a

DISCOVERcard for a three-hour period and then revert back to the default VISA card. This situation may

occur when the user is planning to spend several hours at a shopping mall and wants to use the

DISCOVERcard while at the mall. At or near the end of the three-hour period, the universal card 110 may

send a signal to the mobile device that the universal card 110 is about to revert back to the default VISA

card.”

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to

[combine/modify] the method of DiMartino with the technique of Spodak becauseall the claimed elements

were known in the prior art and one skilled in the art could have combined the elements as claimed by
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known methods with no change in their respective functions, and the combination would have yielded

predictable results to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention.

Claim 12

DiMartino & Spodak discloses the limitations as shown in the rejection of Claim 1 above.

DiMartino doesnot disclosethe limitation of when the remaining payable time is shorter than or equal to a

threshold, outputting an alarm. However, Spodak, in paragraph 0090 discloses “In another example of a

notification, a VISA card may have been selected as a default card for the universal card 110, but the

user may have programmed the universal card 110 to emulate a DISCOVERcard for a three-hour period

and then revert back to the default VISA card. This situation may occur when the user is planning to

spend several hours at a shopping mall and wants to use the DISCOVER card while at the mall. At or

near the end of the three-hour period, the universal card 110 may send a signal to the mobile device that

the universal card 110 is about to revert back to the default VISA card.”

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to

[combine/modify] the method of DiMartino with the technique of Spodak becauseall the claimed elements

were known in the prior art and one skilled in the art could have combined the elements as claimed by

known methods with no changein their respective functions, and the combination would have yielded

predictable results to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention.

Claim 15

DiMartino discloses:

* atouch screen configured to display a list of mobile payment cards (column7, lines 2-5: “If the

user choosesto select a payment card, the method 130 proceeds to block 144 in which the

user may select a payment card, for example, selecting an appropriate payment card from

a list of payment cards displayed in a dialog box.” & column 10, lines 7-8: “The handset

400 includes a display 402 and a touch-sensitive surface or keys 404 for input by a user.”);

and
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® a processor configured to set, as a temporary payment card, a mobile payment card which is

moved by a user from among the mobile paymentcardslisted in the list displayed on the touch

screen (column 7, lines 52-55: “In an embodiment, the device 102 may provide the user

with a dialog box to select a different card to override the always on card, for example to

use a different credit card which has a different interest rate. In an embodiment, the device

102 may provide the user with a dialog box for selecting a different default always on

card.”); DiMartino does not expressly show: moved by a user from among the mobile payment

card listed in the list. However this difference is only found in the nonfunctional descriptive

material and is not functionally involved in the step recited. The setting as a temporary card step

would be performed the same regardless of how the mobile payment card is set as the temporary

card. Thus, this descriptive material will not distinguish the claimed invention from the priorart in

terms of patentability, see In re Gulack, 703 F.2d 1381, 1385, 217 USPQ 401, 404 (Fed. Cir.

1983); In re Lowry, 32 F.8d 1579, 32 USPQ2d 1031 (Fed. Gir. 1994). , and

DiMartino does not disclose the following, however Spodak does:

e reset the setting of the temporary payment card when a payable time passes (paragraph 0090:

“In another example of a notification, a VISA card may have been selected as a default

card for the universal card 110, but the user may have programmedthe universal card 110

to emulate a DISCOVERcard for a three-hour period and then revert_back to the default

VISA card. This situation may occur whenthe useris planning to spend several hours at a

shopping mall and wants to use the DISCOVERcard while at the mall. At or near the end of

the three-hour period, the universal card 110 may send a signal to the mobile device that

the universal card 110 is about to revert back to the default VISA card.”)

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to

[combine/modify] the method of DiMartino with the technique of Spodak becauseall the claimed elements

were known in the prior art and one skilled in the art could have combined the elements as claimed by

known methods with no change in their respective functions, and the combination would have yielded

predictable results to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention. .
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10. Claims 3, 7, 8, 10, 11, 13 & 14 is/are rejected under pre-AlA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over DiMartino in view of Spodakandin further view of Bierbaum et al. US 7,967,196 B1,

hereafter Bierbaum.

Claim 3

DiMartino & Spodak discloses the limitations as shown in the rejection of Claim 1 above.

DiMartino & Spodak do not disclose the limitation of displaying a remaining payable time. However,

Bierbaum, in Column 3, lines 20-23 discloses “The time remaining until expiration of the ready-to-pay

timer and the closing of the electronic wallet may be displayed on the portable electronic device

containing the electronic wallet.”

lt would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to

[combine/modify] the method of DiMartino & Spodak with the technique of Bierbaum because ail the

claimed elements were knownin the prior art and one skilled in the art could have combined the elements

as claimed by known methods with no changein their respective functions, and the combination would

have yielded predictable results to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention.

Claim 7

DiMartino & Spodak discloses the limitations as shown in the rejection of Claim 1 above.

DiMartino discloses when the mobile payment card set as the temporary paymentcard is moved again by

the user prior to the payable time passing in column7, lines 52-55. DiMartino does not expressly show:

the temporary payment card is moved again by the user prior to the payable time passing. However this

difference is only found in the nonfunctional descriptive material and is not functionally involved in the

step recited. The setting as a temporary card step would be performed the same regardless of how the

mobile paymentcard is set as the temporary card. Thus, this descriptive material will not distinguish the

claimed invention from the prior art in terms of patentability, see In re Gulack, 703 F.2d 1381, 1385, 217

USPQ 401, 404 (Fed. Cir. 1983); In re Lowry, 32 F.3d 1579, 32 USPQ2d 1031 (Fed. Cir. 1994).

DiMartino & Spodak do not disclose the limitation of extending the payable time. However, Bierbaum, in

Column 3, lines 23-27 discloses “A first soft key of the device containing the electronic wallet may be
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activated to reset the ready-to-pay timer, for example extending the time-out interval by an additional

incrementof time.”

lt would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to

[combine/modify] the method of DiMartino & Spodak with the technique of Bierbaum because ail the

claimed elements were knownin the prior art and one skilled in the art could have combined the elements

as claimed by known methods with no changein their respective functions, and the combination would

have yielded predictable results to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention.

Claim 8

DiMartino & Spodak discloses the limitations as shown in the rejection of Claim 1 above.

DiMartino discloses setting the temporary payment card in column7, lines 52-55. DiMartino does not

expressly show: the temporary payment card is moved again by the user prior to the payable time

passing. However this difference is only found in the nonfunctional descriptive material and is not

functionally involved in the step recited. The setting as a temporary card step would be performed the

same regardless of how the mobile payment card is set as the temporary card. Thus, this descriptive

material will not distinguish the claimed invention from the prior art in terms of patentability, see In re

Gulack, 703 F.2d 1381, 1385, 217 USPQ 401, 404 (Fed. Cir. 1983); In re Lowry, 32 F.3d 1579, 32

USPQ@2d 1031 (Fed. Cir. 1994). DiMartino & Spodak do not disclose the limitation of wherein the

movement by the user in the setting operation is performed in a same method as the movementby the

user in the extending operation. However, Bierbaum, in Column 3, lines 23-27 discloses “A first soft key

of the device containing the electronic wallet may be activated to reset the ready-to-pay timer, for

example extending the time-out interval by an additional incrementof time.”

lt would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to

[combine/modify] the method of DiMartino & Spodak with the technique of Bierbaum because all the

claimed elements were knownin the prior art and one skilled in the art could have combined the elements
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as claimed by known methods with no change in their respective functions, and the combination would

have yielded predictable results to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention.

Claim 10

DiMartino & Spodak discloses the limitations as shown in the rejection of Claim 1 above.

DiMartino & Spodak do not disclose the limitation of when the payable time passes, making the mobile

payment card moved by the user disappear. However, Bierbaum, in Abstract discloses “The electronic

wallet application enters a ready-to-pay mode, initiates a ready-to-pay timer when entering the ready-to-

pay mode, transmits the confidential information when in the ready-to-pay mode based onreceiving

contactless communication, and leaves the ready-to-pay mode whenthe ready-to-pay timer expires.”

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to

[combine/modify] the method of DiMartino & Spodak with the technique of Bierbaum because all the

claimed elements were knownin the prior art and one skilled in the art could have combined the elements

as claimed by known methods with no change in their respective functions, and the combination would

have yielded predictable results to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention.

Claim 11

DiMartino & Spodak discloses the limitations as shown in the rejection of Claim 1 above.

DiMartino & Spodak do not disclose the limitation of making the mobile payment card moved by the user

gradually disappear according to a remaining payable time. However, Bierbaum, in Abstract discloses

“The electronic wallet application enters a ready-to-pay mode, initiates a ready-to-pay timer when

entering the ready-to-pay mode, transmits the confidential information when in the ready-to-pay mode

based on receiving contactless communication, and leaves the ready-to-pay mode whenthe ready-to-pay

timer expires.” Column Q, lines 59-67-column 10, lines 1 discloses " At block 170, if the first electronic

wallet 110 is commanded to leave the ready-to-pay mode, for example by the user activating a soft key of

a dedicated function key that commandsthefirst electronic wallet 110 to leave the ready-to-pay mode or

an authorized payment transaction with the POS terminal 104 has been completed, the method 160
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proceeds to block 174 wherethefirst electronic wallet 110 leaves the ready-to-pay mode. Whenthefirst

electronic wallet 110 leaves the ready-to-pay mode, the confidential information is unavailable for

reading.”

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to

[combine/modify] the method of DiMartino & Spodak with the technique of Bierbaum because all the

claimed elements were knownin the prior art and one skilled in the art could have combined the elements

as claimed by known methods with no change in their respective functions, and the combination would

have yielded predictable results to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention.

Claim 13 & 14

DiMartino & Spodak discloses the limitations as shown in the rejection of Claim 1 above.

DiMartino & Spodak do not disclose the limitation displaying a list of additional services issued to the

mobile device; and setting an additional service moved by the user from among the additional services

listed in the list to be used and when a usable time passes, setting the additional service to be disabled.

However, Bierbaum, in column 5, lines 35-49 discloses “The portable electronic device 102 includes one

or more applications 116 that provide services and functionality to a user, such as a mobile phone

subscriber or a PDA user. These applications 116 may include, but are not limited to, a mobile telephone

service, an electronic wallet, an email service, an address book, a contacts list, a spreadsheet, a

scheduler, a virtual private network (VPN) portal, a web browser, and other applications. In an

embodiment, these applications 116 may be launched or activated or started by a number of methods.

Whenan application 116 is inactive or not yet launched, accessing the functionality of the application 116

may involve first loading at least portions of the application 116 into a memory area that is more

accessible or more rapidly accessible to a processor 140 of the portable electronic device 102.”

Column 5, lines 61-87- column6, lines 1-14 discloses “In an embodiment the portable electronic

device 102 includes a plurality of electronic wallets, for example a first electronic wallet 110, a second

electronic wallet 112, and a third electronic wallet 114. Each of the several electronic wallets 110, 112,

and 114 may be associated with different members of a family, for example a father, a mother, and a
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child. Alternatively, each of the several electronic wallets 110, 112, and 114 may be associated with

different employees of a businessfirm. Alternatively, each of the electronic wallets 110, 112, 114 may be

associated with different roles of an individual, for example a personal wallet, a business wallet, and a

social organization wallet. The individual may use the personal wallet for buying a birthday gift for a

spouse, use the business wallet to pay for business related expenses, and use the social organization

wallet to pay for food for a group campout. In an embodiment, the electronic wallet launching input

sequence mayselect one of the electronic wallets 110, 112, 114. In another embodiment, the electronic

wallet launching sequence may trigger the display to show a selector, for example a dialog box or

window, to select one of the electronic wallets 110, 112, 114.”

Column 6, lines 64-67-column 7, lines 1-18 discloses “The ready-to-pay timer 142 may be used to

implement a security feature to help protect the confidential information contained in the electronic wallets

110, 112, and 114 and/or the applications 116 from identity theft. For example, when thefirst wallet 110

has been opened and a payment card has been selected for payment, the ready-to-pay timer 142 can be

used by the first electronic wallet 110 to automatically close after the ready-to-pay timer 142 marks the

passageof a limited period of time. Another way of saying this is the first electronic wallet 110 may be

configured or programmedto close after the ready-to-pay timer 142 exceeds a time threshold,a timelimit,

or simply a limit. For example, thefirst electronic wallet 110 may close automatically after about 1 minute

of elapsed time, after 2 minutes of elapsed time, after about 4 minutes of elapsed time, or after some

other period of time. This may be referred to as an open wallet time-out or a time-out feature. In an

embodiment,all of the electronic wallets 110, 112, and 114 may beprotected with the time-out function;

in another embodiment, selected onesof the electronic wallets 110, 112, and 114 may beprotected with

the time-out functions while the other electronic wallets are not protected with the time-out function.”

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to

[combine/modify] the method of DiMartino & Spodak with the technique of Bierbaum becauseall the

claimed elements were knownin the prior art and one skilled in the art could have combined the elements

as claimed by known methods with no change in their respective functions, and the combination would

haveyielded predictable results to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention.
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11. Claims 9 is/are rejected under pre-AlA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over DiMartino in

view of Spodak and in further view of Bierbaum and in further view of Avadhanam et al. US

2013/0084797 A1, hereafter Avadhanam.

Claim 9

DiMartino & Spodak discloses the limitations as shown in the rejection of Claim 1 above.

DiMartino & Spodak do not disclose the limitation of when the mobile device is moved by the user in a

specific pattern prior to the payable time passing, extending the payable time. However, Bierbaum

discloses extending the payable time, in Column3,lines 23-27.

lt would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to

[combine/modify] the method of DiMartino & Spodak with the technique of Bierbaum becauseall the

claimed elements were knownin the prior art and one skilled in the art could have combined the elements

as claimed by known methods with no change in their respective functions, and the combination would

haveyielded predictable results to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention.

DiMartino, Spodak & Bierbaum do notdisclose the limitation of when the mobile device is moved

by the user in a specific pattern prior to the payable time passing. However, Avadhanam, in paragraph

0038 discloses “As one of ordinary skill in the art will appreciate in view of this disclosure, when the

sensor 110 is realized by the accelerometer 230, the application 102 will detect (via an accelerometer

driver that is used to imolement the sensor driver 112 and an accelerometer service that is used to

implement the sensor service 114) the accelerometer 232 output to determine: 1) whether the user has

moved the mobile communication device 100 in one direction or another direction (translational

movement); 2) whether the user has tilted the mobile communication device 100 (rotational movement);

and/or 3) an amount of dynamic acceleration that enables an analysis of the way the mobile

communication device 100 is moving. And this information may be used to enable the user to select a

particular credit card using a particular action that may include translational and/or rotational movement of

the mobile communication device 100.”

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to

[combine/modify] the method of DiMartino, Spodak & Bierbaum with the technique of Avadhanam
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because simply substituting one known element (selection of a credit card) for another known element

(extending a payable time) produces predictable results rendering the claim obvious.

Conclusion

Anyinquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the examiner should

be directed to KITO R. ROBINSON whose telephone number is (671)270-3921. The examiner can

normally be reached on Monday-Friday 7:30am-5:00pm.

Examiner interviews are available via telephone, in-person, and video conferencing using a

USPTO supplied web-basedcollaboration toal. To schedule an interview, applicant is encouraged to use

the USPTO Automated Interview Request(AIR) at http:/Avww.uspto.gov/interviewpractice.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's supervisor,

RYAN DONLON can be reached on (571) 270-3602. The fax phone numberfor the organization where

this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent Application

Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published applications may be obtained from

either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished applications is available through

Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should

you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC)

at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would like assistance from a USPTO Customer Service Representative

or access to the automated information system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR CANADA)or 571-272-

1000.

/KITO R ROBINSON/

Primary Examiner, Art Unit 3695

17 March 2017
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EAST Search Hisiory (Prior Art)

4(((payment or debit or credit or default or}
upreter$4) near2 card) with activat$4 with §
ulimited with time) same (remain$4 near4 ;

(((payment or debit or credit or default or } i
PGPUB;}
{USPAT;}

uprefer$4) near2 card) with limited with
time) same (remain$4 near4 time)

4(((payment or debit or credit or default or
iprefer$4) near2 card) near6 few near6
(hours or minutes)) same (remain$4
inear4 time)

4(((payment or debit or credit or default or}
uprefer$4) near2 card) with few near6
u(hours or minutes)) same (remain$4

i(((payment or debit or credit or default or :
uprefer$4) near2 card) near6 (restrict$4 or }
frozen or freeze or activat$4)) same

u(((payment or debit or credit or default or
upreter$4) near2 card) near6 (buy$4 or
ipurchas$4) near4 time) same (remain$4

u(((payment or debit or credit or detault or }
uprefer$4) near2 card) near6 timer) same }
i(remain$4 near4 time)

2017/03/17:
09:59

“2017/03/17.
10:03 i

 

 

(((payment or debit or credit or default or
iprefer$4) near2 card) near& timer) same §
u(remain$4 near4 time)

u(((payment or debit or credit or default or :
uprefer$4) near2 card) with timer) same
u(remain$4 near4 time)

i(((payment or debit or credit or default or
uprefer$4) near2 card) same timer) same
u(remain$4 near4 time)

4705/$$ and (((paymentor debit or credit
‘ior default or prefer$4 or smart) near2
‘icard) same timer) same (remain$4 near4
time)

1705/$$ and ((electronic near2 wallet)
"same timer) same (remain$4 near4 time)
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ydebit or credit) near2 card) with
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(limit$3 or momentary or alternative or
Hsubstitute or temp) near4 ((payment or
‘debit or credit) near2 card) with
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debit or credit) near2 card) near4
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or temp) near6 ((payment or debit or
credit) near2 card) near6 default$4
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 voverrid$4 with ((payment or debit or
credit) near2 card)

Hoverrid$4 near4 ((payment or debit or
credit) near2 card)
 

yoverrid$4 near4 default$4 near4 i

u((paymentor debit or credit) near2 card) } 
JoverridS4 near6 default$4 near6

u((paymentor debit or credit) near2 card) ; 
loverrid$4 near8 default$4 near8
((payment or debit or credit) near2 card) § 

 YoverridS4 with default$4 with ((payment
or debit or credit) near2 card)

 over-rid$4 with default$4 with ((payment }
vor debit or credit) near2 card) i

yoverrid$4 with exist$3 with ((payment or §
debit or credit) near2 card) ;
 

temporar$4 with overrid$4 with
((payment or debit or credit) near2 card) ; 
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or debit or credit) near2 card)
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default with ((payment or debit or credit) }
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idefault$4 with ((payment or debit or
ucredit) near2 card) near4 time
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credit) near2 card) near4 limited near4
time
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idefault$4)

 

 S44 and (overrid$4 near4 ((payment or
debit or credit) near2 card) )

4705/41 and (overrid$4 near4 ((payment
or debit or credit) near2 card))
 

4705/41 and (moving near4 ((payment or §
debit or credit) near2 card) near wallet)
 

 705/41 and (finger near4 ((payment or

debit or credit) near2 card) )

(finger near4 (payment or debit or credit):
‘near2 card) ) 

 u(finger near4 moving near4 ((paymentor }
debit or credit) near2 card) ) i
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debit or credit) near2 card) ) i
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debit or credit) near2 card) )
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'{(finger with rearrang$4 with ((payment or |US- {OR JON 2017/03/16:
debit or credit) near2 card) ) PGPUB;: i 14:52 :

(finger with re-arrang$4 with ((payment
yor debit or credit) near2 card) )

10049087 }% re-arrang$4 with ((payment or debit or ;
4 credit) near2 card) ) :

( re-arrang$4 with ((paymentor debit or
credit) near2 card)) ;

( arrang$4 with ((payment or debit or
credit) near2 card))

u( arrang$4 near4 order$4 near4 :
‘((payment or debit or credit) near2 card) |

u( rearrang$4 near4 order$4 near4 i
((payment or debit or credit) near2 card)

i( re-arrang$4 near4 order$4 near4 i
u((payment or debit or credit) near2 card)

i( re-arrang$4 near6 order$4 near6 i
((payment or debit or credit) near2 card)

( rearrang$4 near6 order$4 near6 i
4((payment or debit or credit) near2 card)

4( changing near3 ((payment or debit or
credit) near2 card) near4 limited near4
time )

u( ( select$4 or overrid$3) near3 i
i((paymentor debit or credit) near2 card) |
ynear4 limited near4 time )
 

( (using) near3 ((payment or debit or
ucredit) near2 card) near4 limited near4

(( (payment or debit or credit) near2

card) near4 limited near4 time)

u((resetting near4 (paymentor debit or

credit) near2 card) )
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u((resetting near8 (paymentor debit or
credit) near2 card) }

 

((reset near4 (default) near2 card) )

4705/$$ and ((reset near8 (default) near2 4
‘icard) )

4705/$$ and ((reset$4 near8 (prefer$3) : i 2017/03/16:
uinear2 card)) i i 416:51

705/$$ and ((reset$4 near4 card near4
used) )

i((revert$4 near8 (paymentor debit or ‘
‘Icredit or default or prefer$4) near2 card) |

u((revert$4 near4 (payment or debit or
“credit or default or prefer$4) near2 card)
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unear2 card))
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2) UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OTTICE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
Www. TSpro. gov

 
BIB DATA SHEET

CONFIRMATIONNO. 5414

SERIAL NUMBER FILINGor. 371(c) GROUPART UNIT ATTORNEY DOCKET
14/647,859 05/28/2015 20533.40a.1

RULE

APPLICANTS

MOZIDO CORFIRE - KOREA,LTD., Seongnam-si Gyeonggi-do, KOREA, REPUBLIC OF;
INVENTORS

Min Hwan JEON, Gwangju-si, KOREA, REPUBLIC OF;

kk CONTINUING DATA KEREKEREREREERERERERERERE

This application is a 371 of PCT/KR2013/007775 08/29/2013

eK FOREIGN APPLICATIONS KREKEKEEKEEKKEKERERERERERERE
REPUBLIC OF KOREA10-201 2-0135940 11/28/2012

** IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING LICENSE GRANTED**
07/06/2015

Foreign Priority claimed ves No STATEOR|SHEETS TOTAL |INDEPENDENT
35 USC 119(a-d) conditions met Wes C) No Q) Metafter COUNTRY DRAWINGS CLAIMS CLAIMS

Neweed — KOREA, 20 15 2
REPUBLIC OF

ADDRESS

Workman Nydegger
60 East South Temple
Suite 1000

Salt Lake City, UT 84111
UNITED STATES

TITLE

METHOD FOR SETTING TEMPORARY PAYMENT CARD AND MOBILE DEVICE APPLYING THE SAME

LI All Fees

L) 1.16 Fees(Filing) 
FILING FEE |FEES: Authority has been given in Paper
RECEIVED |No. to charge/credit DEPOSIT ACCOUNT
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L) Other

LI Credit

L) 1.17 Fees (Processing Ext. of time) |   
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INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT
(Not for submission under 37 CFR 1.99) Confirmation Number 5414

Attorney Docket Number|20533.40a.1

 
 

 
U.S. PATENTS

  

Pages, Columns, Lines, Where

 

 

 

 

 

  

   

Examiner nee Patent Number Issue Date saeotctenteeor Applicant FiguieeApears or Relevant
| | 6512919 28-Jan-2003 Ogasavara

2 6587835 41-Jul-2003 Treyz et al.
3 6636833 21-Oct-2003 Flitcroft et al.

4 6755342 29-Jun-2004 — Jordan Jr5 7707113 27-Apr-2010 DiMartinoetal.

6 8271344 18-Sep-2012 Channakeshavaetal.
q 8403215 26-Mar-2013 Aihara etal.

8 8849706 30-Sep-2014 | King
  
 
 

U.S. PATENT APPLICATION PUBLICATIONS 

Examiner|Cite Publication Number Publication Date Name of Patentee or Applicant Pages, Columns, Lines, Where
Relevant Passages or Relevant
 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 
  

 

 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 Initials* No. of Cited Document Figures Appear

9 20020071076 13-Jun-2002 Webb

10 20030132298 17-Jul-2003 Swartzetal.

Il |___20040111320 10-Jun-2004 Schlieffers et al.
| 2 20040225567 11-Nov-2004 Mitchell etal.

13 20040230489 18-Nov-2004 Goldthwaite etal.|_

4 20050187873 25-Aug-2005 Labrouetal. —
15 20050230472 20-Oct-2005 Chang L |
16 20060165060 27-Jul-2006 Dua |

ft 20060219780 5-Oct-2006 Swartzetal. || /8 20070210155 13-Sep-2007 Swartz etal.
19 20080242274 2-Oct-2008 Swanburg et al.

20 20090094100 9-Apr-2009 Xavier

2! 20090228966 10-Sep-2009 Parfeneetal.

22 20100063893 11-Mar-2010 Townsend
| 23 20100082447 41-Apr-2010 Lin etal.
| 24 20100174649 8-Jul-2010 Bouchard 
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25 20100205045 12-Aug-2010 Zhangetal.
26 20100287057 11-Nov-2010 Aiharaet al.

27 20110082765 7-Apr-2011 Mazor
28 20110254796 20-Oct-2011 Adamsonetal.

29 20110320293 29-Dec-2011 Khan

30 20120054841 4-Mar-2012 Schultz etal.
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3] 20120099756 26-Apr-2012 Shermanetal.

32 20120172026 5-Jul-2012 Kwonetal.

33 20120172089 5-Jul-2012 Baeet al.

34 20120197743 2-Aug-2012 Grigg et al.
35 20120290420 15-Nov-2012 Close

; 36 20130041752 14-Feb-2013 Crum
37 20130080289 |__-28-Mar-2013 Royet al.
38 20130185150 18-Jul-2013 Crum

39 20130215116 22-Aug-2013 Siddiqueet al.

40 20140058944 27-Feb-2014 Ballout |
al 20140337230 13-Nov-2014 __ Bacastow |
42 20140351071 27-Nov-2014 Hong et_al. |

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS

Pages, Columns, Lines,

fatale’| No|Document Gos"|Publican Date|OGteapocument| PassagesorRelevant|7
Figures Appear

43 1758053 EP 28-Feb-2007 Labrouetal.

| 44 2447051 GB 3-Sep-2008 Shasha
45 2476989 GB 20-Jul-2011 Garner

46 2002324216 JP 8-Nov-2002 Sueoka Xx

47 2005276000 JP 6-Oct-2005 Ozawaetal. x

48 2007172576 JP 5-Jul-2007 Matsushitaet al. Xx

| 49 2009146708 JP 2-Jul-2009 Naganoetal. x
| 50 2010541059 JP | 24-Dec-2010 NXP B.V. Xx
| 3] | 2011022811 | JP | 3-Feb-2011 Arriola et al. x
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|» 2012118637 JP 21-Jun-2012 Nissha Printing x53 100321529 KR | 9-Jan-2002 CyberpassInc. x
54 100627726 KR 18-Sep-2006 SK Telecom Co., Ltd. %

55 100627916 KR 18-Sep-2006 SK Telecom Go., Ltd. Xx

-_ 56 100861390 KR 1-Oct-2008 Park x
57 100988528 KR 12-Oct-2010 Unknown x

58 101092786 KR 9-Dec-2011 Yuetal, x

59 101116009 KR 7-Feb-2012 Hyun | x |
60 101228442 KR 95-Jan-2013 FooOnesawtion Co., x61 101245272 KR 12-Juk2014 Moon m

| 62 101297468. KR 16-Aug-2013 Lim etal. x !
63 101309431 KR 23-Sep-2013 Jin x

64 101314510 KR 7-Oct-2013 Choi x

65 101369540 KR 5-Mar-2014 Zhuet al. «|
66 101395719 KR 16-May-2014 Lee x

| 67 101412431 KR | 25-Jun-2014 Lee etal. x
68 101416817 KR 8-Jul-2014 You . | Xx
69 101430141 KR 14-Aug-2014 You Xx

70 101448085 KR 13-Oct-2014 Choi x[ MN 101448547 KR 8-Oct-2014 Choi x 1
72 101455155 KR 27-Oct-2014 Jeon etal. x

3 101460179 KR 10-Nov-2014 Jeon Xx

74 101460182 KR 20-Nov-2014 Bacastow x

15 101462999 KR 19-Nov-2014 Lee | x
| 7 101467177 KR 1-Dec-2014 Park | x17 101471305 KR | 9-Dec-2014 Yang Xx

78 101473576 KR 16-Dec-2014 You x
79 101514750 KR 23-Apr-2015 Hong x

. [ 80 101514751 KR 23-Apr-2015 Yang x
81 101514752 KR [ 23-Apr-2015 Yang Xx
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82|20000014806 | KR 18-Mar-2000 ca | |x
83|20000037129|KR 5-Jul-2000 Net4Biz Co., Ltd. x

| 84|20000049878|KR 5-Aug-2000 Banget al. x
85|20010000616|KR S-Jan-2004 Kee 1%
86|20010010526|KR 15-Feb-2001 LG Electronics Inc x

1 87|20010086959|KR 15-Sep-2001 Unknown x
88|20010090905|KR 22-Oct-2001 Evemart Co., Ltd. x

| 89|20010102052__| KR 15-Nov-2001 NTT DoCoMo,Inc. x
90|20020016161__| KR 4-Mar-2002 Janget al. x

| 91|20020017784|KR 7-Mar-2002 Yoo Jong Oh Xx
{92|20020069040|KR 29-Aug-2002 Seo x

93|20020070669|KR 11-Sep-2002 Chin etal. x |
i 94|20030040370|KR 22-May-2003 Telemac Corp. x

95 | 20030042639|KR 2-Jun-2003 Coregate Co., Ltd. Xx
| [96 0030047062|KR _ 18-Jun-2003 Choi x

| 97 | 20030075062|KR 22-Sep-2008 Park x
98|20030081817|_KR 22-Oct-2003 KTFreetel Co., Ltd. Xx

99|20040099041 KR 26-Nov-2004 Bizmodeline Co., Ltd. x
100|20050017948|KR 23-Feb-2008 Communications,Ine x
101|20050114635|KR 6-Dec-2005 Nokia Corp. x

| 102|_20080016612_|_KR 22-Feb-2006 LG Electronics Inc Xx
103|_20060035421_| KR 26-Apr-2006 SK Telecom Co., Ltd. as

Electronics and

104 10-May-2006 Telecommunications xX
20060039997 KR ResearchInst.105 | 20060086188|KR 31-Jul-2006 Chang x

106|20060099899|KR 20-Sep-2006 Lee Hoon Young x107|20060108845|KR 18-Oct-2006 Harexinfotech Inc. =
108|20060109303|KR | 19-Oct-2006 LG Uplus Corp. x
109|20060132763_| KR 22-Dec-2006 Kim x
110 | 20070020767|KR 22-Feb-2007 BizmodelineCo., Ltd. x
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Galaxia

Hl 23-Feb-2007 Communications Co., x| 20070021348|KR I LTD
112|20070021461__| KR 23-Feb-2007 Unknown x

113|20070044993|KR 2-May-2007 SK Telecom Co., Ltd. Xx| 7 20070047264|KR | 4-May-2007 Icash Co., LTD x
115|20070051817|KR 18-May-2007 Icash Co., LTD x

[6 20070085863|KR 25-Jun-2007 Firstpocket Co., Ltd. Xx
117|20070070573_|KR 4-Jul-2007 Nautilus HyosungInc. x
118|20070072814|KR S-Jul-2007 Bizmodeline Co., Ltd. x

119 | 20070091808_| KR tr 12-Sep-2007 Shin Xx
120|20070104049|KR 25-Oct-2007 SK Telecom Co., Ltd. x

| 121|20070120223|KR 24-Dec-2007 SaCe x
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Description

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[oee1] This application claims the benefit of priority to US Provisional Application Serial Number 60/703,862, entitled
WIRELESS WALLET FOR PHYSICAL POINT OF SALE (POS) TRANSACTIONS, by Yannis Labrou and Jonathan
Agre, filed August 1, 2005 in the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office and to the corresponding US regular application
with the sametitle and inventors,filed 18 July 2006, the contents of which are incorporated herein by reference.
[0002] The regular US application is a continuation-in-part of US patent application no. 11/388,202,filed March 24,
2006,entitled "Authentication Services Using Mobile Device," which claims priority to US Provisional Application Serial
Number 60/669,375filed April 8, 2005; and also a continuation-in-part of US patent application no. 11/045,484, filed
January 31, 2005, entitled "WIRELESS WALLET," which claim priority to US Provisional Application Serial Number
60/544,300 filed February 17, 2004; and also a continuation-in-part of US application no. 10/458,205, filed June 11,
2003, which claims the benefit of US provisional application no. 60/401 ,807,filed August 8, 2002; and also a continuation-
in-part of US application no. 10/628,584filed July 29, 2003, which claims the benefit of US provisional application no.
60/401 ,807 filed August 8, 2002; and also a continuation-in-part of US application no. 10/628,569 filed July 29, 2003,
which claims the benefit of US provisional application no. 60/401 ,807 filed August 8, 2002; and also a continuation-in-
part of US application no. 10/628,583 filed July 29, 2003, which claims the benefit of US provisional application no.
60/401,807 filed August 8, 2002.
[0003] This application is also related to pending US patent application no. 11/388,202,filed March 24, 2006,entitled
AUTHENTICATION SERVICES USING MOBILE DEVICE, the entire disclosure of which is hereby incorporated herein
by reference and attached hereto. This application is also related to pending US patent application no. 11/045,484,filed
January 31, 2005, entitled WIRELESS WALLET,the entire disclosure of which is hereby incorporated herein by reference
and attached hereto.

[0004] This application is also related to pending US patent application nos. 10/458,205, filed June 11, 2003;
10/628,584, filed July 29, 2003; 10/628,569, filed July 29, 2003; and 10/628,583, filed July 29, 2003, the entire disclosures
of all of which are hereby incorporated herein by reference.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

[0005] Thepresent invention relates to a wireless computing apparatus/device for physical Point of Sale (POS) trans-
actions.

2. Description of the Related Art

[0006] There is a need to improve payment speed at a physical POS. There is also a needto improvethe cost of a
transaction with the physical POS using a wireless communication computing apparatus. There is also a need to reduce
the size of messages for communication efficiency in short-range communication methods.

SUMMARYOFTHE INVENTION

[0007] The invention is defined in the independent claims, to which reference should now be made. Advantageous
embodiments are set out in the sub claims.

[0008] The present invention provides a wireless communication computing apparatus/device for physical Point of
Sale (POS) transactions. For example, a mobile phone and/or a personal digital assistant (PDA) wireless communication
wallet for physical POS transactions.
[0009] The above as well as additional aspects and advantages will be set forth in part in the description which follows
and,in part, will be obvious from the description, or may be learned by practice of the described embodiments.
[0010] Methods and systems providing a secure transaction server (STS); providing an authentic point of sale (POS)
device, according to a first authentication parameter of the STS; providing an authentic mobile purchasing device,
according to a second authentication parameter of the STS; providing a short-range communication method between
the POS device and the mobile purchasing device; correlating by the STS a personal identification entry (PIE) and the
authentic mobile purchasing device; transmitting, by the POS device, a time dependent transformed secure POS au-
thenticable POS purchase action to the STS; inputting the PIE to the mobile purchasing device to transmit a time
dependent transformed secure user authenticable POS purchase action to the POS device via the short-range commu-
nication method; and approving, by the STS, the POS purchaseaction for the POS device and for the mobile purchasing
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device, according to the authentic POS device, and according to the authentic mobile purchasing device and the STS
correlating of the PIE and the authentic mobile purchasing device.
[0011] According to an aspect of the embodiments, the POS purchaseaction identifies payment for a good and/or a
service.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0012] The above-described aspects and advantages together with other aspects and advantages will become ap-
parent and more readily appreciated from the following description of the embodiments, taken in conjunction with the
accompanying drawings of which:

FIG. 1 is a diagram of a computer system 100 to provide a mobile wireless communication apparatus to a physical
point of sale (POS) transaction service, according to an embodimentof the present invention,
FIG, 2 is a functional block diagram of Universal Pervasive Transaction Framework Secure Agreement Submission
(UPTF SAS) system architecture to execute a mobile device POS authenticable transaction, according to an em-
bodimentof the present invention,
FIG3 is a diagram of UPTF mobile device POS authenticable transaction messages based upon Secure Agreement
Submission (SAS) protocol to provide an authenticable mobile POS service, according to an embodimentof the
present invention,
FIG. 4 is a system flow diagram of provisioning a mobile POS, according to an embodiment of the present invention,
and

FIGS. 5-16 are flowcharts of mobile device to POS authenticable transactions, according to the embodiments of
the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[0013] Reference will now be madein detail to the present embodiments of the present invention, examples of which
are illustrated in the accompanying drawings, wherein like reference numerals refer to the like elements throughout. The
embodiments are described below to explain the present invention by referring to the figures.
[0014] Thedescribed embodiments provide a wireless communication computing apparatus/device for physical Point
of Sale (POS) transactions. For example, a mobile phone and/or a personaldigital assistant (PDA) wireless communi-
cation wallet for physical POS transactions. The discussed methods and apparatuses and variations improve on the
speed of a payment at a physical POS, the cost of the transactions since they do not always require that the mobile
phone connectto the wireless Internet or cellular telephone networkfor the transaction to be authenticated and approved.
In addition, the size of the messages is reduced for short-range communication methods.
[0015] FIG. 1 is a diagram of a computer system 100 to provide a mobile wireless communication apparatus to a
physical point of sale (POS) transaction service, according to an embodimentof the present invention. According to the
embodiments, a user 102 uses a mobile device 104, such as (without limitation) a mobile phone or a PDA, with wireless
communication capability, to transact with a Point of Sale (POS) device 103, such as (withoutlimitation) a cash register,
of a provider 106, for example, to purchaseanitem or receive a service, etc. According to an aspectof the embodiments,
the POS 103 can be another mobile device 104, such as another mobile phone. According to an aspect of the emboad-
iments, a provider 106 operates one or a plurality of POSs 103. According to an aspect of the embodiment, the provider
106 and the POS 103 can be collapsed together. The mobile device 104 can be any mobile wireless communication
computing device or mobile radio computing device, including, without limitation, a mobile phone, that wirelessly com-
municates (e.g., wireless Internet or mobile phone network 211) with other mobile devices 104a-n, with a secure trans-
action server 120, or with a POS 103, or any combinations thereof. According to an aspect of the embodiments, the
mobile device 104 has one or more short-range communication methods 210 implemented therein, for example (without
limitation), image, audio, and/or RF, to communicate with the POS 103.
[0016] According to an aspect of the embodiments, the invention improves using a mobile device 104, such asa
mobile phone 104,for physical POS transactions, within the context of the Universal Pervasive Transactions Framework
(UPTF). One main concept behind the discussed methods and variations is that the consumer's or customer's mobile
phone 104 communicates to the Point of Sale (POS) 103 a transaction message, for example, a UPTF SAS based
transaction message, used to authenticate and approvethe transaction via:
[0017] (1) Animage,
[0018] (2) An audio signal,
[0019] (3) Any short-range wireless connectivity technology, such as (without limitation) a short range RF signal, such
as WiFi, Bluetooth, Radio Frequency Identification (RFID), or smart card, Near Field Communication (NFC) signal, or
any combinations thereof, or
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[0020] (4) Any combinations thereof.
[0021] According to an aspect of the embodiments, the POS 103 has equipment that can send, receive, and interpret
a locally transmitted/received message to re-construct a corresponding UPTF SAS message for UPTF transaction
verification protocol. For example, an image interpreter at the POS 103 can decode a UPTF SAS message from an
image displayed on the mobile phone's 104 display. Another example is to use an audio processor at the POS 103 that
can decode a UPTF SAS message from an audio signal "played" through the mobile phone’s 104 speaker to the POS
103 microphone. Another example is an RF signal between the POS 103 and mobile phone 104. The information received
by the POS 103 is used to create one or more of the UPTF SAS messages(i.e., POS transaction view or the provider/
merchant/payee transaction view) needed for the UPTFtransaction verification protocol, which the mobile device 104
and/or the POS 103 (as the case may be) transceive with the STS 120. According to an aspect of the embodiments,
the POS 103 transmits to the Secure Transaction Server (STS) 120 the mobile phone 104 provided RF based UPTF
SAS message,or an image, audio after converting the same to a corresponding UPTF SAS message; the result of this
conversion being a UPTF SAS based digital message. According to an aspect of the embodiments, the POS also
transceives, by passing through any user related UPTF SAS messages (¢e.g., user transaction view generated at the
mobile phone 104), such as an image or audio, without any prior conversion of the sameto/from the STS 120. The POS
103 can be connected to the STS 120 possibly through a data network that can be a wireless connection and/or a wired
connection.

[0022] Inthecase of an image, the POS 103 equipment can be a barcode scanner, preferably one that is capable of
processing 2-Dimensional barcodes.In the case of an audio signal, the POS equipment 103 is an acoustic coupler or
a DTMF (Dual Tone Multi-Frequency) tone recognizer. A DTMF recognizer(detector) is usable to recognize touchtone
entries into over-the-phone customer service systems.
[0023] Another method discussed improves on physical POS 103 purchasing by using Short Message Service (SMS)
and/or Multimedia Message Service (MMS) messagesto transmit UPTF SAS messages among the mobile phone 104,
POS 103 and/or the STS120. More generally, SMS messages can be used as the transported mechanism for all types
of UPTFtransactions (see co-pending UPTF-related patent applications incorporated herein by reference.
[0024] The invention can be implemented in any mobile device 104 capable of executing UPTF SAS based Wireless
Wallet software 108, ina POS 103 (a computing apparatus) capable of executing the UPTF SAS protocol and POS
functions, and a UPTF-SAS based Secure Transaction Server (STS) 120. Companiesinterested in allowing their users
to securely perform transactions from a mobile device 104 can adopt the UPTF SASprotocol.
[0025] Therefore, embodiment(s) described herein relate to a mobile device authenticable transaction with the POS
103. According to an aspectof the embodiments,an authenticated or authenticable transaction is based upon Universal
Pervasive Transaction Framework Secure Agreement Submission (UPTF SAS)protocol. Universal Pervasive Transac-
tion Framework (UPTF)is a framework for authenticating transactions initiated by a mobile (radio) device. The UPTF
SASprotocolis discussed in related pending US patent application nos. 11/388,202, filed March 24, 2006; 11/045,484,
filed January 31, 2005; 10/458 ,208, filed June 11, 2003; 10/628,584,filed July 29, 2003; 10/628,569,filed July 29, 2003;
and 10/628,583,filed July 29, 2003, the entire disclosures of all of which are hereby incorporated herein by reference.
According to an aspect of the embodiments, a mobile device 104 provides authenticated transaction services according
to authenticable transaction view(s) of one or more parties (i.e., in a typical embodiment paired and/or more than two
authenticated transaction views), wherein the authenticated transaction views are time, user and software dependent,
secured (é.g., encrypted), matched (verified against each other), and transaction party anonymousto the POS 103 (e.g.,
a transacting party does not haveto receive personal/private/confidential information (e¢.g., account informatian) of the
other transacting party. Therefore, according to the embodiments authentication includes transaction or agreementof
parties verification.
[0026] FIG. 2 is a functional block diagram of Universal Pervasive Transaction Framework Secure Agreement Sub-
mission (UPTF SAS) system 200 architecture to execute an authenticable transaction using a mobile device and a POS,
according to an embodimentof the present invention. In FIG. 2 and other figures, color designations are used to highlight
features/concepts described, for example, a type of, or a possible type of, communication channel. For example, com-
munication channels may be Virtual Private Network (VPN), mobile phone orcellular network, or unknownby referring
to any knowntype of computer data communication network. The Universal Pervasive Transaction Framework (UPTF)
defines a system architecture based upon independent and anonymoustransaction agreement views and a communi-
cation security protocol called the Secure Agreement Submission (SAS) protocol to transmit the views. Essentially the
UPTF offers a vessel, which is able to securely carry the individual views of a transaction agreement, in this case a
mobile device POS authenticable transaction (collectively referred to as a mobile device POStransaction), from each
party involved in the transaction to a trusted third party for verification, using a communication network which may
comprise insecure segments, such as wireless Intemet, mobile telephone networkorcellular links, short-range commu-
nication methods. According to an aspect of the embodiments, a UPTF SAS message is an authorization for a specific
transaction at this time. When a mobile POS 104is used for a POS transaction, the transaction parties are the user 102
and the provider 106 that operates the POS 103 with which the user 102 desires to conduct a transaction. A typical
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example of a "mobile device POStransaction” agreement view may comprise: "User A, Transaction Token."
[0027] In FIG. 2, the UPTF SAS protocol encrypts/decrypts a transaction message using a symmetric, secret-key

352,m approach wherethe secret key 352,,,, is producible only by an individual party's mobile device 104 and a trusted
third party (e.g., implemented as STS 120) and without transmission of the secret key amongthe parties. In other words,
the UPTF SASprovides an implicit user authentication, because decryption by a trusted third party, such as STS 120,
of a sending party’s encrypted message, authenticates the sending party. The SAS insures that the authenticity of the
parties is verified and during delivery, the privacy of the information is preserved (transaction party anonymity), even
when the parties distrust each other and the messages from one party may be forvvarded by the other to the third party
verification (as the case may be). The UPTF provides the mechanism for the trusted third party 120 to verify that the
independentviews of the mobile device POStransaction are consistent with each other.
[0028] InFIG. 2, afterthe STS 120 extracts the mobile device POS transaction data from the transaction views received
from the parties and the STS 120 verifies the received mobile device POS transaction data, further actions may be
needed, which, for example, may be realized by the trustedthird party 120 interacting with financial institutions associated
with the user payer 102 and the provider (merchant) payee 106 to causethe transferof the specified funds between the
user payer 102 and the provider payee 106.
[e029] In FIG. 2, a UPTF based mobile device POS authenticable transaction system architecture comprises a user
102 operating a UPTF device (also referred to as Universal Pervasive Transaction Device - UPTD), such as a mobile
phone 104 loaded with a mobile point of sale (POS) application 109 (hereinafter referred to as mobile POS application
that can be implemented in software and/or computing hardware), a provider 106 operating another UPTF based device
205, a Secure Transaction Server (STS) 120, and optionally for additional transactions a numberof financial institutions
(not shown), and several non-secure and secure (as the case may be) communication channels among them. Typically
according to an embodiment, the separation of the STS 120 and the provider 106 as shownin FIG. 2 is a logical
separation, as a single entity or separate entities (as the case may be) can implement each.
[0030] In FIG. 2, according to an aspect of the embodiment described herein, the STS 120 authenticates a mobile
device 104 by an authentication parameter(s) 350 to provide an authenticable mobile POS 104. The authentication
parameter(s) of the STSis secret information used for encrypting the messagesto/from each user 102 mobile POS 104
and provider 106 (POS 103), which are stored in a database storage 203. The STS 120 receives independently generated
UPTF SAS mobile device POS authenticable transaction views (described in more detail further below) from both the
user 102 and the provider 106 (POS 103) regarding a transaction conducted between them. The STS 120is able to
decodeboth of the views based upon information from UPTF SAS mobile device POS authenticable transaction messages
and the information stored in the STS 120 database 203. Following successful decoding, the STS 120 verifies that the
view messagesareoriginal, authentic, involve the intended user 102 and provider 106 and that the information fields in
the transaction views are consistent with each other. The STS 120 can maintain a log of messaging activity for non-
repudiation purposes. Therefore, the authenticable mobile POS 104 mobile POS application 109 is based on a general
framework, called the Universal Pervasive Transaction Framework (UPTF), a generic new architecture and security
protocol for conducting secure multi-party agreements, using mobile devices over a wireless transport network. The
framework is designed to address several key aspects specific to the envisioned pervasive communication, including
wireless, environments.

[0031] In FIG. 2, according to an aspect of the embodiments, the mobile device 104 mobile POS application 109
communicates with the POS 103 of the provider 106 via any short-range communication method 210 comprising an
image, audio (sound,oral/written communication and recognition thereof, such as voice recagnition), or wireless com-
munication connectivity technology, or any combinations thereof. The range of the short-range communication 210 can
be according to application design from a few inchesor less to a predetermined area. The short-range communication
210is typically non-securebyitself (meaning that the communication channel might not be secure, butthe communication
channel can carry a protocol, such as the UPTF SAS scheme, that has the desired security properties). Although the
embodiments are not limited to such a configuration and the short-range communication 210 can be secure byitself
and also carry the UPTF SAS protocol. The mobile device 104 mobile POS application 109 can also communicate with
the STS 120 via a wireless communication channel 211, which is typically non-secure, and can be a wireless Internet,
a mobile phone network,a local wireless network, or any combinations thereof. According to an aspect of the embodiment,
the wireless communication channel 211 includes SMS and/or MMS. Thus, wireless UPTF SAS based messages are
transportable over the wireless communication channel 211 using SMS messagesto/from the STS 120,or using Hyper
Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP), or web service calls, or other known wireless message transport services, or any com-
binations thereof. The provider 106 andthe STS 120 can be separate or collapsed (as the case may be), and the provider
106 communicably connects with the STS 120 via known secure, non-secure, wire or wireless, or any combinations
thereof communication channel(s) 220.
[0032] FIG. 3 is a diagram of UPTF mobile device POS authenticable transaction messages based upon Secure
Agreement Submission (SAS) protocol to provide an authenticable mobile POS service, according to an embodiment
of the present invention. The SAS protocol is used for encrypting and submitting views of desired UPTF based authen-
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ticable transactions. The message structure and encryption mechanism of SAS are designed to provide many of the
desired security properties in an insecure pervasive communication, including wireless, environment for transactions,
such as:

[0033] Authentication: the agreement parties and the verification party are authenticated to each other, as is the
integrity of the agreement group;
[0034] Anonymity: agreement parties may remain anonymousto each other and personal and/or other accountrelated
information is not revealed to the other party;
[0035] Protection of the agreement content: the agreement is kept private, it is tamper-resistant, non-replayable, and
strong non-repudiation properties are provided. In particular, a continuously changing, time dependent, device specific
key is used to encrypt each view.
[0036] The underlying SAS algorithms are well-suited for a system using low-cost user devices, which havelimited
computing resources, while minimizing the complexity of use for the user. In addition, some of the information necessary
to use the SAS,in particular a Personal Identification Entry (PIE), is not permanently stored on the mobile POS 104 and
not included in any data transmissions, so if the mobile POS 104 is lost or stolen, the mobile POS 104 cannot be used.
Additional details of the SAS and the encryption mechanism are provided with reference to FIG. 3, as follows.
[0037] FIG.3showsthe internal structure and the generation process of a mobile device POS authenticable transaction
view messages 402, 404 (i.e., UPTF SAS authenticable transaction messages among a mobile device 104, a POS 103
and an STS 120). The provider 106 includes a provider device 103, such as a POS 103, on which the provider UPTF
based transaction messages are implemented. The UPTF SAS basedviews 402, 404 are also implemented in software
and/or computing hardware as the mobile POS software 109 that is executed in the mobile POS 104. Since the views
402, 404 from the user 102 and the provider 106, respectively, are symmetrical, the user’s 102 view 402 is only described.
The identifiers used in FIG. 3 are explained below:
[0038] DIDc: device ID, aunique identifier for the mobile POS 104 (the user consumer(c) or source transaction party).
[0039] DIDm: device ID, a unique identifier for the provider 106 POS device 103 (the merchant (m) or destination
transaction party).
[0040] RSN: random sequence number.
[0041] TS: local current tinestamp.
[0042] TID: transaction ID, a unique identification number assigned to an agreement, which is maintained by the STS
120 to identify corresponding UPTF agreement views 402, 404. For example, a purchasetransaction identifier uniquely
identifying a particular purchase.
[0043] MD: message digest 410
[0044] PIE: Personalidentification entry, auser and STS 120 maintained input secret entry, such as an alphanumeric
string. In a typical embodiment described herein, the PIE is only maintained by the user and the STS 120, is not known
to and/or maintained by another party to a transaction and/or any financial institutions and is temporally Known as an
intermediate parameter to the mobile POS 104 of the user 102 for encrypting the user transaction view 402. More
particularly, the PIE is not includedin transaction messages(e.g., UPTF SAS messages and/or SAS basedinformational
messages)and, thus, the mobile POS 109 does not transmit the PIE. The PIE can be non-secure by being a substantially
short alphanumeric string, such as a 4 digit number. The user enters the PIE whenever the user attempts a transaction.
Preferably the PIE is issued to the user when the user registers for the authenticable mobile POS service using a client
device 104, which executes the mobile POS 109. The user canalso select the PIE at such time of registration. The PIE
is, however, a piece of highly secure information in the sense that it is never transmitted during the UPTF protocol
execution, it is only knownto the user and the STS 120, and its secrecy should be well protected. The PIE can be input
by the user on a mobile POS 104 in a secure fashion or it may be deterministically generated using a biometric device,
such as a fingerprint sensor. For example, a computation applied on the fingerprint data received from a fingerprint
sensor can be used to generate a PIE thatis initially communicated by the user to the STS 120. Whenever the user
attempts a transaction, the user applies her finger to the fingerprint sensor, thus generating the PIE. The PIE is not kept
in permanent storage on the mobile POS 104, but is used as an intermediate parameter required for the generation of
the encryption key for a transaction and the mobile POS 104 should not retain the PIE fora period longer than a transaction
execution time as determined according to application criteria. If a particular implementation of the present invention
uses a form of PIE that is not convenientfor a user to input for each agreement transaction and the device needs to
store its user's PIN, the storage must be secure and tamper-resistant. According to another aspect of the embodiment,
the PIE can be a user 102 biometric input data.
[0045] As shownin the FIG. 3, a view 402 comprises a cipher text part (or encrypted part) 406 and a perceptible (e.g.,
plaintext) part 408. A plaintext part 408 includes the TID, the DIDc of the mobile POS 104 generating the view 402, and
the local current timestamp (TS) of device 104. The TS, amongother functions described herein, is also used to prevent
transaction replay. The encrypted part 406 includes twocritical fields: the agreement data (transaction data) and the
DIDm ofthe provider’s 106 POS 103 device involved in the agreement. The DIDm is the minimum necessary reference
field to provide the desired verification properties of the UPTF protocol. According to an aspect of the embodiments, the
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DIDm is communicably provided to the user 102 and/or the mobile POS 102 via any known methods, for example, via
the short-range communication 210. Therefore, a user can execute a mobile POS 104 authenticable transaction with a
transaction party based upon a PIE anda mobile POSapplication 109 authentication parameter RSN, and authenticable
transaction messages comprising an identifier of the mobile device POS 104, an identifier of the transaction party, and
an identifier for the transaction (for example, an identifier and/or other transaction related data, such as a type of trans-
action, payment amount, etc.), thereby providing the mobile POS 104 based upon a combination of the mobile POS
application 109 at the mobile POS 104 and the STS 120 association of the PIE and an authentication parameter, which
is known and/or determinable by the devices 103, 104 and 120, with the user 102, and exchangeof the authenticable
transaction messages amongthe user 102, the provider 106 (POS 103) and the STS 120.
[0046] First, DIDc and the TS obtained from the mobile device 104 local clock (and/or as provided as a part of the
agreement data) are utilized by the device's 104 pseudorandom number generator to generate a time-dependent RSN.
Therefore, the parameters of the generator are particular to each device 104. The encryption key K is then generated
from the RSN and user input PIE (shownin FIG. 3 with orange coloring), where the PIE is provided from or generated
by the STS 120. Firstly, the RSN and PIE are combined using a function F and then a hash function H is applied to the
result (typically a string) to generate the encryption key:
[0047] K=H(F ((PIE, RSN))
[0048] A message digest 410 function can be applied to the agreement data, the DIDm, and the DIDc to generate a
MD of the view. According to an aspect of the embodiments, the MD 410 is generated by applying a hash function to
the UPTF SAS agreement data as shownin FIG. 3 to shorten the same. The MD canfurther strengthen the security by
ensuring that no other party has tampered with or modified the contents of the view 402 in any way. The encryption
algorithm with the encryption key K is then applied to the MD, the agreement data, the DIDc, and the DIDm to generate
the cipher text part of the view 402, as shown in FIG. 3 with peach coloring. For further protection, the SAS protocol
uses random message paddingin order to further prevent "Known-text" attacks. According to an aspect of the embodiment
described herein, the embodiment uses Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) for encryption, a Keyed-Hashing for
Message Authentication (HMAC)-based schemefor random number generation, and SHA1 Secure Hash Algorithm for
the hash function.

[0049] The STS 120 hassufficient prior knowledgeof the functions and specific parameters used by each device 104
in the encryption process, so that when combined with the plaintext portions of a message 402, 404, it is possible to
decrypt the message 402, 404 by reversing the above process. For example, from the plaintext part 408 of the view
402, the STS 120 recovers the DIDc and TS, which are used to look-up the customer's 102 PIE and other parameters
of the RSN generator that can be stored in the STS 120 database 203. These are used to compute the RSN. The
encryption key K can then be computed using the same method with which the device 104 generates the encryption
key. The cipher text part 406 of the view message 402is then decoded.
[0050] After all applicable fields of the user 102 view 402 are acquired, the STS 120 locates the provider's 106 view
404 for the same transaction, using the DIDm and TID includedin the previously decoded user 102 view 402. After going
througha similar decryption process, the decodedfields of the agreement dataof the provider 106 view 404 are compared
with the corresponding fields from the user 102 view 402. If all applicable corresponding fields match (correspond
according to application design), the received views 402, 404 are considered verified. Further processing is then carried
out and external executions are triggered as necessary.
[0051] Any responses from the STS 120 to the user 102 or provider 106 are encrypted by the STS 120 using the same
encryption methods and using the parameters for the destination devices 104, 103 and the TS ofthe original transaction.
Only the intended recipient can decrypt the response message, insuring privacy protection and authentication of the
STS 120.

[0052] Another example encryption key generation for the UPTF SASis described herein. In FIG. 3, using the view
402, the key KEYcis a hash of a RSNc and a PIEc; the detailed key generation procedureis as follows:
[0053] The initialization data for the RSNc are created when the STS 120 creates a new authenticable mobile POS
service account (e.g., when the mobile POS 109 is created or initialized by the STS 120). Specifically:
[0054] 1. arandom 128-bit seed is generated using a software service function.
[0055] 2. arandom 160-bit initialization timestamp is created also at new authenticable mobile POS service account
creation time, using software service function. Therefore, the STS 120 can generate or provide device 104 specific
initialization parameters of a random numberand aninitialization time stamp, both of which are provided (installed) via
the mobile POS application 109 to the mobile device 104.
[0056] The PlEcreatable by the STS 120 whenanew accountis created at the STS 120, as follows: a 32-byte random
value is created using a software service function, convert each byte to a decimal value string, and concatenate them
all to produce a long string. Randomly chop4digits from this string to create PIE.
[0057] Whenthe key needsto be created in order to encrypt a transaction message,the following steps take place:
[0058] 1.A160-bit current timestamp is generated, as follows:
[0059] a. Convert current time to string, for example, converting the current time to a 16 characters string, e.g., 5:
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04pm, Jan 26, 2006is written in "0000170401262006."
[OOGO] b. Take the string and a one way function to output another value, for example by hashing the current time
string using SHA1 algorithm, which produces a 160-bit output.
[0061] 2. XOR aninit timestamp and current timestamp to produce a 160-bit output. This operation is essentially a
form of deterministically calculating a difference between two valuesof time (i.e., a deterministic transformation between
two values).
[0062] 3.Use the 128-bit seed software authentication parameteras data, and the XORedvalueof the two time stamps
as the key, compute the HMACresult (a 160-bit value). The result of the HMACis the RSNc. Use of the HMAC accom-
modates unpredictability in the RSNc generation.
[0063] 4. Chop thefirst 128-bit of the HMAC result, combine (e.g., concatenate) with the 32-bit PIE (convert from a 4
digit string) for a 160-bit value.
[0064] 5.Compute the hash (SHA1) value of the 160 bit stream in operation (4), and chopthefirst 128 bit as the final key.
[0065]_In the encrypted part of the message a hash of the transaction part of the message (with the padding) using
SHA1 (altematively a CRC can be used) is used.
[0066] In the above-described embodiment, the values of a numberof bits are provided as unlimiting examples, and
the present invention is not limited to a specific numberof bits values. Therefore, asillustrated with reference to FIGS.
2 and 3,aUPTF SASbasedtransaction requires a device 104 which provides device-specific parameters that determine
a device-specific and time-specific key and an operator for the device 104 who provides a PIE determinable only by the
STS 120 and the operator. The combination of the two is required for an encrypted transaction request that can be
validated by the STS 120. Intercepting one (or more) transaction message and successfully decrypting it would not be
sufficient for purposes of inferring either the PIE, or the device specific parameters employed in the key generation
process. Moreover, a single, time-dependant key is not re-usable because of the pair-wise agreement notion of trans-
actions processed by the STS 120.
[0067] According to an aspect of the embodiments, the STS 120 can reset the RSN seed after every successful
response from STS 120 to a device 108, 104; after that the STS 120 will expect the new seed to be used by the devices
103, 104. The seed can be derived as follows:

[0068] (1) use a predetermined portion of the message padding, and/or
[0069] (2) include the new seed in the STS’s response(in the transactional content of the response)to the devices
103, 104.

[oo70] FIG. 4is asystem flow diagram of provisioning(i.¢., "providing a service," which includesdistribution to a user
and associated system actions) a mobile POS 104, according to an embodiment of the present invention. In FIG. 4, a
mobile phone is used as an example mobile POS 104. A method, comprising, at operation 450, a user 102 logs into a
mobile phone POSserviceregistration site 205. For example, the provider 106 and/or the STS 120 with which various
providers 106 participate can provide the mobile POS service registration. At operation 452, the user selects a mobile
POS service, which according to an embodiment is a mobile POS application 109 download request from the provider
106. However, the embodiments are notlimited to a configuration of downloading a mobile POS application 109 to the
mobile phone 104, and a mobile POS 104 can be activated through other techniques, such as (withoutlimitation) pre-
installed software and/or computing hardware (e.g., an integrated circuit), so long as a mobile POS 104 authenticable
by the STS 120 is provided. At operation 454, the provider 106 device 205 communicably connects with the STS 120
for providing a mobile POS 104.
[0071] In FIG. 4, the method at operation 454 further comprises initializing, atthe STS 120, a mobile POS application
109 with software authentication parameter(s), as an authentic mobile POS application 109. Also, at operation 454,
correlating, at the STS 120, a personal identification entry (PIE) (e.g., a PIN) and an identifier of the mobile phone 104
with the authentic mobile POS application 109. At operation 456, the PIN can be communicated to the user 102. Of
course, at operation 450, the user 102 can supply a PIN. At operation 458, installing, in the mobile phone 104, the
authentic mobile POS application 109. Accarding to an aspect of the embodiment, at operation 458, the mobile phone
104 receives a Short Message Service (SMS) with a download link to the authentic mobile POS application 109. At
operation 462, the user 102 can download the authentic mobile POS application 109. When the authentic mobile POS
application 109 is installed in the mobile phone 104, the usercan execute, at the mobile phone 104, the installed authentic
mobile POS application 108 using the PIE (¢.g., PIN) to execute a mobile phone POSauthenticable transaction as an
authenticable mobile POS 104.

[0072] According to an aspect of the embodiment described herein, at operation 454, one or more software authen-
tication parameters are selected, which can be (withoutlimitation) creation of anew seed, such as a new random seed
number, and an initialization time. At operation 454, the STS 120 stores in a database 203, a unique identifier (referred
to as Device ID, or DID) for the mobile phone 104, which can, for example, be a mobile phone numberof the mobile
phone 104 or some randomly generated globally unique identifier (GUID), a mobile phone carrier (as the case maybe),
or the software authentication parameter(s), and the generated PIE, or any combinations thereof. According to an aspect
of the described embodiment, a mobile phone numbercan also be used as a device identifier for the mobile phone 104.
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The unique identifier (device ID (DID)) of the mobile phone 104 is used by the STS 120 to correlate a transaction message
with the authentic mobile POS application 109 (i.e., to correlate the DID with the software authentication parameter(s)
and the PIE stored at the STS 120, so that the STS 120 can generate a key that corresponds to a device 104 having
the DID. The mobile phone numbercan be used to communicate short messages(e.g., notifications, etc.) with the mobile
phone 104 (e.g., Short Message Service (SMS), including (and/or) Multimedia Message Service (MMS)). The mobile
phone 104 can be an Internet enabled, according to known techniques, mobile phone. According to an aspect of the
embodiment(s) described herein, a mobile device POS authenticable transaction message is bound to a unique com-
bination of a user 102 and a mobile POS 104, the binding to the user is via the PIE and the binding to the device 104 is
via the software authentication parameter(s) of the authentic mobile POS app 109. In particular, a transaction is an SAS
based encrypted message and the encrypted message can be traced back to a combination of the user 102 and the
device 104 through the PIE and the software authentication parameter(s) of the authentic mobile POS application 109.
Similar binding applies with respect to the POS 103 transaction messages.
[0073] According to an aspect of the embodiments, a variation on the sign-up and registration process, which could
be particularly useful for person-to-person payments, in which the payer is the payer mobile POS 104a and the payee
serves as a payee mobile POS 104b,is described next. This method has the advantage thatit does not require that a
payeeis already signed-up with a payment service to receive payment by a payer mobile POS 104a. A user with mobile
POS application 109 on the mobile phone 104 can make a payment to another mobile phone owner that is not registered
yet for the mobile POS service. The first user specifies the recipient of the paymentvia the mobile phone numberof the
second user. The second user subsequently receives an SMSat the second user's mobile phone with the aforementioned
phone number. The SMSinforms (with text) the second user of a pending paymentto the second user and includes a
link for downloading the mobile POS software 109. A version of the mobile POS software 109 for this specific second
user was created at the STS 120 upon receipt of the first payment request to the STS 120 from thefirst user. Upon
completion of the download, the second user needsto register for the mobile POS service to complete receiving payment.
To maximize security, it is preferred that the second user doesthe registration at the provider's website, as discussed
with reference to FIG. 4. Alternatively, the registration can be done from inside the mobile POS application 109, by
invoking a "new account" action.
[0074] Wireless communication computing apparatus/device transactions with a physical Point of Sale (POS) are
described next. The methods and systems described have several variations that make tradeoffs between various
categories, such as convenienceto the customer, security, time of transaction, local communication and cellular network
communication. For example, whether a customer needsto type any transaction identifying information into the phone
is one category.In the case of a mobile phone, another category is whether the transaction can be accomplished with
or without any information transmitted over the cellular network.
[0075] METHODS (SYSTEMS): The discussed methods/systems consider the following options to better conform to
the requirements of the cell phone-POS purchasing environment and constraints:
[0076] Communication mechanisms: Several communication mechanismsare utilized by these methods. These are
roughly characterized as "local communication" (short-range communication methods 210) and "remote communication":
[0077] Local communication is considered to be
[0078] 1. Image, such as any type of barcode and scanner thereof, camera, scanner, or any combinations thereof at
the POS 103 andor the mobile POS 104. According to an aspect of the embodiments, the barcode system is capable
of processing 2-Dimensional barcodes.
[0079] 2. Audio, such as any autput audio signal or Dual Tone Multi-Frequency tone, or vaice, or any cambinations
thereof, and recognizer(s) thereof at the POS 103 and/or the mobile POS 104.
[oos8o] 3. Radio Frequency (RF) (Radio Frequency Identification (RFID), Bluetooth, WLAN, NFC, etc., or any combi-
nations thereof) at the POS 103 and/or the mobile POS 104
[0081] Remote Communication is considered to be
[0082] 1. Short Message Service (SMS), Multimedia Messaging Service (MMS)
[0083] 2. Wired Internet
[0084] 3. Cellular Internet (wireless Internet access through the mobile telephone network as implemented according
to Known techniques)
[0085] Message Lengths: Several options for decreasing the size of the UPTF messagesare incorporated. The mes-
sages can be either:
[0086] 1. The full UPTF message is used as the transaction authorization message, and/or
[0087] 2. The Message Digest MD 410 of the mobile POS 104 UPTF messageis usedas the transaction authorization
messageof the consumer; using the MD instead of a full UPTF message results in a shorter message length.
[008s]=3. One-time transaction code - A one-time use random number, called the C-Nonce, generated by the phone
using the UPTF key generation schemeto indicate that the customer authorizes the transaction.
[0089] Computation reductions: To avoid burdening the phone or the POS equipment103, the "local send" messages,
or rather, their representations (image or audio signal) can be transmitted "as is" by the POS 103 to the STS 120, i.e.,
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there is no conversion of the signal to a UPTF messageat the POS 103; rather the STS 120 performs such conversion.
[e090] CONSTRAINTS: To understand the described process flows and the related actions, the following constraints
should be taken into consideration. The purpose of these constraints is to further the understanding of why the actions
have been defined as they have.
[0os1] Message Length: If sending a SMS to STS, message length preferably needs to comply with applicable SMS,
network, phone model, and/or wireless service provider/carrier (as the case may be) requirements for delivering the
short messages. For example, message length might need to be <= 160 chars, which meanseither no padding or use
of the UPTF SAS based Message Digest (MD).
[0092] IfaMDisused there canbe no padding since then the STS 120 will not know where the payload of the encrypted
message begins and ends.
[0093] Some barcodetypes require MD instead offull encrypted message, because they cannot accommodatea full
UPTF message length.
[0094] The MD with timestamp and DID requires about 16 bytes (for Timestamp), plus 8 Bytes (for DID), plus possibly
10 Bytes (for TID), plus the MD length (typically 16-20 Bytes, although it can be less), for a total of between 40-54 Bytes
(typically). By contrast, a full UPTF message's length can vary between 100 and 1024 bytes depending on the message
type and the amountof padding
[0095] ‘If the MD is used and the messageis sent by SMS or MMS, a TID is necessary for the STSto identify which
merchant message the customer message matcheswith. An alternative is to provide the POS ID and transaction amount
to the mobile POS application 109. In general, the mobile POS application’s 109 and the POS's 103 UPTF messages
are not sent in the same communication, although the embodiments are not limited to such a configuration and the
mobile POS software 109 and POS 103 UPTF message can be sent in same communication.
[0096] The payment account by the payer 102 selection is always optional, and since some of the embodiments are
"off-line" schemes, the selected account can be drawnfrom default settings.
[0097] Regardless of using MD orfull message, the DID and timestamp are necessary in the unencryptedpart of the
UPTF messageso that the STS 120 knows where and whenthe message came from and the STS 120 can successfully
decrypt the UPTF message.
[0098] ACTIONS: Severalvariations are described based on whether the phone 104 and the POS 103 use short-
range communication 210 and whetherthe transaction details (e.g., merchant ID, amount) are entered by the customer
or received automatically via local 210 or remote communication 211.
[oe99] Table 1 lists the embodiments and variations therefore as described herein. Table 1 lists mobile device 104
with POS 103 transaction variations including communication modesof the mobile device 104 with the POS 103 and/or
the STS 120. In particular, for example, in Table 1, variation 1 is applicable when the mobile phone 104 uses SMSto
the STS 120 to communicate a UPTF SAS transaction message, and variation 2 is applicable when the mobile phone
104 uses SMSto the STS 120 or when the mobile phone 104 uses a short-range communication method to the POS
103, and so on.

 

 

 

 

Table 1:

Variation nos./mobile device 104 communication modes 1 2 2-1 3 3-1 4 4-1

Mobile Device Mode 1: Phone uses SMS to STS x x x x Xx

Mobile Device Mode 2: Phone uses short-range communication Xx xX x
method to POS

Mobile Device Mode 3: Phone receives amount and approves x x

Mobile Device Mode: 4 POS usesshort-range communication to
phone

       
 
[0100] The steps involved with the embodiments and variations thereof are described with reference to FIGS. 5-16.
FIGS. 5-16 are flowcharts of mobile device to POS authenticable transactions, according to the embodiments of the
present invention. According to an aspectof the embodiments, the user/customer/client 102 and mobile device 104 can
be collapsed together, since the mobile device 104 can automatically generate and/or reply to any UPTF SAS based
transaction messages, obviating any user input.
[0101] FIG. 5is a flow chart of variation 1: Remote Communications 211 with the mobile POS 104.
[0102] Step 500. The merchant (cashier POS 103) sends a UPTF messageto the STS 120 requesting a transaction
ID and receives a transaction ID (TID) reply from the STS 120. The merchantdisplays the details of the transaction on
a monitor (as in a normal store). This information may include the amount, a transaction ID and/or a POSID to identify
the merchant. Then, the merchant sends a UPTF messageto the STS 120, called the M-View 404, with the encrypted
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portion 406 containing the POSID, transaction ID, the amount, the Time stamp (but may or may not contain the device
ID of the mobile POS 104), using its preferred connection. According to an aspect of the embodiments, if the views 402,
404 do not contain a device ID, the transaction ID (since both the mobile device 104 and the POS 103 point to the
transaction identifier) can be usable to bind the views 402, 404 for STS 120 authentication and verification.
[0103] Step 502. The customer launches the mobile POS application 109 and enters the transaction ID and/or the
POSID as obtained from the merchantin operation 500. The customer enters the PIN. The customer selects an account.
The mobile POS application 109 sends a UPTF message to the STS 120 using a cellular network 211, called the C-
View 402. The encrypted portion 406 contains the transaction ID, the account, the time stamp and may or may not
contain the POS ID. According to an aspect of the embodiments, the UPTF SAS message 402, 404 agreement data
412canbeexplicit transaction information, and/or implicit or abstracted transaction data, such as the transaction identifier
(TID) (as the case may be).
[0104] Step 504. The STS 120 receives the messagesfrom the merchant 103 and the client 104. The STS 120 decodes
the messages and verifies the identity of the parties. The STS authorizes the transaction. The STS 120 sends receipt
messages to the merchantusing its preferred connection 220 and to the customer over the cellular network 211.
[0105] FIG. 5 variation uses the remote messaging over the cellular network 211 to perform the communication from
the customer. This customernever explicitly acknowledges the amountof the transaction, except implicitly by optionally
typing in the transaction ID and PIN. In general, this method of transaction has been discussed in the above-identified
related co-pending patent applications.
[0106] FIG. 6is a flowchart of variation 2: Local Communication 210 between the mobile POS 104 and the POS 103.
[0107] Step 600. The merchantoptionally sends a UPTF message tothe STS requesting a transaction ID (see operation
500). The merchant provides the details of the transaction, for example, on a monitor (as in a normal store). This
transaction information may include the amount, a transaction ID and/or a POS ID to identify the merchant 103.
[0108] Step 602. The customer launches the mobile POS application 109 and enters the transaction ID and/or the
POSID as obtained from the merchant in operation 600. The customerenters the PIN. The customer selects a payment
account. The mobile POS application 109 locally via a short-range communication 210 sends a UPTF messageto the
merchant 103 using the preferred local medium 210. The message can be a complete C-View 402, where the encrypted
portion 408 contains the time stamp, a nonce, and optionally contains the transaction ID, the account, and/or the POS
ID. If the length of the message is constrained, it is possible to send a shortened message consisting of the digest or
the nonce.

[0109] Step 604. The merchant 103 receives the local communication and sends both its UPTF M-View 404 message
and the received C-view 402 to the STS 120 via the communication channel 220. For example, the encrypted portion
408 of the M-view 404 containing the POS ID, the amount, the Time stamp, optional Transaction ID (but no device ID),
is transmitted from the POS 103 to the STS 120 using a preferred connection 220.
[0110] Step 606. The STS 120 receives both the messages from the merchant 103 and the client 104. The STS 120
decodes the messages andverifies the identity of the parties. The STS authorizes the transaction. The STS 120 can
send receipt messages to the merchant using its preferred connection 220 and to the customerover the cellular network
211.

[0111] FIG. 6 variation uses the local messaging 210 to perform the communication from the customer. For example,
after the customer typesin the PIN to authorize the transaction, the mobile phone 104 creates a 2-d barcode containing
the complete C-View 402 message. The customer holds the phone display to an imager at the POS 103 that records
the barcade and creates a digital message. Again, this customer never explicitly acknowledges the amount of the
transaction, except implicitly by typing in the transaction ID and PIN. The receipts are delivered by the cellular network
211 to the phone 104.
[0112] FIG. 7 is a flowchart of variation 2-1: If the phone 104 is capable of receiving local communication via a short-
range communication 210 from the POS 1083, then, at operation 706 (606 in FIG. 6), the receipts can be delivered by
the STS 120 to the POS 103 and the POS 103 cantransmit the customerreceipt to the phone 104 via localcommunication
210. This will avoid the need for the mobile POS 104 to have any remote communication 211, thus reducing communication
211 traffic and cost.

[0113] FIG. 8is a flowchartof variation 3: Local Communication 210 from the POS 103 to the mobile phone POS 104:
[0114] Step 800: The POS 103 generates a local message via a short-range communication 210 to the phone 104,
called the T-Info that contains the transaction ID, the amount and the POS ID. The POS 103 also generates an M-View
404 and sends the same to the STS 120.

[0115] Step 802. The customerstarts the mobile POS application 109. The phone 104 receives the local message
from the POS 103 and decodes the data. The useris asked to approve the transaction by entering the PIN. The Phone
104 generates a C-View message 402 containing a full UPTF messagefor the transaction. The phone sends the C-
View message 402 via the cellular network 211 to the STS 120.
[0116] Step 804. The STS 120 receives the messages 402, 404 from the merchant 103 and the client 104. The STS
120 decodes the messages and verifies the identity of the parties. The STS 120 authorizes the transaction. The STS
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sends receipt messages to the merchant 103 using its preferred connection 220 and to the customer104 overthe cellular
network 211.

[0117] FIG. 9is a flowchart of variation 3.1: This variation uses 2-way local communication 210, i.e., both the phone
and the POS are capable of local communication via a short-range communication 210. At operation 900, the C-View
402is first sent to the POS 103 as a local message, and,at operation 902, the POS 103 relays the same along with the
M-view 404 to the STS 120. Also, at operation 904, the merchant 103 sends the phone receipt to the phone 104 asa
local message via the short-range communication 210.
[0118] FIG. 10 is a flowchart of variation 4. This variation uses the cellular network 211 to send the transaction data
to the phone 104.
[0119] Step 1000. The merchant 103 provides, for example, displays on a monitor, the details of the transaction (as
in a normalstore). This information may include the amount, a transaction ID and/or a POSID to identify the merchant.
[0120] Step 1002. The userstarts the mobile POS application 109 and enters the PIN. The phone 104 sends a message
to the POS 103to identify itself using local communication 210. The message, called a CN-View 402 contains the device
ID and a nonce.

[0121] Step 1004. The merchant 103 sends both the M-View 404 and the CN-View 402 to the STS 120. The M-View
404 has the encrypted portion 406 containing the POSID, transaction ID, the amount, and the Time stamp (but no device
ID).
[0122] Step 1006. The STS 120 generates a UPTF messagefor the mobile POS 104 called the T-View that contains
the transaction information, including amount, via the cellular network 211, based upon the received M-view 404 and
the CN-View 402 in operation 1004.
[0123] Step 1008. The customer104 approves the transaction by selecting OK and a C-View message 402is generated.
The C-View message 402is sent to the STS 120 over the cellular network 211.
[0124] Step 1010. The STS 120 receives the messages 402, 404 from the merchant 103 and the client 104. The STS
120 decodes the messages and verifies the identity of the parties. The STS 120 authorizes the transaction according
to the verification. At operation 1012, the STS 120 sends receipt messages to the merchant 103 using its preferred
connection 220 and to the customer 104 over the cellular network 211.

[0125] The FIG. 10 scheme has the STS 120 send the transaction details to the user for approval. It uses both remote
211 and local communication 210 with the mobile POS 104. FIG. 11 is a variation 4-1 of this schemethat transmits

transaction information to/from the STS 120 and the mobile POS 104 by using, at operations 1100, 1101, 1102, 1103,
1104 and 1105, only local communication 210 with the mobile POS 104 via the POS 103.
[0126] Benefits of the mobile device 104 communication modes are described next. A benefit of the mobile POS
communication mode 1 is the mobile POS 104 only needs to have an SMS plan, but does not need to have a wireless
Internet access plan from a wireless communication provider, reducing communication and device cost. A benefit of the
mobile POS communication mode 2 is the mobile device 104 only needs short-range communication 210, but does not
need to have a wireless Internet access plan or an SMS plan, reducing communication cost. A benefit of the mobile
POS communication modes 3 and 4 are to reduce and minimize (as the case may be) user input at the mobile device
104, for example, to a single input PIE corresponding to a transaction type (i.e., a purchase) specification or identification
at the mobile POS 104 to conclude a transaction, such as a purchase, providing a substantial new effect of inviting a
user 102 purchase.
[0127] Additional variations 5-8, mostly derived from the variations discussed above with more detailed options, are
discussed with reference to FIGS. 12-16 in which the numerals refer to action numbers described herein. FIG. 12 is an

action numberlegend 1200 for variations 5-8, according to an embodimentof the present invention. First the following
lower layer actions are defined:
[0128] In FIGS. 13-16, actions 1-3 concern the information displayed by the POS 103.
[0129] Action number 1. POS 103 displays a POS Identifier. Such an identifier, e.g., a phone numberor a 10-digit
unique ID, could be posted on the POSitself
[0130] Action number 2. POS 103 displays a transaction identifier. The transaction identifier corresponds to the TID
inthe UPTF message(per the Secure Agreement Submission protoccl). The transaction identifier is dynamically created
after the POS begins processing for a new transaction and is preferably generated after the amountof the transaction
has been identified and so that the transaction identifier can be cross-referenced with the transaction amount.

[0131] Action number 3. The POS 103 displays a purchase amount.
[0132] Actions 4-10 concern the information input by the user 102 to the mobile POS 104.
[0133] Action number4. The mobile user starts the mobile POS application 109 on the mobile device 104.
[0134] Action number5. The mobile user selects the physical POS option on the mobile POS application 109.
[0135] Action number6. The mobile user enters the POSidentifier in the mobile POS application 109; a POSidentifier
is deemed as the DID of the POS 103.

[0136] Action number7 (optional). The mobile user enters the transaction identifier in the mobile POS application 109.
[0137] Action number8. The mobile user types her PIN in the mobile POS application 109.
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[0138] Action number 9 (optional). The mobile user types the purchase amount (amountof the transaction) in the
mobile POS application 109.
[0139] Action number 10 (optional). The mobile user selects an account from the cache of accounts known to the
mobile POS application 109. If for some reason the chosen accountis not eligible for payment, the default account (or
someotheralternate account of the consumer) will be used for the payment.
[0140] Actions 11-14 concern the messages and the formats created by the mobile device POS 104.
[0141] Action number 11. The mobile POS 104 creates a UPTF messagefor the specific POSidentifier, and optionally
an amount of transaction and type of transaction (payment at a physical POS).
[0142] Action number 12. The mobile POS 104 creates a UPTF message for the specific transaction identifier, and
optionally an amountof transaction and type of transaction (paymentat a physical POS).
[0143] Action number 13. The mobile POS 104 creates a UPTF message for the type of transaction (payment at a
physical POS), without specifying the amount of the transaction, a transaction identifier or a POS identifier. When STS
120 processes this message, the STS will assumethat the amountof transaction and the POSidentifier (essentially the
ID of the other transaction party) are those submitted in the POS'’s UPTF message.This is possible in a case the POS
103 transmits to the STS 120 its message 404 and the mobile phone’s message 402 (hence the two messagesarrive
in the STS 120 togetherin the same action)
[0144] Action number 14. The mobile phone calculates the message digest (MD) 410 of the encrypted part of 11 or
12 or 13 (FIG. 14); the message digest of the encrypted part of the UPTF message can be much shorter than the
encrypted part of the UPTF message. For example, if MD5 (a hash function) is used on the UPTF message, the MD
410 will be 16 bytes and if SHA1 is used the MD 410 is 20 bytes; by contrast, a UPTF message can vary between 100
and 1024 bytes depending on the message type and the amountof padding. The mobile POS application's 109 UPTF
message has no padding in this case of using an MD; since there is no wayfor the STS to know the padding parameters,
if the message includes padding the STS 120 will be unable to compute the complete UPTF message and then correctly
compute the MD for it. The complete UPTF message comprises of the DID of the mobile POS application 109 (DID of
the mobile POS 104) and the timestamp (both unencrypted) and of the aforementioned MD.
[0145] Actions 15-21 concerns the generation of the local communication 210 message by the mobile POS 104 and
processing of a local communication 210 based message received by the POS 103 from the mobile POS 104.
[0146] Action number 15. The mobile POS software 109 generates a barcode representation of the messagein 11
or 12or 13. A2-D type of barcode is used; 2-D barcodes can "encode"up to 3K bytes. The mobile POS application 109
displays the barcode on a barcodescreen, for example, display the barcode on a mobile phone POS 104 display.
[0147] Action number 16. The mobile POS software 109 generates an audio signal from the message in 11 or 12 or 13.
[0148] Action number 17. The mobile POS software 109 generates a barcode or an audio signal as a series of tones
(similar to the tones in touch-tone phones), from the message in action number 14 (message digest based message-
FIG. 14).
[0149] Action number 18. The user of the mobile POS 104 presents the mobile POS 104 display with the displayed
barcode image to a barcode reader attached to the POS 103. The merchant's POS 103 might be equippedwith (or is)
another mobile POS 103 with a camera that takes a picture of the barcode and either does local processing (extract
barcode from image) or sends image to STS 120 for server side processing along with the other POS's message(s).
[0150] Action number 19. For example, a POS 103 barcode reader processesthe displayed mobile POS 104 barcode
by converting the displayed image (barcode) to a series of characters, thus reproducing the UPTF message that was
used to generate the barcodein thefirst place.
[0151] Action number 20. The user of the mobile POS 104 starts the playback of the audio signal as she presentsit
to a microphone of an audio signal processing device that will process the audio signal at the POS 103 or sends the
samefor processing to the STS 120.
[0152] Action number 21. For example, the audio signal processing device at the POS 103 processesthe audio signal
and convertsit to a series of characters, thus reproducing the UPTF message that was used to generate the audio signal
in the first place.
[0153] Action Number 22 concerns the message generated by the POS 103 to the STS 120. At action number22,
the POS 103 generates its UPTF messagefor the transaction. The UPTF message does not include the device ID of
the mobile phone. This device ID can beinferred by the mobile phone’s UPTF messagesince the POStransmits to the
STSits message and the mobile phone’s message (hencethe two messagearrive in the STS togetherin the same action).
[0154] Action numbers 23-26 concern the reception of the local communication by the POS with reference to FIG. 15.
[0155] Action number 23. The mobile POS 104 user presents the mobile POS's 104 display to a camera that captures
the mobile POS's display (as an image); the camerais attached to the POS 103.
[0156] Action number 24. The mobile POS 104 user presents the mobile POS’s speakerto a microphone that captures
(records) the mobile POS’s audio signal (as an audio signal); the microphoneis attached to the POS 103.
[0157] Action number 25. The camera of 23 transmits the captured image to the STS 120 alongside with the UPTF
message generated by the POS 103.
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[0158] Action number 26. The microphone of 24 transmits the captured audio to the STS 120 alongside the UPTF
message generated by the POS 103.
[0159] Action numbers 27-32 concern the processing of the messages by the STS 120 and the replies back from the
STS 120 to the POS 103 and mobile POS 104.

[0160] Action number 27. The Secure Transaction Server (STS) receives a UPTF message from the mobile POS
software 109 which was transmitted by the POS 103.
[0161] Action number 28. The STS 120 receives a UPTF message from the POS 103, which was transmitted by the
POS 103.

[0162] Action number 29. The STS 120 compares the mobile POS 104 and POS 103 messages 402, 404, and
processes them according to the SAS protocol.
[0163] Action number 30. The STS 120 determines whether the transaction should be authorized, according to the
SASprotocol.
[0164] Action number 31. The STS 120 sends a confirmation UPTF messagefor the transaction to the POS 103.
[0165] Action number 32. The STS 120 sends a confirmation SMS messagefor the transaction to the mobile POS
104 of the consumer 102.

[0166] Action numbers 33-34 concern the use of SMS or MMSto transmit messages with reference to FIG. 16.
[0167] Action number 33. The mobile POS application 109 sends a SMS to the STS 120 adding to its content the
message of 11 or 12 or 13 or 14. The encrypted part of the messageis preferably encoded in HEXadecinal
[0168] Action number 34. The mobile POS application 109 sends a MMSto the STS 120 addingto its content the
message of 11 or 12 or 13 or 14. The encrypted part of the messageis preferably encoded in HEXadecinal.
[0169] Actions 35-36 concern the use of RF as the local communication medium 210.
[0170] 35. The user of the WW sendsa local communication to the POS using a short range RF device such as an
RF ID, Bluetooth, UWBYV or WiFi. The WW software generates an RF signal from the message in 11 or 12 or 13 or 14.
[0171] 36. The POSwill recognize the RF communication and will receive the UPTF message. The POS 103 will
determine whether the messageis intended for this POS by matching included information in the unencrypted portion
408 of the UPTF SAS message 402, such as transaction ID or POS ID.
[0172] Action numbers 37-42 concern local communication from the POS 103 to the mobile POS 104.
[0173] Action number 37. The POS 103 will display on its monitor a barcode representing information contained in 1,
2, of 3 as local communication 210 to the mobile POS software 109.

[0174] Action number 38. The POS 103 will play on its speaker audio signals representing information containedin
1,2, or 3 as local communication 210 to the mobile POS software 109.

[0175] Action number 39. The POS 103will transmit on its RF signals on its local RF transmitter device representing
information contained in 1, 2, or 3 for local communication to the mobile POS software 109.

[0176] Action number 40. The camera on the mobile POS 104 and a software module decodes a barcode displayed
by the POS 1093for local communication 210 of information contained in 1, 2 or 3 to the mobile POS 104.
[0177] Action number 41. The microphone on the mobile POS 104 and a software module decodes an audio signal
from the POS 103 for local communication 210 of information contained in 1, 2 or 3.

[0178] Action number 42. The local RF receiver device on the mobile POS 104 and a software module receives a
local RF signal from the POS 103 for local communication 210 of information contained in 1, 2 or 3.
[0179] Another variation is the following. The mobile POS 104 is equipped with a RFID chip (any type of RFID tag;
passive, active, or any combinations thereof) or Near Field Communication (NFC) chip. This addition might be simply
attached to the mobile device 104, without being integrated to the circuitry of thereof, or it might be part of the circuitry
thereof. In the latter case the software 109 of the mobile device 104 can communicate with the RFID or NFC chip.In
the former case, the software 109 of the mobile device 104 might not communicate with the RFID or NFC chip; for
example the RFID or NFC chip mightbe issuedbythe issuerof the mobile POS software 109 and be attached (physically)
(e.g., via adhesive or other coupling technology) to the mobile device 104. When the user performs a transaction, the
RFID readerat the POS 103 reads the RFID or NFC presence and thus identifies the transacting party. The ownerof
the mobile POS 104 using the mobile POS software 109 further confirms the transaction, for example, via remote
communication with the STS 120. The POS 103 upon reading the RFID or NFCidentifier transmits its UPTF message
to the STS 120 and the STS 120 waits for the consumer's confirmation and/or authorization UPTF messageto arrive
from the mobile device 104. In the meantime, the consumerstarts the mobile POS application 109, types in a PIN
resulting in the mobile POS software 109 transmission of the appropriate UPTF message to the STS 120. Upon STS
120 receipt of this message, the STS 120, according to the UPTF protocol, approves or disapproves the transaction
and notifies the transacting parties accordingly. According to an aspect of the embodiments, the STS 120 can authen-
ticably approvethe transaction, because the STS 120 hascorrelated the PIN and the mobile device 120 as identified
by the RFID or the NFC. This case requires a wireless transmission of the UPTF message from the mobile device 104
to the STS 120. Alternatively, the mobile POS software 109 may display a barcode or image (as previously discussed)
that is processed by the POS 103 (as previously discussed). The advantage of this variation is that it increases the
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security of using the RFID or NFC alone for purchasing. Alternatively, if the RFID or NFC, is capable of two-way com-
munication andit is integrated with the circuitry of the mobile POS 104, the transmission of the UPTF message from the
mobile POS 104 to the POS 103 is transmitted over the RFID or NFC, upon entering of the PIN (on the mobile device
104) by the consumer102.
[0180] A method, and apparatus and computer readable medium, thereof, comprises providing a secure transaction
server (STS); providing an authentic point of sale (POS) device, according to a first authentication parameter of the STS;
providing an authentic mobile purchasing device, according to a second authentication parameterof the STS; providing
a short-range communication method between the POS device and the mobile purchasing device; correlating by the
STS a personal identification entry (PIE) and the authentic mobile purchasing device; transmitting, by the POS device,
a time dependent transformed secure POS authenticable POS purchase action to the STS; inputting (e.g.. by a user
and/or automatically from a computer readable medium, such as memory,etc.) the PIE to the mobile purchasing device
to transmit a time dependent transformed secure user authenticable POS purchase action to the POS device via the
short-range communication method; and approving, by the STS, the POS purchaseaction for the POS device and for
the mobile purchasing device, according to the authentic POS device, and according to the authentic mobile purchasing
device and the STScorrelating of the PIE and the authentic mobile purchasing device.
[0181] An apparatus, comprises meansfor providing an authentic point of sale (POS) device; meansfor providing an
authentic mobile purchasing device; means for a short-range communication between the authentic POS device and
the authentic mobile purchasing device to transmit a time dependent POS purchaseaction to the authentic POS device;
meansfor receiving the time dependent POS purchase action and for authenticating and verifying the time dependent
POSpurchase action for the POS device and for the mobile purchasing device, according to the authentic POS device
and the authentic mobile purchasing device. According to an aspect of the embodiments, the meansfor providing the
authentic POS, the authentic purchasing device, and the authenticating and verifying the time dependent POS purchase
action is the UPTF SASprotocol.
[0182] According to an aspectof the embodiment, the POS device 103 and the mobile purchasing device 104 become
authentic and the transaction messages become authenticable, according to the STS correlation of each device with
respective PIEs, time dependency (for example, use of the Time Stampin generating the key 352 as described herein),
and the STS authentication parameter. According to an aspect of the embodiment, the expression "transmitting" refers
to communicating or conveying information or knowledge via an image (e.g., a bar code image), audio, or wireless
communication connectivity technology, as described herein. So according to an aspect of the embodiments, for example,
in case of a bar code image displayed on the display of the mobile device 104 or in case of audio as the short-range
communication method,the transmitting a time dependenttransformed secure user authenticable POS purchaseaction
to the POS device comprises generating a bar code image or audio that is a representation of a UPTF SAS protocol
transaction message view 402 or 404 as a time dependent transformed secure authenticable transaction message, thus
providing a time dependent image or audio to prevent reuse of image or audio for replay or fraudulent transactions.
[0183] In view of the above described examples of preferred embodiments, an apparatus 104 suitable for use in
implementing the embodiments described herein can be any computing apparatus or machine, suchas (in an unlimiting
example) a programmable device that can store, retrieve, and process data, allow mobile (wireless or radio) telecom-
munication with other computing devices and have one or more communicably connected components of computer/
computing processors, such as Central Processing Units (CPUs); input unit(s)/device(s) (e.g., microphone for voice
command/control, etc., keyboard/keypad,pointing device (e.g., Mouse, pointer, stylus), touch screen, camera, scanner,
etc.); output unit(s)/device(s) (e.g., computer display screen (including user interface thereof, such as graphical user
interface), speaker(s), printer(s), etc.); computer networkinterface(s), including known communication protocols thereof,
(e.g., mobile telephone (voice/data (Internet)) (cellular radio networks,satellite, etc.) network, radio frequency technology,
local area network,etc.): and recording media to store information/instructions, such as software (¢.g., operating system,
wireless wallet software, etc.) and/or data (any Known recording media, such as volatile and/or non-volatile memory
(Random Access Memory), hard disk, flash memory, magnetic/optical disks, etc.) for execution by acomputing apparatus,
such as a computer/computing processor and/or electronic circuitry. The embodiments provide methods, apparatuses
(computer systems) and/or computer readable media for a wireless computing apparatus/device for physical Point of
Sale (POS) transactions. The POS 103 and STS 120 can be any computer.
[0184] The invention can be implemented as a computer program or computer program product, €.g., a computer
program tangibly embodied in an information carrier, e.g., in a machine-readable storage device or in a propagated
signal, for execution by, or to control the operation of, data processing apparatus, e.g., a programmable processor, a
computer, or multiple computers. A computer program can be written in any form of programming language, including
compiled or interpreted languages, and it can be deployed in any form, including as a stand-alone program or as a
module, component, subroutine, or other unit suitable for use in a data processing environment. A computer program
can be deployed to be executed on one computer or on multiple computers at one site or distributed across multiple
sites and interconnected by a communication network.
[0185] The many features and advantages of the embodiments described herein are apparent from the detailed
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specification and, thus, it is intended by the appended claims and equivalents to coverall such features and advantages
of the embodimentsthatfall within the true spirit and scope of the embodiments. Further, since modifications and changes
might occur to those skilled in the art, it is not desired to limit the embodiments to the exact construction and operation
illustrated and described, and accordingly all suitable modifications and equivalents may be resorted to, falling within
the scope of the embodiments.

Claims

1. A method, comprising:

providing a secure transaction server (STS);
providing an authentic point of sale (POS) device, according to a first authentication parameter of the STS;
providing an authentic mobile purchasing device, according to a second authentication parameterof the STS;
providing a short-range communication method between the POS device and the mobile purchasing device;
correlating by the STS a personal identification entry (PIE) and the authentic mobile purchasing device;
transmitting, by the POS device, atime dependent transformed secure POS authenticable POS purchase actian
to the STS;
inputting, by a user, the PIE to the mobile purchasing device to transmit a time dependent transformed secure
user authenticable POS purchase action to the POS device via the short-range communication method; and
approving, by the STS, the POS purchase action for the POS device and for the mobile purchasing device,
according to the authentic POS device, and according to the authentic mobile purchasing device and the STS
correlating of the PIE and the authentic mobile purchasing device.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the short-range communication method comprises one or more of an image, audio,
or wireless communication connectivity technology, or any combinations thereof.

3. The method of claim 1 or 2, wherein the POS purchaseaction is a POSidentifier or a purchase transaction identifier.

4. The method of any of the preceding claims, wherein the POS purchaseaction is a single user conformation of a
purchase.

5. The method according to any of the preceding claims, further comprising generating the transformed secure user
authenticable POS action and the transformed secure POS authenticable POS purchaseaction to the STS according
to Universal Pervasive Transaction Framework Secure Agreement Submission (UPTF SAS)protocol.

6. The method according to claim 5, wherein the POS purchase action further comprises a mobile purchasing device
identifier and the method further comprises calculating, by the POS device, amessage digest of the mobile purchasing
device identifier andthe POSidentifier, the transaction identifier or the single purchasespecification, and transmitting
the message digest to the POS device via the short-range communication method.

7. The methodof any of the preceding claims, further comprising transmitting, by the POS device via the short-range
communication method, the POS purchase action to the mobile purchasing device.

8. The method of any of the preceding claims, wherein the POS purchaseaction identifies a payment for a good and/or
a service.

9. The methodof any of the preceding claims, further comprising transmitting, by the mobile POS device, via a short
message service, or a multimedia message service, or any combinations thereof, the transformed secure user
authenticable POS purchaseaction to the STS.

10. The method of any of the preceding claims, further comprising transmitting, by the POS device, via a network the
transformed secure user authenticable POS purchase action and the transformed secure POS authenticable POS
purchaseaction to the STSfor the approving of the POS purchaseaction.

11. The method of claim 10, wherein the approving comprises verifying a match between the transformed secure user
authenticable POS purchase action and the transformed secure POS authenticable POS purchase action.
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The method of any of the preceding claims, wherein the approving comprises settling by the STS a paymentto the
POSfor the POS purchase action.

The method of claim 11, wherein the approving comprises transmitting by the STS via a short messageservice, or
a multimedia messageservice, or any combinations thereof, a POS receipt to the mobile purchasing device.

The methodof any of the preceding claims, wherein the POS deviceis an authentic mobile POS device, and the
method further comprises:

correlating by the STS a POSpersonalidentification entry (PIE) and the mobile POS device:
inputting, by another user, the POS PIE and a POSaction, to the mobile POS device to transmit the time
dependent transformed secure POS authenticable POS action to the STS; and
approving, by the STS, the POS action for the mobile POS device and POS purchase action for the mobile
purchase device, according to the STS correlating of the POS PIE and the authentic mobile POS device and
according to the STS correlating of the PIE and the authentic mobile purchasing device.

The method of claim 2 or any claim dependentthereon, wherein the image as a short-range communication method
comprises any type of barcode system, a camera system, a scanner system, or any combinations thereof at the
POSdevice and/or at the mobile purchasing device.

The method of claim 15, wherein the barcode system processes 2-Dimensional barcodes.

The method of claim 2 or any claim dependent thereon, wherein the audio as the short-range communication method
is any output audio signal or Dual Tone Multi-Frequencytone,or voice, or any combinations thereof, and recognizer
(s) thereof, at the POS device and/or at the mobile purchasing device.

The method of claim 2 or any claim dependent thereon, wherein the Radio Frequency (RF) as the short-range
communication method is any type of wireless communication connectivity technology, including one or more of
Radio FrequencyIdentification (RFID), Bluetooth, WLAN, Near Field Communication (NFC), or any combinations
thereof, at the POS device and/or at the mobile purchasing device.

The method according to claim 18, wherein the mobile purchasing device comprises the RFID and/or the NFC as
integrated with device circuitry or attached to the mobile purchasing device independentof the mobile purchasing
device circuitry.

The methodof any of the preceding claims, wherein the first and second authentication parameters are each a per-
message resettable time-dependent generated random number.

An apparatus, comprising:

a secure transaction server (STS);
an authentic point of sale (POS) device, according to a first authentication parameterof the STS, the authentic
POS communicatively connectable with the STS; and
an authentic mobile purchasing device, according to a second authentication parameter of the STS, and the
authentic mobile purchasing device communicatively connectable with the authentic POS device via a short-
range communication method,
wherein the authentic POS device transmits a time dependent transformed secure POS authenticable POS
purchaseaction to the STS;
wherein the STS correlates a personal identification entry (PIE) and the authentic mobile purchasing device,
wherein the mobile purchasing device receives the PIE and a POS purchaseaction to transmit based thereon
a time dependenttransformed secure user authenticable POS purchase action to the POS device via the short-
range communication method between the POS device and the mobile purchasing device, and
wherein the STS approves the POS purchaseaction for the POS device and for the mobile purchasing device,
according to the authentic POS device, and according to the authentic mobile purchasing device and the STS
correlating of the PIE and the authentic mobile purchasing device.

An apparatus, comprising:
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meansfor providing an authentic point of sale (POS) device;
meansfor providing an authentic mobile purchasing device;
meansfor a short-range communication between the authentic POS device and the authentic mobile purchasing
device to transmit a time dependent POS purchaseaction to the authentic POS device;
meansfor receiving the time dependent POS purchase action and for authenticating and verifying the time
dependent POS purchase action for the POS device and for the mobile purchasing device, according to the
authentic POS device and the authentic mobile purchasing device.

23. The apparatus of claim 21 or 22, wherein the short-range communication method comprises one or more of an
image, audio, or wireless communication connectivity technology, or any combinations thereof.

24. An apparatus, comprising:

a secure transaction server (STS);
an authentic point of sale (POS) device, according to a first authentication parameter of the STS, the authentic
POS communicatively connectable with the STS; and
an authentic mobile purchasing device, according to a second authentication parameter of the STS, and the
authentic mobile purchasing device comprising a radio frequencyidentification tag attached thereto to commu-
nicatively connect with the authentic PCS device,
wherein the authentic POS device transmits a time dependent transformed secure POS authenticable POS
purchaseaction to the STS;
wherein the STS correlates a personal identification entry (PIE) and the authentic mobile purchasing device,
wherein the mobile purchasing device uses the PIE and a POS purchaseaction to transmit based thereon a
time dependent transformed secure user authenticable POS purchase action to the STS via mobile phone
network, a short message service, or a multimedia message service, or any combinations thereof, and
wherein the STS approves the POS purchaseaction for the POS device andfor the mobile purchasing device,
according to the authentic POS device, and according to the authentic mobile purchasing device and the STS
correlating of the PIE and the authentic mobile purchasing device.

25. A computer program which when downloaded onto an apparatus provides the apparatus according to any of the
preceding apparatus claims.

26. A computer program which when run on hardware carries out the method of any of the preceding method claims.
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(54) Abstract Title: Automated shopping system using RFID tags

(57) Aconventionalretail trolley 6 includes a built in LCD panel 5 to
display item amount 4 and price of item 3 to the customer
when filling the trolley 6. The items placedin the trolley have
RFID tags read by tag readers in the trolley and at an
automated the checkout where items 3 are read by the RFID
reader and shownon a cisplay. When payment is made a
receipt can be printed and a gate 10 is automatically opened
allowing customer to exit.
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Automated shopping system

This invention relates to a system that uses RFID tags to speed up the shopping and
paymentprocess through unmanned checkouts.

Whencustomersuseretail outlets they use conventionalretail trolleys to collect their
goods when they have completed their shop they then commenceto the nearest
checkout, normally there is a queue, and they have to unload all the goods from the
retail trolicy onto a conveyorbelt to allow the cashier to scan each item, the goodsare
then packed into bags provided bytheretail outlet and re-loadedinto theretailtrolley,
once they have paid they then pushtheretail trolley to the exit, all of this requires a
considerable length oftime spent at the checkout.
Our invention solves this problem in the following way,the retail trolley has a built in
LCDpanel whichdisplays the total amountof items andtheprice ofthe last item
placed in theretail trolley, built into the display are solar panels to provide the power
to run the LCD display so making it maintenancefree.

There is an RFID reader built into the LCD display to read the tags on eachitem as it
is placed into theretail trolley, underneaththeretail trolley is a container which holds
plastic shopping bags when the customerbrings theretail trolley into the store a
sensor at the entrance releases the catch on the container and the bags are made
available, each bag has an RFID tagsoasit is taken out ofthe containerit will be read
by the reader ontheretail trolley and charged (optional) to the total bill at the
checkout.

The customercan fill the bags as they walk around the store thus saving timelater, the
tag reader on the checkout can read the tags throughthe bags.

At the checkout the customer simply pushesthe retail trolley up to the counter, the tag
reader built into the counter then reads the total amountoftagsin theretail trolley and
displays the amountof items and the total price to pay on the counter display, the
customercan then placetheir loyalty points card and debit/credit card into the display,
type the pin numberin and paymentis taken deducting any available points from the
total bill, a receipt is printed andthe gate is opened allowing the customerto leave the
shop,all of this has dramatically speeded up the time spentin the store and alleviates
any queues.

Theinvention will now be described solely by way of example and with reference to
the accompanying drawings in which:

Figure 1 shows a conventionalretail trolley with LCD panelbuilt into the handle.

Figure 2 shows the LCD panelandits layout with solar strip for power supply and
RFIDreader.

Figure 3 showsretail trolley with LCD panelbuilt into custom fitted handle.

Figure 4 showsretail checkout with RFID reader and card paymentsystem.
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In figure 1 a conventionalretail trolley 6 takes an LCD panel 5 built into handle 8,
attached to the undersideoftheretail trolley 6 is a shopping bag dispenser 7 the
customer places the bags in the retail] trolley 6 andfills them makingit easier to
unload later, each bag has an RFID tag and can be charged for as it enters the retail
trolley 6 the LCD panel 5 is powered bya solar panel 2 andis fitted with an RFID tag
reader 1 this reads the tags onthe items placedin theretail trolley 6 and displays the
amountof items 3 and the valueof the last item 4 placed in the retail trolley 6 on the
LCD panel5.

Figure 2 shows the LCD panel 5 with built in solar panels 2 to power the unit the
LCDpane]5 displays the numberofitems3 in theretail trolley 6 and the item price 4,
the information displayed is received from each items RFID tagthat is read by the
RFID reader 1 whichis part of the LCD panel5.

Figure 3 shows the handle 8 and LCD panel 5 with item price 4 and numberof items
3 attachedto retail trolley 6 the LCD panel 5 can defitted to any existing retail trolley
6 and can be incorporated into any handle design.

Figure 4 shows the automated checkout 14 with attached RFID reader panel 13 this
reads the tag attachedto itemsin theretail trolley 6 and displays item price 4 and
numberof items 3 on the display 9 the customercan cross check information
displayed on the LCD panel5 attached to theretail trolley 6 paymentis taken via
debit/credit card and pin numberenteredin unit 11 a receipt is printed from printer 12
and on completion oftransaction gate 10 is opened and customercan push theretail
trolley to exit.
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Claims

1. An automated shopping system comprising of LCD panelbuilt into a
conventional retail trolley handle which displays price and amountof items
in thetrolley, this can be cross checked at the automated checkout, there is
no need to unload the trolley onto a conveyor belt as the RFID reader reads
the tags in the trolley and displays the price and amountofitems on the
checkout display, payment can be madeby entering debit or credit card
manually, a receipt is printed when transaction is complete then thegateis
opened automatically so customercan exit.
An automated shopping system according to claim 2 in which the use of
RFIDtags on products will be used to supply information to RFID readers
placed onthe trolley and checkout.
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Title of the Invention: An apparatus and a method for secure authentication
Abstract Title: Activation of secure function in mobile computing device using authentication tag

A mobile computing device 100, preferably a mobile telephone, is brought into proximity with an authentication tag
101 with which the device communicates. Preferably, the authentication tag 101 comprises a passive
radio-frequency identification (RFID) tag 107 within the dimensions of a credit card and the device employs
near-field communication (NFC) technology. A communication module of the device causes the tag to transmit
authentication data 109, possibly a tag-ID and preferably encrypted and stored as an NFC definition (NDEF) record
108, whichis validated by the device.If the data is valid the device executes a secure function such as launching a
secure application, which may be associated with an application-ID held in second authentication data from the tag,
which IDs must match. The secure application may be an account access application, e.g, a mobile "wallet", and
may communicate with a remote server to update account details such as virtual bank cards. Activation of the
secure function may comprise activation of a virtual bank card for paymentvia a contactless paymentpoint.
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AN APPARATUS AND A METHOD FOR SECURE AUTHENTICATION

TECHNICAL FIELD

This invention relates to an apparatus for secure authentication. In particular, the

present invention relates to a mobile telephone having a function which is activated

using near field communication.

BACKGROUNDTO THE INVENTION

Contactless payment technology enables mobile telephones to be used for payment

for goods and services. A mobile telephone may include contactless technology,

such as a_ near-field communications (NFC) transceiver, which enables the

telephone to act as contactless payment card, such as a bank card or credit card.

Rather than the payment card being a physical card, the payment card is a virtual

card stored on the mobile telephone. The mobile telephone may therefore have

several payment cards stored onit, for use with different services.

The mobile telephone includes a mobile wallet application in which the virtual cards

are accessed. In order to use a card, the user may log into the application using a

secure passcode. The mobile wallet is therefore protected against fraudulent use. If

someonesteals the mobile telephone, they are unable to use any virtual payment

cards asthe thief will not typically have the passcode. Alternatively, the device may

include no passcode, in which case the virtual money is not protected against

fraudulent use.

SUMMARYOF EXAMPLES OF THE INVENTION

An example of the invention provides a mobile computing device comprising a

communication module for communicating with an authentication tag, in which the

authentication tag is for enabling a secure function; wherein the communication

module is arranged to cause the authentication tag to transmit first authentication

data which may be received by the communication module; and wherein the device

determines if the first authentication data is valid, when it is received by the
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communication module, and if the first authentication data is valid, the device

executes the secure function.

Examples of the invention provide a device whichis easy to use, and allows a user a

initiate a secure function without having to use the user interface of the phone. The

user does not have remember a password/passcode. The device makes it more

difficult for a phone to be used by an unauthorised person. If the device is stolen,

the secure function can’t be initiated without the authentication tag.

In an example, the first authentication data is a tag ID and the mobile device

executes the secure function if the tag ID is stored on the device. This means

different tags with different [Ds can be used for different secure functions.

Alternatively, one tag could be used for several secure functions.

In an example, the device further comprises a tag ID record in which tag |Ds are

stored, wherein the device determines if a tag ID is valid by checking the tag ID

store.

In an example, the device further comprises a secure application, and wherein the

secure function is launching of the secure application. In an example, the secure

application has an associated application ID, and the authentication tag has second

authentication data which is the application ID. In an example, the secure application

is launched if the second authentication data matches the application ID of the

secure application. This enables the device to work out which secure application the

tag is for use with.

In an example, the secure application includes a plurality of options, and the

authentication tag may be used to cycle through said options. Therefore, in addition

to opening an application, the tag can be usedtoinitiate other functions.

In an example, said secure application is an account access application which

includes an account record store, arranged to store user account details, and

wherein said secure function is activating a user account. In an example, said

secure application is arranged to communicate with a remote server. In an example,
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said user account details may be updated by communication with said remote

server. In an example, said authentication tag is used activate the secure

application to update said user account details.

In an example, the account access application is a mobile wallet and said user

account details are virtual bank cards. In an example, the authentication tag is for

activating a virtual bank card for payment. In an example, the mobile wallet includes

a plurality of bank cards, and the authentication tag is for cycling through the cards.

In an example, the communications module is further arranged to communicate with

a contactless paymentpoint using said virtual bank card. One use of the device is to

store virtual bank cards on the device. The cards are activated for payment using

the authentication tag. Payments can only be madeif the correct authentication card

is used to activate the card.

in an example, the device further comprises a public key, wherein authentication

data stored on the authentication tag is encrypted with a private key, and, in order to

read the authentication data, the mobile device uses the public key to decrypt the

data. In an example, wherein said tag ID is generated using one-time passcode

creation when the communications module communicates with the authentication

tag. In an example, wherein said tag ID is generated using challenge-response

when the communication module communicates with the authentication tag. These

encryption techniques can be used to add further layers of security to the device.

in an example, wherein the secure function may beinitiation of a telephone call. The

device may be used for various secure functions, apart from a mobile wallet. For

example, imitating an emergencycall.

In an example, said communications module is a near-field communications module,

and said authentication tag is an RFID tag and said data is stored as an NDEF

record. In an example, said secure functionis initiated by bringing the mobile device

into close proximity with the authentication tag. In an example, said authentication

tag is located in an authentication card which has the dimensions of a credit card. In

an example, the authentication card is arranged to be attached to an item ofclothing,
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and the secure function is initiated by moving the phone to the card. In an example,

the device is a mobile telephone.

In a further example embodiment, the present invention provides a cellular telephone

for communicating with a cellular telephone network, comprising a near-field

communication module for communicating with RFID tags, wherein the near-filed

communication module is arranged to cause any RFID tags brought into proximity

with the telephoneto transmit a tag ID and an application ID stored on the tags, and

wherein the telephone includes a mobile wallet application, having an application ID,

the mobile wallet application including at least one virtual bank card, and wherein the

telephone further includes a tag ID record, and when the communication module

receives the tag ID and application ID, it validates the tag by checking the tag ID is

stored in the tag ID record, and if valid, the telephone opens the mobile wallet

application and activates at least one virtual bank card.

In a further example embodiment, the present invention provides a method of

operating the device described above.

In a further example embodiment, the present invention provides a method

comprising: bringing an authentication tag and a mobile computing device into

proximity with each other; receiving, at a communication module of the device, first

authentication data, transmitted from the authentication tag; determining, on the

mobile device,if the first authentication data is valid; and executing a secure function

if the first authentication data is valid.

In a further example embodiment, the present invention provides a system

comprising: the mobile computing device described above; and an authentication

tag; wherein the authentication tag hasfirst authentication data stored thereon.

In a further example embodiment, the present invention provides a computer

program to be run by a processor on a mobile computing device, to: determineif first

authentication data, received from an authentication tag, is valid; and execute a

secure function on the mobile device,if the first authentication data is valid.
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In a further example embodiment, the present invention provides a computer-

readable medium comprising instructions, which when executed by a mobile

computing device causes the device to: determining if first authentication data,

received from an authentication tag, is valid; execute a secure function, if the first

authentication data is valid.

This summary provides examples of the invention which are not intended to be

limiting on the scope of the invention. The features of the invention described above

and recited in the claims may be combined in any suitable manner. The

combinations described above and recited in the claims are not intendedto limit the

scope of the invention.

Features and advantages associated with the examples of the invention will be

apparent from the following description of some examples of the invention.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Examples of the invention are hereinafter described with reference to the

accompanying figures in which:

Figure 1 shows a mobile telephone and an authentication card in an example of the

invention;

Figure 2 is a schematic diagram showing some components of the mobile telephone

shownin Figure 1;

Figure 3 shows somedetails of the authentication card of Figure 1;

Figure 4 shows some of the applications and data stored in the memory of the

mobile telephone shownin Figure 1;

Figure 5 is a flow chart showing a method of operation of the mobile telephone

shownin Figure 1:
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Figure 6 shows the mobile telephone of Figure 1 during use;

Figure 7 shows a system which includes the mobile telephoneof Figure 1.

Figure 8 is a flow chart showing a further method of operation of the mobile

telephone shownin Figure 1; and

Figure 9 is a flow chart showing a further method of operation of the mobile

telephone shownin Figure 1.

DESCRIPTION OF EXAMPLES OF THE INVENTION

In a first example embodiment, the present invention provides a system for secure

payment. This is shown in Figure 1. The system includes a mobile telephone 100

which includes a NFC module, which may use RFID technology, for example. The

NFC module enables the mobile telephone to communicate with contactless

paymentpoints. A mobile wallet is stored on the mobile telephone and includes one

or more virtual bank cards. A user is able to pay for goods or services using the

virtual cards. In order to make a payment, the user selects the card they wish to use

and wavesthe mobile telephone in front of the contactless payment point. Moneyis

then deducted from the virtual card.

In addition, the user has one or more authentication cards, such as authentication

card 101, as shownin Figure 1. The authentication card 101 is used to unlock the

mobile wallet to enable a user to make a payment. The authentication card 101 isa

plastic, credit card sized card which has an RFID tag embedded therein. In order to

make a payment, the user waves the mobile telephone 100 in front of the

authentication card 101. The NFC module interrogates the RFID tag, which

transmits a unique code backto the mobile telephone 100. This unique codeis used

to open the mobile wallet and activate a virtual card for payment. If the user loses

their mobile phone, no payments can be made. In order to make payments, anyone

who obtains the telephone must also have the authentication card.
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The present invention is not limited to for use with a mobile wallet. In other
embodiments, the system may be used to launch secure applications, authorise top-

up of a mobile phone account, lock/unlock the mobile telephone 100, prove

identification and make emergency calls. Other functions are possible with the

scope of the present invention.

The present invention is not limited to the features an combinations described in the

detailed description. Different features and combinations of features may be

possible. in some embodiments, the mobile telephone may be replaced by other

computing devices, including PDAa, handheld computers, games consoles, laptops,

etc. The following detailed description provides examples of some ways of carrying

out the present invention.

As noted above, the mobile telephone 100 is enabled for NFCs using, for example,

RFID technology. The authentication card 101 is, for example, a plastic, credit card

sized card, containing an RFID tag. The mobile telephone 100 is arranged to

interrogate the authentication card 101, and the authentication card is arranged to

transmit data, stored on the card, to the mobile telephone. The data sent by the

authentication card 101 is used by the mobile telephone 100 to authenticate a user

to open a secure application, or to authenticate a user access certain functions

associated with a secure application. As noted above, this application may be a

mobile wallet, amongst other possibilities.

In order to open a secure application, or in order for a function associated with a

secure application to be executed, the user must bring an authentication card, such

as card 101, into proximity with the mobile telephone 100. The authentication card

101 has data stored on it which identifies secure application with which it is

associated, and a unique code which identifies the card itself. When the

authentication card 101 is brought into close proximity with the mobile telephone

100, the telephone interrogates the card 101, and the card transmits the data stored

on it to the mobile telephone 100. The mobile telephone 100 then validates the data

received from the card 101, and causes the relevant secure application to open or to

execute the relevant function. Further details of the mobile telephone 101,

authentication card 101 and the method of operation will be described below.
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The mobile telephone 100 will now be described in more detail with reference to

Figure 2. The mobile telephone includes a processor 102, memory 103, an input

device 104, a display 105, and an NFC module 106. The processor 102 controls the

operation of the mobile telephone 100 by executing computer code stored in memory

103. A user can control the mobile telephone 100 using the input device 104 which

may be a keypad. The mobile telephone 100 provides feedback to the user via

display 105. The NFC module 106 enables the mobile telephone 100 to interact with

other NFC devices, such as the authentication cards described above, as well as

with NFC payment points. The memory 103 is used to store secure applications for

use with authentication cards, such as card 101, amongst various other software

elements.

The mobile telephone 100 mayinclude additional components as is knownin the art.

For example, the mobile phone 100 may include various buses to connect the

various components, various types of memory, multiple processors for different

functions, and a mobile radio for communication with a mobile phone network. The

skilled person will understand the components necessary for the mobile phone 100

to function. Only those components which relate to the present invention are

described in detail here.

The authentication card 101 will now be described in more detail in connection with

Figure 3. The card 101 is a credit card shaped card which includes a passive RFID

tag 107. The tag 107 includes an NFC Data Exchange Format (NDEF) record 108.

The record 108 includes data 109 which may be sent to a mobile telephone, such as

telephone 100, when the tag 107 is interrogated by such a telephone. The data

stored on the tag 107 will be described in more detail below.

The secure applications and the authentication data stored in the mobile phone 100

and the authentication card 101 will now be described in more detail with reference

to Figure 4. In this example, several secure applications 200a, 200b and 200c are

stored in memory 103. The memory 103 is arranged to store one or more secure

applications. Each of the secure applications 200a, 200b, 200c has at least one

unique mobile application identifier (MAI) associated with it. In this example, each
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secure application has a single MAI. These MAIs are shown in Figure 4 as MAIs

201a, 201b, and 201c. Memory 103 also includes a MAI record 202 which is used to

store the MAts of all secure applications stored in memory. As can be seen in Figure

4, the MAI record 202 includes MAls 201a, 201b and 201c.

Each authentication card has a unique card ID. When a card is registered with a

particular mobile telephone, the card ID is stored in the mobile telephone. The card

ID is used as a passcode to open certain secure applications and to unlock certain
secure functions. This process will be described in more detail below. The memory

103 also includes a card ID record 203. In the present case, the card ID record 203

includes three card IDs; card ID 204a, 204b and 204c. This is shownin Figure 4.

Each authentication card has data 109 stored on it, as noted above. The data

includes the MAIfor the secure application or function which the authentication card

is for use with. The data 109 also includes the card ID for that authentication card.

The memory 103 also includes a virtual card store 205 which hasvirtual cards 206a,

206b, 206c stored therein. In this example, the authentication card 101 corresponds

to virtual card 206a. Virtual card 206a is a primary bank card of the user. The

primary bank card 206a has a cash balance. The cash balance is stored in memory

103 with the virtual card 206a.

The memory 103 also includes a NFC module controller 207 which is for controlling

the operation of the NFC module 106. When data is received by the NFC module

106, the NFC module controller 207 is responsible for handling the data. The

operation of the NFC module controller will be described in more detail below.

As can be seen above, the mobile phone includes a record of MAlIs and a record of

card IDs. The user is in possession of various authentication cards, each of which is

designed for a different purpose. Each card also has a MAI and a card ID. When

the user brings a card near to the mobile phone, the data stored on the card is

transmitted to the mobile telephone. The MAI is used to identify the application or

function which the card is designed to unlock, and the card ID is used to authenticate

the card.
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A method of operation of the mobile telephone 100, in accordance with an example

embodiment, will now be described in connection with Figure 5.

In this example, secure application 200a is mobile wallet application. As noted

above, a mobile wallet is a virtual wallet which stores virtual bank cards, as will be

described in more detail below. In this example, authentication card 101 is for

authorising a payment to be made by such a virtual bank card. The mobile wallet

200a has MAI 201a. Authentication card 101 has MAI 201a and card ID 204a stored

in the NDEF record 108. The authentication card 101 has already been registered

with the mobile telephone 100. The card ID 204a is stored in card ID record 203.

The processfor registration will be described in more detail below.

The mobile telephone 100 is set up so that the NFC module 106 is in an

interrogation mode. When in interrogation mode, the NFC medule 106 is

transmitting an interrogation signal in order to discover RFID tags. When an RFID

tag is brought into proximity of the mobile telephone 100, the tag receives the

interrogation signal and transmits a response to the NFC module 106.

In the present case, when the user wants to make a payment with the primary bank

card, they bring the authentication card 101 into proximity of the mobile telephone

100 (block 301). The authentication card 101 transmits a response to the

interrogation signal (block 302). The response includes the card ID 204a and the

MAI 201a for the mobile wallet 200a. The NFC module controller 207 cross

references the MAI 201a with the MAI record 202 (block 303). As the MAI 201a is in

the record 202, the NFC module controller 207 passes the data received from the

tag 107 to the mobile wallet application 200a (block 304). The mobile wallet

application 200a then validates the data received from the authentication card 101

(block 305). In this case, the mobile wallet application 200a checks the card ID with

the card ID record 203 (block 306). In this case, the card ID 204a matches the entry

in the card ID record 203. The mobile wallet application 200a then opens and

displays the virtual card 206a on the mobile telephone display 105. This is shown in

Figure 6.

10
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The mobile wallet application 200a indicates to the user the card balance and the

fact that the card is active. If either the card ID 204a or MAI 201a are not validated,

the mobile wallet application 205 displays an error message (block 307).

Oncea virtual card is active, the user can pay for services by moving the phoneinto

proximity with a contractless payment point. The technology and mechanisms for

making contactless payments are knownin the art and sill not be described in any

detail here.

In a further example embodiment, the present invention provides a system for

making an emergency telephonecall. In this case, the authentication card 101 is for

making an emergency call. The mobile telephone 100 includes a secure application

which is for initiating an emergency call. The memory 103 includes the MAI of the

emergency application, and the card ID of the authentication card. In order to make

an emergencycall, the user holds the card against the mobile telephone 100. The

user must hold the card against the phone for a minimum time-period; for example

five seconds. After five seconds the application launches, the phone vibrates to alert

the user, and displays the message, “Request Emergency Assistance:

Yes/Cancel?”. In order to message the emergency services, the user can press

“yes”. Alternatively, if they are not in a position to do this, the user can remove the

card from the phone, and place it against it again, and the phone will send a

message. The messagewill include the user ID and details of their location. Such a

system could be invaluable to those who find themselves in a vulnerable situation,

and do not wish to alert anyone to the fact that they are calling the emergency

services.

In a further example embodiment, the mobile wallet stored in memory 103 may

includes several virtual cards. Tapping the authentication card against the mobile

phone 100 causes the phone to cycle through the cards. tn this example, the

authentication card 101 is not specific to any one card. Instead it is just specific to

the mobile wallet. Once the wallet has authenticated the card, it opens. Tapping the

card against the phone cycles through the various cards.

11
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In a further example embodiment, the authentication card can be used to open other

secure application on the mobile device. Any application which requires the use of a

passcode in order to access it may use this system. For example, social networking

applications which require a passcode to access could have an authentication card

instead. A single card could enable access to several applications, or different cards

could be issued for different applications.

In a further example embodiment, the authentication card could be used to lock or

unlock the phone.

In a further example embodiment, the authentication card could be suedto retrieve a

PIN. For example, if a user has forgotten or locked a PIN, the authentication card

could be used as part of an authentication process. The application provider or

network operator could require use of an authentication card in order to retrieve the

PIN or unlockit.

In a further example embodiment, the authentication card could be used as mobile

phone insurance or a warranty identifier. The authentication card could include an

account reference, stored as data, and printed on the card. If the phoneis lost,

stolen or broken, the card could be used as evidence of ownership. The details

could also be used to repatriate the cardif lost.

In a further example embodiment, the authentication card could include an

application for checking ID. The phone could have the ID record of the owner stored

in memory. The system could be used in such a way that the ID is displayed on the

phone when an ID authentication card is held next to the phone. This could be used

by retailers to check the age of customers. It could also be used by health workers

to find details about a patient.

Same of the embodiments mentioned above require the authentication card to be

registered. in addition, in most embodiments the card must be issued to the userin

a secure manner. There are also circumstances when the user needs to contact

service in order to, for example, top-up an account on the mobile phone. In order to
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enable this, in a further example embodiment, the present invention provides a

system as shownin Figure 7.

As can be seen in Figure 7, the system includes the mobile telephone 100 and the

authentication card 101. The system also includes an administration server 401, a

tag issuer 402 and third party services 403. The administration server 401 has

several purposes, including registration of secure applications, topping-up of mobile

phone credit etc. The mobile telephone 101 communicates with the administration

server, as required, using conventional communication techniques. The tag issuer

402 is a third party that provides a particular service. For example, the tag issuer

402 may be a bank that issues a mobile wallet bank card. The tag issuer 402

communicates with the administration server 401 in order to register any tags which

are issued to users. The administration server 401 therefore has a record of all

authentication cards 101. Third party services 403 may include a service to top-up

an account of the mobile telephone 101. The mobile telephone 101 communicates

via the administration server 402 in order to top-up the account.

The process of registering an authentication card will now be described with

reference to Figure 8. In order to use a particular service, for example a virtual bank

card, a user must sign-up to the service and obtain a corresponding authentication

card. In the case of a bank card, a user maysign-up to a particular card service on-

line, via the bank’s website. The bank’s website is one of the third party services

403 shown in Figure 7. The bank creates an account for the user and sends an

authentication card 101 to the user using the tag issuer 402 (block 501). The bank

then registers these details with the administration server 402. When the user

receives the card, they go back to the bank website and provide the card ID of the

card they have been sent. The user then registers the card with the mobile wallet

application 200a on the mobile telephone 100 (block 502). The user doesthis by

entering the card ID 204a of the authentication card and the account numberof the

bank account. The mobile wallet application 200a then contacts the administration

server 402 to verify the details (block 503). If the details are correct, the

administration server 402 confirms this to the mobile wallet application 200a (block

504). The authentication card 101 and associated bank card are then ready for use.

13
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In a further embodiment, the bank card is cash card. In other words, virtual moneyis

stored in the mobile wallet. When this money runs out, the virtual bank card must be

topped up. In this embodiment, the present invention provides a mechanism for

topping-up a bank card. This will be described in connection with Figure 9.

in order to open the mobile wallet 200a, the user places their authentication card 101

against the mobile phone 100, as described above. In this situation, the virtual bank

card 206a is displayed on the mobile telephone 100, and the available balanceis

shown. The mobile wallet 200a, includes a ‘top-up now’ option, which the user can

select in order to top-up the cash on the virtual card. In this case, the user selects

the ‘top-up now’ option (block 601). The user can the select to top-up by a set

amount (for example, £5, £10 or £20), or they can enter specific amount (block 602).

The application then prompts the user to tap their authentication card 101, against

the phone 100 to confirm the transaction (block 603). The phone then contacts the

bank via the administration server 402 to process the top-up request (block 604).

The bank checks that ithe details (card ID etc) are correct and updates the virtual

card with the new balance (block 605). If the details are incorrect, and error

message is returned (block 606). The bank then updates the user’s online bank

accountto reflect the transfer of funds to the virtual card (block 607). As an option,

the bank may require the user to enter an additional passcode, when topping-up an

account, to act as an extra layer of security.

In a further embodiment, data stored on the authentication card, including the card

1D and any MAls, may be have a digital signature applied to it. The signature can be

made using a private asymmetric key of the trusted third party service. This may be

the key of the bank issuing the authentication card. The mobile wallet may include

the public key of the bank, which is used to validate the card data.

In a further embodiment, the card ID mentioned above may be replaced by one-time

passcodecreation. In this case, there is a counter on the authentication card and on

the mobile telephone. Each time a user uses an authentication card, a new

passcodeis created using a cryptographic key. This passocde acts as the new card

ID, This mechanism is transparent to the user and provides greater security than the

use of a static card ID.

14
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In a further embodiment, the system may use a challenge-response technique to

further improve security. In this case, when a user uses an authentication card, the

phone sends a challenge signal to the authentication card. The RFID tag then

calculates a response using a cryptographic key, based on the challenge signal, and

sends this back to the phone. The phone only allows the user to continue if the

responseis correct.

The authentication card may come in various form factors. In the examples

described above, the card may be a credit card shaped plastic card. This enables

the card to be placed in a users wallet. The card may take other shapes that can

easily be attached to the users body. For example the card may be incorporated into

a belt. In this manner, when a user wishes to make a payment, they can simply

wave the mobile telephone phone over the correct portion of the belt. This has

particular advantages because the user does not haveto locate a card in their wallet

to make a payment. Instead, the user intuitively moves their phone to a position on

their belt.

An authentication tag may be any suitable sized tag which may store and transmit

data to a mobile device. There are no particular limitations on the size, shape or

technology used bythe tag.

Various modifications, changes, and/or alterations may be made to the above

described examples to provide further examples which use the underlying inventive

concept, falling within the spirit and/or scope of the invention. Any such further

examples are intended to be encompassedby the appended claims.
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1. A mobile computing device comprising a communication module for

communicating with an authentication tag, in which the authentication tag is for

enabling a secure function; wherein the communication module is arranged to cause

the authentication tag to transmit first authentication data which may be received by

the communication module; and wherein the device determines if the first

authentication data is valid, whenit is received by the communication module, and if

the first authentication data is valid, the device executes the secure function.

2. A mobile computing device according to claim 1, wherein the first

authentication data is a tag ID and the mobile device executes the secure function if

the tag ID is stored on the device.

3. A mobile computing device according to claim 2, further comprising a tag ID

record in which tag IDs are stored, wherein the device determines if a tag ID is valid

by checking the tag ID store.

4, A mobile computing device according to claims 1, 2 or 3, further comprising a

secure application, and wherein the secure function is launching of the secure

application.

5. A mobile computing device according to claim 4, wherein the secure

application has an associated application ID, and the authentication tag has second

authentication data which is the application ID.

6. A mobile computing device according to claim 5, wherein the secure

application is launched if the second authentication data matches the application ID

of the secure application.

7. A mobile computing device according to claims 4 to 6, wherein the secure

application includes a plurality of options, and the authentication tag may be used to

cycle through said options.
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8. A mobile computing device according to claims 4 to 7, wherein said secure

application is an account access application which includes an accountrecord store,

arranged to store user accountdetails, and wherein said secure function is activating

a user account.

9. A mobile computing device according to claim 8, wherein said secure

application is arranged to communicate with a remote server.

10. A mobile computing device according to claim 9, wherein said user account

details may be updated by communication with said remote server.

11. Amobile computing device according to claim 10, wherein said authentication

tag is used activate the secure application to update said user accountdetails.

12. A mobile computing device according to claims 8 to 11, wherein the account

access application is a mobile wallet and said user accountdetails are virtual bank

cards.

13. A mobile computing device according to claim 12, wherein the authentication

tag is for activating a virtual bank card for payment.

14. A mobile computing device according to claim 13, wherein the mobile wallet

includes a plurality of bank cards, and the authentication tag is for cycling through

the cards.

15. A mobile computing device according to claims 12 to 14, wherein the

communications module is further arranged to communicate with a contactless

paymentpoint using said virtual bank card.

16. A mobile computing device according to any preceding claim, further

comprising a public key, wherein authentication data stored on the authentication tag

is encrypted with a private key, and, in order to read the authentication data, the

mobile device uses the public key to decrypt the data.
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17. A mobile computing device according to any preceding claim, wherein said

tag ID is generated using one-time passcode creation when the communications

module communicates with the authentication tag.

18. A mobile computing device according to any preceding claim, wherein said

tag ID is generated using challenge-response when the communication module

communicates with the authentication tag.

19. A mobile computing device according claim 1, wherein the secure function

maybeinitiation of a telephonecall.

20. A mobile computing device according to any preceding claim, wherein said

communications module is a near-field communications module, and said

authentication tag is an RFID tag and said data is stored as an NDEF record.

21. A mobile computing device according to any preceding claim, wherein said

secure function is initiated by bringing the mobile device into close proximity with the

authentication tag.

22. A mobile computing device according to claim 21, wherein said authentication

tag is located in an authentication card which has the dimensions of a credit card.

23. A mobile computing device according to claim 22, wherein the authentication

card is arranged to be attached to an item of clothing, and the secure function is

initiated by moving the phoneto the card.

24. A mobile computing device according to any preceding claim, the device

being a mobile telephone.

25. A cellular telephone for communicating with a cellular telephone network,

comprising a near-field communication module for communicating with RFID tags,

wherein the near-filed communication module is arranged to cause any RFID tags

brought into proximity with the telephone to transmit a tag ID and an application ID

18
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stored on the tags, and wherein the telephone includes a mobile wallet application,

having an application ID, the mobile wallet application including at least one virtual

bank card, and wherein the telephone further includes a tag ID record, and when the

communication module receives the tag ID and application ID, it validates the tag by

checking the tag ID is stored in the tag ID record, and if valid, the telephone opens

the mobile wallet application and activates at least one virtual bank card.

26. Amethod of operating the device of any of claims 1 to 25.

27. Amethod comprising:

bringing an authentication tag and a mobile computing device into proximity

with each other;

receiving, at a communication module of the device, first authentication data,

transmitted from the authentication tag;

determining, on the mobile device, if the first authentication data is valid; and

executing a secure function if the first authentication datais valid.

28. Amethod according to claim 27, wherein the first authentication data is a tag

ID and the method comprises executing the secure function if the tag ID is stored on

the device.

29. A method according to claim 28, wherein the device further comprises a tag

ID record in which tag IDs are stored, and the method further comprises determining

if a tag ID is valid by checking the tag ID store.

30. A method according to claims 27 to 29, further comprising a secure

application, and wherein executing the secure function is launching of the secure

application.

31. A method according to claim 30, wherein the secure application has an

associated application ID, and the authentication tag has second authentication data

whichis the application ID.
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